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Where to Dine

on The Fourth
*

Pleasant Motor Trips From

Rockland

Motor To
Lincolnville Beach
and Enjoy
Your Dinner the Fourth

YE GREENE ARBOR

: : AT : :

Parties by Appointment

,

1

•••
•••
•••
••• '

THE PLYMOUTH

Now Open For the Season

HA ROOM

Special Parties

LINCOLNVILLE BEACH
Telephone Camden 8366

Reasonable Rates

MORRIS B. PERRY HEADS TRUST CO.

A wild ride on the Thomaston road,
near Knox Trotting Park, ended
Thursday afternoon with the death of
Mrs. Marion C. Chebba, 31, of Dam
ariscotta.
Brought to Knox Hospital, also,
were Mrs. Evelyn Weston ot Damari
scotta; Russell Newcomb of Newcastle
(owner and driver of the carl, and
Miss Anna Ajcot of Damariscotta,
although Miss Arcot did not remain
as a patient, and the condition of the
Atlantic Highway
itself and crashed into another pole,
other survivors was not regarded as
i which was snapped at the base, and
Maine dangerous.
Warren,
I did not cease its mad career until it
According to reports received from
brought up against some shrubbery
on the left side of the road
When the car overturned the occu
pants of the rumble seat, Mrs. Chebba
and Mrs. Weston, were pitched vio
ARMORY, F« ot of Park St.
KIRK’S MUSIC
lently onto the hard-surfaced road
Same lanagcmcnt As Odd Fellow Dances
78’it
from which they were removed a few
moments later by Gerald Black, the

UNION, MAINE

TELEPHONE, UNION 7-5

BEACH INN

|P

Mrs. Marion Chebba Dies
Accident Near

“NIGHT BEFORE” DANCE

INN

ROCKLEDGE

SPRUCE HEAD, ME.

FOR THE FOURTH

SHORE DINNERS CHICKEN DINNERS
SALMON AND GREEN PEAS
Announcing for the Summer—A Special 40 Cent Dinner, which
includes Rolls, Dessert, etc.
MRS. T. L. MAKER, Prop.
PHONE ROCKLAND 853-3

SPECIALS
FOR SUNDAY AND THE FOURTH

LUNCHEONETTE,

RESTAURANT,

“THE PRINCESS
(Formerly Trainer's)

FULL COURSE DINNER

10

We Use Native Chicken

TEL 9011-2

WARREN, ME.

FULt COURSE SHORE DINNER

"The Best Possible Foods at the

□teamed Clams with Bouillon
Lobster Stew
Whole Broi ed or Boiled Live Lobster, Drawn Butter
Colt Slaw
Julienne Potatoes
Orange Sherbet
Tea
Coffee
Milk

Lowest Possible Prices"
T. J. FOLEY, PiopricluT

MIDNIGHT BALL
Ocean View Ballroom

TEA ROOM
CAMDEN, ME.
FOR YOUR FOURTH OF Jl^LY

Real Spring Chicken
Dinner
Fiah, Lobsters, Clams

NIGHT BEFORE THE
FOURTH
STAN WALSH
AND HIS ORCHESTRA

Try our SOFT SHELLED CRABS ON TOAST

STEAMER NEREID

50 Cents

Will Iravr Creighton's Wharf at the foot of Knox Street, Thomaston
at 7.30, Daylight Time
This trip provides a forty mile sail and allows you five hours on
the island
ROUND TRIP FARE. $2.00

Paramount Restaurant & Luncheonette
INCORPORATED
402 MAIN STtEFT
ROCKLAND, ME.
“THE HOST OF THE COAST”

For further information, call Thomaston 156-4
78-lt

MIDNIGHT TO 4 O'CLOCK
EVERYBODY WELCOME
78’It

HOME MADE PASTRY

CASH IN NOW!

Special Shore and Chicken Dinners
Bridge Parties and Small Clubs Accommodated

Phone, Rockland 385-4

COMMUNITY SWEET SHOP

FRIGIDAIRE
BEER
COOLING
EQUIPMENT

SOUTH HOPE, MAINE

CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS,
LOBSTER DINNERS,
HOT CHICKEN BARBECUE,

i

(with potatoes and stuffing)

“LICENSED TO SELL BEER"

MAKE YOUR FOURTH
A SUCCESS
Dine At

WESSAWESKEAG
INN
|l

SOUTH THOMASTON
“SMITH'S"
TEL. ROCKLAND 598-M

WADSWORTH
INN

•

Frigidaire now offers a complete line of beer cooling equipment—with all the de
pendability assured by the Frigidaire name.

• Whether you operate a hotel,

restaurant, store, or any other kind of business—regardless of what your require

ments may be—there is a Frigidaire system to meet your needs.

• There are

cooling systems for draught beer—with kegs in the basement or in the cabinet.
CAMDEN, ME.
33 UNION ST.,
PHONE 628

There are cooling systems for tap beer and for bottled beer.

• There are refrig

erating coils and compressors for any type of retail dispensing or for keeping beer

ii. uulk storage.

• We have complete diagrams and specifications for various

types of installations, based on years of experience gained in making hundreds

of installations of beer cooling equipment in foreign countries.

BEER BY BOTTLE OR CASE

Wire, phone or

write us for complete information.

We are licensed to sell Beer by Bottle 6r Case

and will give Prompt, Complete and

Courteous Service

SPECIAL NOTE — Mr. Man — Come in and see the
handsome BEERETTE home equipment $12.50 and $21

ECONOMY FRUIT CO.
9 Park Street

Rockland

Phone 201-M

Oakland Park
I

MONDAY, JULY 3, NIGHT BEFORE THE 4th
ERNIE GEORGE—10 ROYAL ARCADIANS 10
BIG HOLIDAY DANCE JULY FOURTH

ly elected board of directors which
comprises:
John C. Creighton, Union.
Charles E. Starrett. Warren.
W. T. Hocking, Tenant’s Harbor.
A. 8. Peterson, acting for Vinalj haven.
John C. Meehan. Clark Island and
Philadelphia.
Charles H. Berry, Elmer B. Crock' ott, J. Albert Jameson, Edward K.
Leighton, H. N. McDougall Albert

tificate permitting the opening was
issued. Only the multitudinous me
chanical details of printing etc., re, main to be attended to. A definite
announcement of the opening date
1 will be made in the Immediate
future through these columns.
The new bank, one of the sound
est and most liquid institutions, will
[ be prepared to carry on all phases
of the banki.ig business and will

(Contlni.ed on Page Two)

DRANK LEMON EXTRACT

SPEND YOUR FOURTH AT

OWL’S HEAD INN

Morris B. Perry, successful Rockland buslnms executive, who has been
made president of the Knox County Trust Company

MONHEGAN ISLAND JULY 4TH

$100

OCEAN VIEW

10

PENOBSCOT RIVER SALMON AND
GREEN PEAS

:: SBA FOOD SPECIALS ::

Lunch or Full Course Dinner

SPECIAL DINNERS DAILY
: : FOR JULY FOURTH : :

50 Cents

CABINS

One of the most prolific fruit crops
Glcncove has ever known came sud
denly into existence Thursday after
noon. when Harry Naum's delivery,
truck turned turtle and spread its
contents all over the street. Volun
teers were plenty but it is feared that
Mr. Naum will never again see most
of his fruit. Dr. North was obliged
to take six stitches in mending his
scalp wound. The car was wrecked.

ANNOUNCING

Roast Turkey, Chicken, or Tenderloin Steak
with Mushroom Sauce

THE LIFE SAVER

Volume 88.................... Number 78

first motorist to arrive on the scene.
Mr. Black says he saw the car come
over the brow of the hill at tre
From Injuries Received In mendous speed, and when he looked M. R. Pillsbury, Vice President—Other Officers Retained
again there were two forms out
Trotting Park
stretched in the highway, and the car
—Bank To Open In About Three Weeks
had vanished.
Lieut. Cushman conducted the In
various persons to the westward of the
Morris B. Perry was last night C. McLoon and Morris B. Perry,
vestigation in behalf of the State Po
scene of the accident, the car was elected president of the Knox Coun Rockland.
lice. and the victims of the accident
proceeding at a very high rate of
ty Trust Company. Montoro R.
The bank hopes to open within the
were removed to the hospital in an j
speed. When it started to make 'the
ambulance. Mrs. Chebba was ter- | Pillsbury was made vice president, next three weeks as all the necessary
descent of the hill on the Rockland
ribly injured about the head; Mrs. Earle C. McIntosh treasurer and papers have been signed and at a
side of the Trotting Park the coupe
Elmer C. Davis assistant treasurer. \ public hearing held yesterday beWeston had a scalp wound and
suddenly left the highway and struck
This choice was made by the recent- fore the Bank Commissioner a cerglanclngly against a telephone pole. bruises; and Mr, Newcomb's left arm
was broken. Dr. Fogg attended the in
The door handle was torn off and '
jured persons.
penetrated the pole several Inches.
The automobile was wrecked—as
The car was deflected into the
highway again, turned over, righted one ir igtot well imagine.

SPEEDING CAR WRECKED

________THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Subscriptions *3.00 per y»ar payable In
advance; single copies thief cents
Advertising rates ba.ed upon circula
tion and very reasonable

—
Dost thou love life? Hien do
— not squander time. fc that Is
••• the stuff life Is made cf-BenJamin Franklin.

THREE CENTS A COPY

Saturday
Issue

Beer Cannot Be Successfully Handled Without Efficient Refrigeration. Frigid
aire Offers THE BEST AND MOST SATISFACTORY Equipment of TTiis Type
—and it is AVAILABLE for IMMEDIATE INSTALLATION.

A. C. McLOON <S CO.
BICKNELL BLOCK

ROCKLAND

SIGN OF “FRIGIDAIRE”

Had Been In Tin Container and Proved Fatal To Convict
Maroon—Another Is Ill
Consumption of non-alcoholic syn Medical Examiner Frohock. This
thetic lemon extract, used for cook-! examination developed that the
ing purposes, but which had been in I cause of death was acute toxic
a tin container for two or three 1 nephritis and acute toxic hepatitis
years proved fatal to James Maroon, —the positive agent to be deter
a convict at the State Prison, and mined by a pathological and chem
another inmate of the institution, I ical analysis at Augusta, whither
whose name was not furnished, is, the organs were taken after the In
under observation as the result of quest.
Maroon was 28 and had a reputa
illness from the same cause.
The fact of Maroon's death was j tion as a pugilist around his home
briefly announced in Thursday's' town of Bangor. He was convicted
issue of this paper, at which time an of robbery, and had served since
autopsy was being conducted by Dr. June 24, 1927. having been returned
William Holt of Portland, Dr. Fred to the institution after being pa
O. Campbell, prison physician; and roled.

BUS TRIPS TO ROCKLAND
Maine Central Has Put On Coach Service From Portland,
Two Trips Daily
Highway motor coach service opi crated by the Maine Central Transportatlon Company has replaced
! trolley service between Portland
and Yarmouth. Permission from
the Public Utilities Commission has
! been received to extend the service
I through to Rockland, with the ex

The buses operated will be of the
de luxe type and "railroad stand
ards of safety and responsibility''
will be maintained the Transporta
tion
Company's
announcement
stated.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would

ception that local passengers will have made a rule to read some poetry
| not be carried between Yarmouth and listen to some music at least once
a week

The loss of these tastes Is a

| and intermediate points to Bruns- lose of happlneaa.—Charles Darwin.
! wick, Waldoboro and intermediate j
HYMN TO THE NIGHT
! points to Rockland and between I heard the trailing garments of the
Night
j Bath and Brunswick.
Sweep through her marble halls’
I saw her sable skirts all fringed with
The new service provides lor nine
light
From the celestial walls’
| round trips between Portland and
her presence, by Its spell of might,
Yarmouth week days and seven on I felt
Stoop o'er me from above,
The
ralm.
majestic presence of th®
Sundays. Passengers will not be
Light.
As of the one I love.
j carried locally between Portland and

Martin's Point bridge, "’here will
be four trips operating through
1 from Portland to Freeport and i
; Brunswick; three through Portland j
, to Bath and two through, Portland I
to Rockland.
I The schedule as announced by |
Mr, Douglass, shows buses leaving
j Portland, Monument Square on
weekdays at 7.40, 10,12.15,2.15, 3.45.
5.16, 6.15, 9.15, 11.15 (D.S.T), the 10
; o'clock bus going through to Brunsj wick; the 12.15 and 6.15 bus have
connections from Boston and op
erate through to Rockland and the
11.15 to Both

I heard the sounds of sorrow and de
light,
The manifold, soft chimes
That All the haunted chambers of the
Night,
Like some old poet’s rhymes.
From the cool cisterns of the midnight
air
My spirit drank repose;
The fountain of perpetual peace flows
there.—
From those deep cisterns flows.
O. holy Night’ from thee I learn to bear
What man has borne before!
Thou layest thy finger on the Ups of
Care.
And they complain no more.

Peace! Peace! Orestes-llke I breathe
this prayer!
<
Descend with broad-w'.nged flight.
The welcome the thrice-prayed for, th®>
moat fair,
The best-beloved Night!
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow,

/
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BASEBALL-FRONT AND CENTER!

THE THIRD AND FOURTH

AFTERNOON
AND NIGHT

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Twilight League Holds Keen Interest—Five Games The
Fourth—Big Five Also Going Strong

Gene Tunney Monday,
•
Baseball and Circus Tuesday

Be not overcome of evil, but over- Rockland Has Governor and
come evil with good.—Romans 12:21.

CELEBRATING THE DAY
The Lions Club of Belfast, assist- will Join them. The Rockland Chain
This greatest of all Great National
holidays is to be left, in this neigh ed by the Rockland, Camden-Rock- ber of Commerce will co-operate as
borhood, much to itself with respect port and Waldaboro Clubs, is patting will also the City Council. The ’deal
to any organized public recognition. on a three-day celebration at Belfast, being to have a mammoth and im
We may deplore the decadence of the Sunday, Monday and Tuesday, the pressive parade and make a deter
old-fashioned celebration of the object being to boost Atlantic High mined stand for better service and a
I better roadway on Route No. 1, and
Fourth, with its reading of the way No. 1.
gov. Brann, with staff, will be at to advertise the scenic beauties of the
Declaration of Independence by a
distinguished citizen—usually a law the Postoffice Square, Rockland Atlantic Coast.
Gene Tunney, the ex-champion
yer of a more or less gifted voice— Monday noon, from there to proceed
heavyweight will be in Rockland with
this to be followed by an address, to Belfast.
The Lions Clubs of Waldoboro and Gov. Brann.
instinctive with the patriotic spirit
of the day, and arousing the hearers Rockland will escort the Governor I Belfast has arranged a very attracto a renewed sense of the greatness of to Camden, where the Camden Club J tive all day celebration.
their Nation and Uie sacred obliga
tions of citizenship. There was music,
maybe a parade, much burning of
powder with accompaniment of noise,
and on the whole a community ob
servance of one of the most memor Unknown Donor Will Divide $165 Among Winners In
able days in the world's history.
Knox and Lincoln League
The present times have got a con
siderable distance in advance—if it is
in advance-rot its anniversary. Life ]
Courier-Gazette is today judges to have worked most faithJs more sophisticated. The ranks of i Privileged to announce a generous fully during the split seasons and to
citizenship are greatly penetrated by °®er ma£ie b>’ a baseball enthusiast' have shown the highest decree cf I
elements from over seas, to whom the ! wbo desires to remain unknown until sportsmanship, without having won ,
things that Plymouth Rock and the 1 th« clase of the season on the week one of the championships.
It is stipulated that the prize in!
War of the Revolution represent of Labor Day. This donor offers
three
prizes
of
$55
each
—
a
total
of
each
instance shall be divided at the '
are—as Henry Ford remarked of
$165.
rate of $5 to each ot 11 players on each !
history—nothing but bunk.
Prize No. 1 will go to the team of the winning teams and the one J
But the occasion will not be lightly
passed over. The universal holiday which wins the championship of the selected on the basis of work and
made possible by its advent will see Knox and Lincoln Twilight League sportsmanship.
This unique arrangement of prizes |
the whole community participating in for the first half of the season, which
the pleasures of seashore, the keen will be of six week's duration, ending will furnish an incentive for the
delight of the ball games, the glories July 26.
. teams which have failed to win first'
Pi ize No. 2 will be awarded to the j place, and will doubtless promote the
of the circus, and in the multiplied
forms of pleasure seeking that the team which wins Uie League chain- 1 League's reputation for earnestness•
day carries in its train.
pionship for the second half of the and good behavior to an even higher
season, ending on Labor Day Sept. 4 standard.
THAT DANGEROUS CORNER
Prize No. 3 will go to the team
The League is indeed fortunate to
Thursday afternoon two automo which is considered by disinterested have such an encouraging backer.
biles, proceeding up North Main!
street, with the Country Club their j
destination, had slowed down pre- |
paratory to making the sharp turn !
at Sherer's Comer, At the instant a [
third car, driving east on Maverick Kirk’s Orchestra Has a Very Exciting Night On “The
street, swept around the comer at a
Fiddler,’’ Of AU Places
swift pace and by the merest fraction
of inches escaped collision wiUi the
Nine men put back into Rockland (tion was notified and a rescue party ,
other cars. There seems to be some
thing about Maverick street, between harbor in the early hours of the j ’’as sent out.
the county road and 3herer's Cor morning feeling that a kind Provi- I when Capt. Webber's boat came
ner, that invites to rapid driving and dence had spared them to see the back
P°rt thU raornin«
pas’
the turning of this corner without
, »
..
.
sengers told of an exciting night,
. ,
. . ,
,
8
I
proper slowing down. There is yet in light of another day.
1
I during which their craft had run
The
craft
which
brought
them
onto
“
The
Fiddler."
The
boat
passed
j
mind the recent near tragedy there,
whose victims are still suffering in was a power boat owned and com- partly over the reef but hung by I
hospital. It is on many accounts the manded by Capt. Myron Webber, jthe stem, and with the waves break- '
wickedest comer in the city for a and his passengers were the mem- i *ng over remained there for nearly |
motorist to deal with—a busy comer,
six hours until it was freed by the
leading to one of the official State bers of Kirk's Orchestra.
rising tide. There was every rea
The party left this port at 7 o'clock son to expect that the bottom might,
routes, also much used in connection
with the summer activities of the last night, bound for Pulpit Harbor, be punctured, and it is needless to !
Country Club—calling always for to play for a dance. Around mid say that nobody breathed freely
diminished speed and the utmost night came word that it had not until the boat was again afloat and
care on tho part of a driver.
arrived and a state of great anxiety found to be not leaking,
The least that might be done for prevailed here because the bay was I Pulpit Harbor
went without its j
establishing its safety would be the wrappeU in a dense fog and the dance
but everybody is happy to
installing of stop signs at that point. wind was blowing a living gal». know that the incident did not de- I
The Courier-Gazette again earnestly The Whitehead Coast Guard Stavelop into a tragedy.
urges that such action be under
taken—NOW.

THREE GENEROUS PRIZES

RAN ONTO A REEF

It wa; a great disappointment
to the Ians that the SharkeyCamera bout was not broadcast,
blow by blow, but "flashes” were
given and nentually the story
came In. Many tager fans kept
the dial busy.
The i> uaia ( oi a license to the
Portland Maine Publishing Co.,
to operate a broadcasting station
and the denial of the application
of Charles W. Phelan to operate
on the friquency sought by the
publbhing ompany has been
recommended by a federal radio
commi“ion i\amlner. The recom
mendation has yet to be passed
on by the full commission. The
icport recommended the applicat.ons of Gallons WQDM of St.
Albans. Vt.. and WFEA of Man
chester, N. IL, for changes in
frequency to that sought by the
Portland applicants, and the ap
plication of Station WRDO of
Augu* ta to move to Portland, was
dinicd Both Phelan and the
publishing company sought to
operate on 1340 kilocycles with
500 watts power and unlimited
time, Operation of the proposed
station by Charles W. Phelan
would cause undue blanketing in
terference to a substantial part
of thr population of Portland,"
the report lound.

During his memorable cruise
up the coast President Roosevelt
kept in touch with the outside
world by listening to radio news
broadca-t- an automobile radio
being established for that pur
pose.

The 67th concert of Latin
American nusic will be broadcast
from the Pan American Union
Wcdnedas evening, July 5 at 10
p. m„ which date is the National
Holidav of Venezuela A number
of selei lions by Venezuelan com
posers will be featured. The U. S.
Army Band, Capt. Kendall J.
Fielder c nimanding, and Capt.
Millian J. Standdard leading,
will furnish the instrumental
portion of the program, the vocal
number-, to be rendered by Leopoldo Gutierrez, Chilean bari
tone. 11 will be carried over the
blue network (NBC).

Rockland
Coming Games
ab r bh tb po a
This afternoon (3 o'clock)—St.
Chaples,
3b
.....
3 0 0 0 0 3
George at Camden.
Sunday, July 2—Thomaston at Gray. XI ........ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Rockland; Camden at Waldoboro.
Gay, 2b ........ 4
Monday, July 3—Open date.
j Ogier, as ....... 3
Tuesday, July 4—Waldoboro at St. Mealey, cf .......... ♦
George, 10 a. m. and 3 p. m.; Camden Fowler, cf ...... 4
0 13
at Rockland, 10 a. m.; Thomaston at Seavey, lb ---- 4
Camden 2 p. m„ Thomaston at Rock- Sezak. c
....... 4
land, 5 p. m.
: Dimick, rf 3b •••• 3
t Note change In schedule for the Olsen, p ...... 1
Freeman, p ..... 2 0 2 2 0 2 0]
Fourth of July afternoon games).
33 2 7 9 24 15 2 i
Results this week: Rockport 11 Camden
.... 22010210 x—8
Battery F 3; Snipers 10, South Thom Rockland .... 10001000 0—2
aston 4: Pirates 6, Battery F 4.
Two-ba> hits. Fowler, Dimick.
! Bases on b ills, off Greenlaw 1. off
»he League Standing
i Olsen 3, of! Freeman 3. Struck out, I
Won Lost
P C by Greenlaw 10. by Freeman 4. Hit
Clark Island ..... 6
1
857 by pitcher Lord. Sacrifice hits,'
So. Thomaston .. 6
2
750 , Plaisted. Ga -’nlaw. Umpires, Talbot
Rockport ......._ 6
3
667 i and Kiff. Scorer, Winslow.
Rockville „........ 4
3
•571 i
....
Battery F _____ 4
6
•460 ]
. ,,,
,. .
.3 »
Thom* ton 4,
Waldoboro
Snipers ______ 2
6
I The gt: lemen from Lincoln
Pirates ........
1
8
County car.- to Rockland last night
without a pitcher, and Manager
Sunday's games; Rockville vs.
Brown, always willing to do his bit
( South Thomaston at South Thomaswent onto the mound to do a sur
J ton; Clark Island vs. Rockport at
prisingly g d turn, errors being
Rod$ort.
responsible for three of the four
runs made ff him. Ralph Brewer
Camden 8, Rockland 2
succeeded Ii n in the fifth, and held
Camden broke into the percentage
Thomaston o two hits in the five
column Thursday night at the ex, ,
__
pense of Manager Allen's Rockland lnnltlgS._h!. *7 J ... -^1 was
boys, who never had a look-in after I again on die slab for Thomaston
and fanneo 11 of the Waldoboro
that first inning. Olson was given
swatters. U was compelled to re
another try on the mound, and i
tire in the Until after injuring his
though he tried hard and earnestly, I
, his besetting sin of wildness got the J pitching ar in flinging a sha-p
curve. He vis replaced by “Doug''
tipper hands of him, and his vale-1
,
.
Walker who has been pitching in
dictory was written when he hove;
t hp Pine Tt e League, and whose
a ball far over the catcher's head
,
. , .
with the bases laden,
return to tly Twilight is hailed with
who succeeded him. allowed fiveI ^^tion. The Bowdoin hurler is

scattered hits. Joy Greenlaw, who P°pular thWahout the circuit
did the honors for Camden, pitched!
,eam halked up a Ully ln
good and consistent ball, and in or.lv
flrst
Thomaston made
two Innings were the visitors able to itiw baIance * 1,8
ln the ***
make more than a single hit off him. on a slng'e
Ebi a tripIe b-v
Behind him the Camden boys played:stone'
hj(k.d error an Wa er s
double.
After
hat the only Thom
a brand of ball which would prob-1
ably have served to defeat any team aston man to go places was Stone
in the league, the solitary error being who made ** second triple of the
an overthrow to third aUowing 1 8ame only to. be left a-hankering at
Dimick to score. Archie Plaisted did third.
Waldoboro *< red one each in the
notably good work at second while
Leonard, Daley and Yates made sixth and sere th and had its big
chance in the . ghth when Sherman
some fine catches in the outfield.
Two Camden players who had a I singled and M Jrewer doubled with
Sherman was
clean slate at bat were Leonard who only
only one
one d^-a
walked thrice and made two singles j tapped betwe|r. bases and Benner

PLEASANT ST. GROUND

TUES.

JULY 4

HflGINBECH-WflLLME

CIRCUS
Presenting HUNDREDS OF AMAZING
NEW FEATURES This Season Including

THE MOST STARTLING DISCOVERY
OT THE CENTURY

■

Princess MU KAUN. Royal Padaung

GIRAFFE-NECK WOMAN
FROM BURMA
Positively Appearing in Main Performances of the Big Show

B AYW
clyde BEATTY BOMBAYO
The Man

IRON-NERVED

IN A SINCLEJIANDED BATTLE
WITH A HEW GROUP OF

From India

40 LIONS and TIGERS
FRESH FROM THE WILDS AND
8TEEPEDW1TH JUNGLE HATE I
Sm Beatty conquar “MALA VO". tho
largest ana moat tarocioua
Roy.I
T<gw that Oraathgal

in

Astounding
Somersault^
ing Exploits
on a Bounding Rope

Mot. SENSATIONAL ATTRACTIONS Thun Ever Btfurtl

■.«

GORGEOUS NEW SPECTACLE “THE SOL'DtN"
o« *«tZ>
Mrmn.th
.OO t-M*

Ar.nlc SI.r. - Arm. at Ctown.
• M.C. ot Cl^haM.
a .In., an. StAgM

at S * B P. M. Doors Op.» ’
AT ALL I Down Town Ticket Sale on Cirrus
TIMES
Day At Corner Drug Store

TWO Complete
Partormaneaa DAILY
Cwnpfolo P«

CHILDREN

25c

DINE AND DANCE
AT THE NEW

THORNDIKE GRILL
OPEN DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY

EXCELLENT FOOD
A LA CARTE SERVICE

SPLENDID DANCE FLOOR

Trommer’s New York Malt Beverages
Tillson Ave. Entrance or Through Hotel Lobby

in five times up; and Greenlaw who fanncd,,,
made three singles and a sacrifice in ] Kuhn was a busy man at flrst
four meanders to the plate.
sack with 15 ial-°u<Ji' while FVI;
Doubles by Fowler and Dimick and Ljlayed thelr re^pecwere included in the Rockland stick- tlve Potions ar stically.
work, Dimick's being made possible J T*1* score
by watching his chances and runThomaston
ning the ball out, which some of the
ab r bh tb po a e
PORT CLYDE, THOMASTON TO ROCKLAND
other Rockland players failed to do.
praJ,bn'
4 2 2 2 1 1 0
Freight and Express and Errands Attended To With Care
When a ball is hit to the outfield no j F. Grafton, rf .... 4
COAL AND WOOD FOR SALE
' Stone, cf ----- 4
baserunner should lope down
strand____
theatre
TEL. 3-23, TENANTS HARBOR
4
_
first;
on
rough
fields
the
ball
is
too
(
3b
...........
THE BUSINESS IMPROVEMENT
MAYNARD H. GARDNER, PORT CLYDE
•
There w.:; be a daily change of pro- I apt to go past the fielder.
, L- Saw)rer
••- 4
“New England business has moved
78’It
2b. p._ 4
(Continuedfrom Pa’e One)
Lack of space at this time pre- gram-s next week. Monday’sattracThe fans made the acquaintance (Walker
vigorously upward," reports the First
Fales. lb ........... 4
National Bank of Boston in its New wield a mightyinfluence inthe busi- V3nts a detail«d life story of the new tion “ L:onel Barrymore in “Look- of a new player. Sezak. who wore
Stone 2. Bases on balls, off Ifemy pitcher, Clark.
Umpires. Quinn
Condon, c ...... 4
president
which
will
be
made
in
a
ing
Por-'-ard"
and
Tuesday
Janet
the
mask
for
Rcckland.
The
newEngland Letter dated June 29. "Our ness life of Knox County.
Its
2. Struck out. by Ifemy 11, by Brown 'balls and strikes* and Condon
Iffemy,
p
—
...
3
index of industrial production for branches in the several towns will be subsequent issue. Suffice for the day ' Gaynor and Henry Garat in "Ador- comer is to be the football coach at
3. Sacrifice hit, Boggs. Hit by (bases). Scorer, Winslow.
that Morris B. Perry, native of Rock- ,able "
Rockland Hgh School next fall, and Stevens. 2b ...... 0
this section in May was substantially
35
4
8
14
27
11
maintained
and
these
towns
have
a
land, comes of one of the old line I Two men and thclr families in the has just become a resident here
above April and reached the highest
Walditioro
level in twenty months." Such is the direct voice in the conduct of bank families and has made a solid sue- midst of a financial tempest that he strikes his batting stride he I
ab r bh tb po a
cheering note upon which the letter affairs through their representatives cess of his own extensive business rocks a Brcat mercantile institution should make a good man.
___ 5 2 1 1 15 0
Camden
was
much
elated
over
its
I
Kubn
on
the
board
of
directors.
It
is
o
f
enterprises.
He
carries
with
him
f°
rm
keynote
of
"Looking
Foropens, and then goes on with a review
___ 4
victory, as it had a perfect right to ] Boggs
cf the several major industries that especial interest to note that the into his new position a keen sense of wardR.
Brewer,
3b, p 4
Barryn.
tre
in
a
role
said
to
be
even
be.
in normal times give to this part of Knox County Trust Company will, community responsibilities, a shrewd
Burns,
c
........
4
more
gripping
than
his
characterizaThe
score:
immediately
make
application
for
business
acumen
and
a
sympathe country a wholesome and satis
Sherman, ss .... 4
Camden
factory prosperity. In no one of insurance of deposits under the pro- thetic understanding of the prob- tion in "Grand Hotel,” is seen as the
ab r bh tb po a c I M. Brewer, rf.... 4
these has there failed to be an ad visions of the Glass-Stegall bill j lems of this city and of his fellow old book):, < per in a great London de- ,
0 Bet.tier, cf
4
partment tore. Dismissed because j Leonard. If ...... 2
vance, in some cases sharply, and which becomes effective Jan. 1, 1934.1 citizens.
Telephone 980
0]
Young.
If
........
3
of
the
depression,
he
is
regenerated
plaisted.
2b
4
along with it has gone increased em
0 Brown, p ........ 1
by his loyal wife and in the end be Wadsworth, lb.... 5
Rockland,
Maine
ployment, the New England states in
UNION WILL LIKE IT
GUY F-. IIARADEN
comes the means of saving the totter, Thomas, c........ 4
, Clark, 3b ........ 1
May showing larger payrolls by 15
1 10
ing firm Lewis Stone plays the mil Lord, 3b
o!
percent than the preceding month, Rcllicking Comedy “Henry's Wed
Guy E. Haraden, an esteemed citi
34 5 10 13 24 14 4
cf
4
and an average wage rate increase of
ding" To Be Produced As Band zen of Rockland, died Friday, follow lionaire ..tore owner w'ho is brought
0
to
the
brink
of
ruin
by
an
unfaith
10 5 0 0 0 0 0 x—4
0
i
Thomaston
more than 10 percent.
Benefit
Mayhew, ss
4
ing an illness of only three weeks. | ful wife
9! Waldoboro
10(00110 1—3
There are evidences close at home
Yates, rf ........ 2
The AmericanT^ion and Auxili- ! H«
49 years old- Mr Haraden 1 “Adorable." Tuesday's feature has
Two-base
hits,
Fei. Walker,
which also contain elements of cheer.
Greenlaw, p .... 3
3 27 6 1 Brewer. Three-base nits Sherman,
Union are sponsoring the was a C0°P«r by trade> havblg worked a whlnL ‘‘ al_plot
vartety 0,41
The mills at Camden and Warren ary of
of Union are sponsoring the
has made Miss Gaynor America's
are busy, the latter working night
TTie 'iime ' hidustry'^rcse'nU | play "Henry's w^ding” wb*b * to for Rockland and Rockport Lime j most popular star, and Garat the
crews.
Corporation several years and the i premier player in Europe. With an
marked improvement. In granite be presented July li and 12 at the
and in cement there is good employ Town hall. Half of the net pro past seven years for the International accompaniment of specially created
ment. And meantime the sun con ceeds will be given to Union Hish Cooperage Co., Niagara Falls, N. Y music and specially written songs,
tinues growingly to shine upon the School Band.
,1 He was
— _______
foreman of the shop at they re i al the best of two distin
banking situation and the whole
"Henry's Wedding" is a rollicking TOoma,;ton and had heId a simllar guished film figures. The music is
atmosphere—one can feel it—is more comedy dealing with the trials and
at Adam-S
fQr the by Werner Richard Heymann, with
and more marked by confidence.
tribulations of a bachelor bride-' same concern. Honest and industri- songs and lyrics provided by Richard
groom of 55 getting married to a | ous, he was valued by his employers A. Whit.np and George Marion, Jr.,
I.ET US BE WARNED
widow who has been married twice' He was a member of Gen. Berry The "Adorable” Waltz, "My Heart's
Jacob Rupert's
Yes, we’re perfectly sane. This is j'ust
Astrologists give warning that the before. This production is being
Desire” and “My First Love to Last"
our way of telling you that at last
present planetary conjunctions indi staged throughout the entire coun- Lodge K. of P.. being a past chan are the three song-hits that are
cellor. He was also a member oi
we've found a rug that wears forever
cate the current fortnight, ending
try with universal success and Knox Lodge I.O.O.F., which per bound to set the world humming —
July 10, as likely to be fertile in
,.. well, almost forever. We are giving
adv
everything points to a big success in formed its ritual service at the
accidents. We are not a disciple of
it 10 years of wear in 2 weeks. Come
Union.
For
a
case
of
your
favorite
brew
for
Saturday
Sun

funeral.
astrology, but we would welcome
WITH THE BOWLERS
and see it, right on our sidewalk. And
The show is coached by Miss
Mr. Haraden is survived by his wife
that, or any other phase of occultism,
day or The Fourth, telephone “ROCKLAND 1200
Bernice Qarhart pt the Universal (who was Cora L. Simmons); a
inside our store, the same rug in a wide
which should serve to throw fear into
King Henry remounted the throne
for delivery at your door.
Producing Company who is now in daughter, Mrs. Olive Maddox; and
variety of beautiful patterns.
It’s
the seemingly growing numbers of
Thursday night when Wall’s Won
that
town
arranging
for
the
protwo
g
ran
ddaughters,
Mary
and
Leona
skid-proof,
too,
because
of
the
new
heedless motor-car drivers.
Cash and Carry Service at our Warehouse for
duction. Nearly 100 persons from j Wellman. The latter made her home ders delcatcd The Three Crows by
tayflex back.
Union and nearby towns are ex with Mr. Haraden from infancy, her 87 pins. Snow grabbed off the big
GOOD BIT OF WORK
Case Lots
We proffer compliments to our pected to take parti Aiiide from every wish being granted as she was prizes by bowling high string (115)
contemporary, the Eastport Sentinel, the comedy itself there will be worshiped by him. and lovingly and and having high total. The score'
Ten Salesmen to Load Your Cars.
No Long Vaits.
upon its admirable news coverage of numerous specialties. One of them tenderly cared for. The deceased also
Wall's Wonders — Jordan, 540;
Plenty of Parking Space
The Rug Children Won’t Wear Out
President Roosevelt's visit to the will be "Beaux and Belles of Grand leaves a brother Clarence Haraden; Snow, 580; Wall, 492; total, 1612.
down-east waters of Maine. The ma's Time" in which 25 prominent and sister, Mrs. Harry L. Sanborn of
Three Crows—Hcrrocks, 509; Cum
occasion—a visit from the President men will take part costumed in the Portland. Funeral services were held mings, 538; Mason. 478; total, 1525
of the United States—is memorable' approved style of the gay 90s when Monday afternoon from his late
to that region as it would be to any I buggy rides were the outstanding home on Broadway with Rev. Mr
1835
1933
region. Thus the editor of this £port and pink lemonade the favor- { Brooks officiating. The bearers were
Distributors for Stover Feed Mfg. Co.'
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
enterprising country weekly regarded j ite beverage. These performers will brother Odd Fellows—Elmer F)inkIt, and ambitiously embalmed the . show how the sheiks and flappers of ham, O. B. Lovejoy, Harold Philbrook,
On Track at 86 Park Street, Rockland
Te( 1200
Waldoboro, Me.
9x12 SIZE
•'ccasion in several pages of historical an older generation danced and Milton Rollins. Interment was in Artistic Memorials in Stone
detail.
I dressed
the family lot at Achorn cemetery.
-___________________ l22SdL

GARDNER’S MOTOR EXPRESS

MORRIS B. PERRY HEADS TRUST CO.

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS ?
■
ai

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.

PILSNER S BEER
PICKWICK AIE

THE RUG ON THE SIDEWALK I
■

KNICKERBOCKER BEEE

MASLAND ARGONNE RUG

Stover’s Cash Grain Stores
■A

J
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Every-Otb«r-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN S
—

to

?

July 1—Outboard regatta at Chlcka- 1
waukee Lake.
.
July 1 — Thomaston — Oarden Club j
flower show.
;
July 3 Monthly meeting of City Oov-l!
crnment.
If
July 4—Independence Day.
;
July,4 Hugenbeck-Wallace Circus on
Pleasant street grounds.
July 8 D A R State Field Day at
Poland Spring.
July 11-12 — Union — "Henry's Wed
ding" at Town hall, benefit high school I
band
Jg
July 12—Thomaston—St. John Baptist ; ■“
Guild midsummer fair.
July 18—Camden—Annual flower show .
of Oarden Club.
Sept. 11—Special State election.

DISCONTINUE IT

Grindle Point Light Will
Shine No More, the Com
missioner Says

(fliurrlip?

Efforts of Isiesboro people to have
the lighthouse on Grindle’s Point at
' the north entrance to Gilkey's Har
Week Days
Daily
3.00 P. M.
7.30 A. M.
LEAVE ROCKLAND,
bor retained have proved unavailing,
630. The people’s evening service
3.10 P. M.
7.40 A. M.
LEAVE THOMASTON,
according to Representative Mcran.
will open at 7.30 with prelude and
3.20 P. M.
7.50 A. M.
LEAVE SOUTH WARREN,
SERMONETTE
[ It is understood that the light will
8.00 A. M.
3.30 P. M.
LEAVE WALDOBORO.
| big sing assisted by the organ and
' be discontinued early In July
8.10 A. M.
140 Pi M
LEAVE NOBLEBORO,
piano. The quartet will sing, "A
Shadows
8.20 A. M.
3.50 P. M.
Petitions to retain the light were
LEAVE DAMARISCOTTA,
voice came to me," by Gabrial, and
825 A. M.
4.05 P. M.
LEAVE NEWCASTLE,
Tragedies have cast many
sent from Isiesboro and from neigh- (
8.40 A. M.
4.10 P. M.
LEAVE WISCASSET,
shadows this winter throughout "He will hold me." Excell. Mr. Macboring
towns
on
the
shore
of
West
WEATHER
M.
9.00
A.
4.30
r.
M.
LEAVE WOOLWICH,
I Donald will discuss the subject post
Penobscot Bay. Mrs. Charles Dana J the world. This tragic thing hap
9.10 A. M.
4.40 p. M.
LEAVE BATH,
It has shown itself in a variety of
poned several weeks ago on quespened
In
Portland.
A
young
M.
9.30
A.
M.
5.00 p.
LEAVE BBUNSWICK,
Gibson, whose summer home is on
forms the present week, running a
I
tions and objections relating to the
M.
couple
lived
in
the
house
of
a
5.15
p.
9.45 A. M.
LEAVE FREEPORT.
Seven-Hundred Acre Island, one of
considerable gamut of heat through
j "Second coming of Christ." The
9.55 A. M.
5.25 p. M.
LEAVE YARMOUTH,
friend
of
mine.
Four
years
ago
the islands which ring Gilkey’s Har
New England, Boston in particular
| Daily Vacation Bible School will be j
10.30 A. M.
5.55 p. M.
ARRIVE PORTLAND,
bor, wrote personal letters to friends a little son was born and later
displaying many sides of it to the
i held each day of this week with the
twin
daughters.
Sweet
children.
Buses are operated on Daylight Saving Time and eonneet with
ln high places In Washington asking !
Rotarian visitors from all parts of
I exception of Tuesday and Saturday,
Boston and Maine Transportation Co. Buses for Boston. No passen
The
father
sold
automobiles;
for
that any influence which could be to
the world. Thursday the mercury i
I opening at 9 a. «n. The happy
gers carried locally between Rockland and Waldoboro, Bath and
quite
a
period
the
car
he
sold
this end be exerted and Mr. Moran ■
there lifted itself to 99—but even here I
Brunswick or Brunswick and Yarmouth.
I prayer and praise meeting will be
was
off
the
market,
which
with
Interested himself in the matter ln J
on the coast we had it up to the gay I
the hard times amounted to a I held on Wednesday evening at 7.30
Tilephone Ticket Agent Maine Central Railroad for Information
his official capacity. A copy of the
90’s, which answered very well. On |
catastrophe. Another salesman instead of Tuesday. The Rainbow
the whole, June saw itself out with [
letter of G. R. Putnam. Commissioner
had a daughter very ill ln the Hour will be broadcast over WLBZ
of Lighthouses, to Mr. Moran in de- 1
dignity, rather proud of the distinc- j
hospital. A transfusion of blood on Wednesday evening from 7 toI
elding the matter, states:
tion of displaying the moon twice in j
was needed. Without consulting 7.30. A radio will be Installed in the
The Rockland Dinef.' the city's
The Penobscot Players, a company
"After careful consideration in
its first quarter—on the 1st day and
his
wife, probably with his own church so that any who wish may
MV
restaurant
on
wheels
arrived
on the 30th. July ushers itself In this j of Broadway actors, will make their
connection with a thorough study of I
twin
girls in mind, the father hear the program.
yesterday
and
a
huge
crowd
saw
it
rooming with glowing skies, wind a «*c°nd appearance in Thomaston, at
the entire system of aids to navigagave
his
blood for his friend's
little north of west, fog blown far to Watts hall, next Monday. They are placed on the Berry lot nearly op tion maintained by the Lighthouse
TIIE ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
child. His arm pained him; in a
posite
the
Fuller-Cobb-Davis
store.
presenting
a
spaikling
comedy
of
Service in order that imperative re
sea, high morning mercury and
few
days
he
died,
only
hours
Glenmere and Port Clyde
ductions in annual operating costs I after the one for whom he had
promise of another hot day ln the old home life entitled “What Ann |
The paper's Roving Reporter, aid- mfly
wjlh the least
Brought Home.” The play is full of
There will be services as usual in
town.
sacrificed
passed
Into
eternity.
laughter from start to finish. It has ed and abetted by his side-kick, Ed- lnconvenlence or hazard
these churches, Charles Marstellar of
decjdcd Both returned by death to God. Lisbon Falls, a Gordon Bible College
Ruth Mayhew Tent, meets Monday to do with Ann and the trouble she ward Gonia. left this morning upon navigaUon u has now
“
Greater
love
hath
no
man
than
dlscontinue Grlndle R(lnt Ught_
encounters ln bringing her husband, another of those Itinerant adventures.
evening at 7.30 for business only.
graduate, will speak at 10.30 in -the
this, that he lay down his life for
sUtk)n
{()
Dudley Purdy, home to live with the this time with Quebec the objective. house
Ridge Church, also in the Port Clyde
his
friends."
He
was
thirty-two.
tQ
The Sunshine Society will meet family. The title roles are portrayed Doubtless our readers will have further Qf
Chapel in the afternoon and evening.
For the widow and the children
of their adventures in regions ,
... . n
. _ . _
by Marjorie Clark and Ray Clifford. word
Monday afternoon at the clubroom.
Mr. Marstellar is also a graduate of
,
~
1aown West Penobscot Bay, as such
the tragedy continues.
where
flies
the
British
flaj.
__
_
,
L
.
..
Boyd Agin plays the humoiojs
the Christian and Missionary Alli
traffic uses the westerly side of the
When we face the shadows cast
The rubber game in the Forty character part Of the old, crabby
! bay on account of preferable hydro- by unemployment, see the bitter ance Bible Institute of Nyack, N. V.,
Congressman Moran has been busy
Club-Lions baseball classic was taken Urtcle Henry. They are supported
and spent a number of years as a
; graphic conditions. During the sum- ness and humiliation all about us.
of
late on the matter of delayed re
last night by the Forty boys to the by a splendid cast
j mer months a small number of | with no apparent solution ln missionary In Peru, and at present
modelling plans for the Rockland
tune of a modest 23 to 9 victory.
, has two sisters on the foreign field.
pleasure craft undoubtedly make use
• • • •
The final meeting of the season of Postoffice and this morning received of this light in entering (illkey Har- | sight, it is required of us to hold
our courage and keep ever our
Tenant's Harbor and Wiley Corner
Miriam Rebekah Lodge does not the First Baptist Women's Associa- the welcome word that the wheels I bor through the northern entrance,
faith “in the Father of mercies,
Services in these churches as usual
meet again until Tuesday, July 18. tion took place Wednesday afternoon were ln vigorous and practical mo but most traffic of this nature uses
who
comforteth us in our tribula Sunday morning. The Grange will
Members are asked to make special at the parlors, with 17 women pres tion and that actual work on the re the southern entrance. When this |
tion, that we may comfort others, attend in a body at Wiley Comer, and
ent. After disposing of business mat modeling and the addition would station <s discontinued it-Is proposed
note of this date.
such
as these, by the comfort
the subject will be “True Liberty”
ters, this program was presented: start at no distant date.
, to give consideration to the estab- ■ wherewith we ourselves are com
The Lord's Supper will be observed at
Stewart Ames has been awarded Vocal solo, “I Am a Child of the
The Rockland Reference and ll£hment of * bel1 buoy °r P"baJ* « forted of God."
close of the morning service at the
the Matinicus mail contract accord King," Mrs. Lola Willis; vocal solo,
lighted bell buoy, which aid will be ot'
The shadows rest heavy on this
Harbor. Church schools as ueual;
Mary, me
the Virgin,"
Mrs. Margaret|, Guide, containing lots of useful In M much ,, not greater
ing to word received by Postmaster "Mary,
virgin, «r».
mother and the years will be long
("une,
‘rip- mission
!£lv “The
Veazie.
mission d
piay,
me Voice
voxi,** with
wiui formation concerning this city, to traffic through this entrance than before these little ones can sense Christian Endeavor at 6.15, topic
schedule of
•
1
I "How I Use My Free Time," president
Mrs. Elizabeth Williamson taking the gether with the. official
,, ,
_ ... ., the present lighthouse.”
the noble thing their Daddy did.
°________
of the Maine Christian Endeavor
A well baby clinic will be held Mon part of the Voice and Mrs. Clara the {Cnox and Lincoln Twilight
We cannot understand a tragedy
Walter A Lowe whose flalry bujld_
I Union, leader. This is the monthly
day from 2 to 4 p. m at the Red Cross Gregory of the Inner Voice, and Miss League, and an abundance of busilike this, but we can say with
rooms, corner of Willow and Union Charlotte Mattatall as the daughter. ness advertisements, is being dis- lngs on Midd]e slreet hjU wwe de. Whittier 'To one fixed trust my consecration meeting and every loyal
streets. A doctor will be in attend- Songs interspersed the presentation trlbutod. It is a handy document stroye(j by a mysterious fire Wednes- spirit clings. I know that God is Endeavorer is urged, and expected
to be present. Following the 7 o'clock
%pce.
which was beautifully don?. Meet and should be preserved.
day afternoon, faced the situation gcod!"
William A. Holman.
service led by the Young People's
ings will probably be resumed ln
with renewed courage yesterday and
There will be a dance at The Ar September.
Rodney Feyler reports the arrival announce<j bjs intention of rebuilding
At the Congregational Church to choir, the pastor will speak on “More
ol the smack Madeline and Flora as soon as the insurance matter Is morro»' morning Mr. Rounds will Signs of the Coming Again of Christ."
mory the night before the Fourth
The fifth annual Daily Vacation
with Kirk's music, same management
At the recent tree surgery examlna- Capt. Carver, with the exceptional ^justed a^d plans can be made. His preach on the subject "Unnoticed
as the Odd Fellows' hall Thursday tions conducted by the State Forestry 1 catch of 21«8 gallons of scallops, herd of cows is meantime being shelt- Looses" The Lord's Supper will be 1 Church School will open at 8 a. m.
Monday. Boys and girls from five
Department which announced the Two other boats are due immediately. ered in the barn of Albion Lovejoy
night dances.
administered at the close of the
names of those who passed. I It is interesting to note that this1
years and up may attend, and chil
service.
Rev. and Mrs. L G. Perry motored "brought out quite clearly that many week’s payof^at Feyler s will be close The forenoon trains today—there
dren from Willardham and Long
to Bar Harbor yesterday accompan who have been spraying know little - to »2500 over 90 percent of this being were two of them—came Into the RfiVQcOrge H We]ch wllI have
Cove are invited as there will be no
ied by their daughter Miss Alta or nothing about the subject and new money coming in from the West, union street station—they were long,America-s Destiny as the topic of school at Willardham tills year. Miss
Perry, returning to resume her duties have have in many cases been im- j
trains, each drawn by two engines hjj,
Sunday at the Universa- Evelyn Mills of Brewer will be super
1 posing on the public." Furthermore. ; The Courier-Gazette receivea a
with passengers, rartlcu- llst church at 10.45. The quartet will intendent of the beginners and pri
at the hospital there.
the examining bofird said. "Othtrc P-^nt caU Thursday from Rex de larly the train fron New Ycrk. This s
anLhems "America Trium- mary department as ln former
The Thorndike Onll opened today makp a business of
lhc
, Roselli of Peru. Indiana, who Is pro- * a thing
U|C heart. It
.. Demarest. and “Freedom, years. No school on the Fourth of
in a charming new dress under per- off trees
U£jng spurs.. A Jaw duction manager of the Hagenbeck- means that
summer rush has Ouf
q
Herman. Communion July.
sonal direction of Mrs. O'Neil. It will which became effective yesterday re- Wallace Circus. He came on a week started and that this part of Maine
service will also be observed. This
Mlb FLORENCE PENDLETON
offer a la carte service and the dance quires all persons advertising, so:licit- ln a<ivance
scheduled trip in I is g0-ng to have a lot of people ln it. will be the final service until Sept. 10.
order
to
receive
treatment
from
Dr.
|
_____
floor is exceptionally good.
ing of contracting to practice tree
Miss Florence L. Pendleton died
William Ellingwood, whose skill as a
The automobile accident on the
surgery to obtain certificates from
At First Church of Christ, Scien June 22 at her Cedar street home
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Mullen (Linnie !
specialist had become known to him Thomaston road which resulted to
the State forestry department.
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster after a long and painful illness.
Guptill) are managing The Cedars, i
in Boston.
the death of Mrs. Marion Cheeba of
Among those to whom certificates
_
,,
,
__
,
_.
streets.
Sunday services
are
at 10.30 Funeral services Saturday were con
Damariscotta may have a sequel. The ;_ j
.»
,____
a tourist camp near Lucerne-in- j
have been issued for cavity work,
A correspondent writes from Port- afjajr bas been thoroughly investi- and the subject of the Lesson-Ser ducted by Rev. J. Charles MacDon
Maine, and will be glad to welcome |
^praying and pruning are Elroy H. land: “At the recent State Convcn- gated by county Attorney Burrows, mon tomorrow, will be "God." Sun ald of the First Baptist Church.
all Rockland friends who are driving
Gross of Waldoboro and Maurice E. tion of the United Baptists in Lewis- the sheriff's department and State day School is at 11.45. Wednesday Beautiful flowers surrounded the
through that section.
Lindsey of Warren; for pruning and ton, the Knox County delegation Police and
was said this morning evenln« teslimony ™eting is at 7.30. casket. Burial was ln the family lot
Raphael Sherman nas been in t cavity work, Raymond L. Smoot of ] mUst have been gratified at the com in official circles that the driver. Rus- The readln» room U located at 400 in Sea View cemetery, the bearers
pliments showered upon Frank H.
NewComb would be summoned Mam street> and “ open w-eek days being Osmond Palmer, Stanley Greg
Bcothbay Harbor this week on busi- Camden,
ness. making his headquarters at
------Ingraham, the President. Mr. Ingra- lnto court the firsl of the week.
from 2 until 5 p'm'
ory, Albert Mills and Alfred Condon.
Tinker Tavern. Mrs. Roy P. Marr. I Th* annual convention of the Oar-, ham kppl
convention on .^h^
Miss Pendleton was born Aug. 18.
proprietor formerly of The Sandwich ‘ °en c-ub Federation of Maine took
mean undertaking—, A curious insect, built upon the “Obeying Gods command
will 1861, in the house where she died,
Shop, will be pleased to greet her Place Tuesday in Belfast, attended and hJs c]ear vo(ce and
per. ? same principles as a much enlarged be the subject of Rev. L. G. Perry's and was the last survivor of the fam
many Rockland friends this season.
by 41 Presidents and delegates. Re- |onajjty evoked general praise. Ap- mosquito (even larger than those to morning sermon at the Littlefield ily of Littleton and Elisabeth (Crane)
------ports showed rapid growth since or-1 preciaUon was expressed to the reso- the writer's garden) was brought to Memorial Church. Junior church Pendleton, one of the oldest families
Donald Haskell who was recently ganizatlon two years ago. Twenty- j lutlons adopted. Directly and indi- The Courier-Gazette office yesterday I will meet at 10.30 and Sunday school of the Northend. 8he attended the
graduated from the Ross-O'Nell, three clubs are already members and rectJy the ^1^^^ church has fur. by F. A. Anderson. Its distinguishing at 11.45 with classes for rfll ages. public schools, graduating ftom
School of Chiropracty, Fort Wayne, applications continue to be received nlshed a number of presidents, which feature was a toil fully six inches long. The evening service will be held at Rockland High in 1880. For seven
lnd.. passed the State Board ex Ten clubs were taken in last year. fact was several times commented It had been an inmate of the Maine -the shore, off the Samoset road, years she was employed in Albert
cmiiiations last week with flying In accordance with the bylaws that upon good-naturedly by other mem- Central baggage room two dayx and when there will be a baptism, the Smith's Music Store and was also in
colors. He has not decided just no Federation officer may hold office bers of the Convention Board.”
had been the object of an animated service beginning at 7 o'clock to Massachusetts a few years, part of
where he will begin practice. Royal more than two years, Mrs. E. A. Rob____
debate on the part of the entomologi-1 conform with the tide. A vacation the time with her brother Edwin
Grinnell of Union, a graduate of the bins was automatically retired amid
One of those “might have been a cal experts.
■ Bible school will be held beginning Pendleton ln Worcester. Her mother
National College at Chicago, passed tributes of appreciation for her tlre- bad one" fires developed last night
-------Monday at 9 a. m. where all chil- needing her care, she then remained
thc State examinations at the same hss work to developing the federa- and It was an extremely nervous The Chisox ball team won its dren wm be welcome. On Tuesday at home, and an aunt Mrs. Emily
time.
Itlon and promoting its Interests. The crowd which watched the firemen fourth straight game Thursday, evening at 7.30 Is the regular mid Matthews, was also the recipient of
_____
I new president, Is Dr. Charles J. Brag- extinguish a vigorous bia^e in prog- taking Perry s Market crew into week prayer service.
her ministrations. After their deaths
James O'Hara who lias recently • don of Oardiner. A change to the ress near the large gasoline storage camp, to the tune of 13 to 7. Dick
she was with her sister Mrs. Lucius
been named permanent organist at board of directors Is yiat all present tanks of the Park Street Improve- Knowlton, pitching for Perry's was At the PrattMemorial Methodist Wiggin, for a short time.
the Camden Congregational Church , presidents of member clubs become ment Co. at the Pleasant street rail- relieved by H. Newton, after s>venEpiscopal Church Sunday the servMiss Pendleton had been an In
is to substitute at Station WEEI. members of this board except in the road crossing. The fire appeared to runs had been scored in the first, j ices will be held according to the valid many years and a great suffer
Boston, for two weeks beginning July case of the Longfellow Oarden Club be of suspicious origin. Some of this “Tail" Connon starred for the losers, j summer schedule. The church school er, but with remarkable fortitude and
1C for Del Castillo. Mr. O'Hara also ‘ of Portland where the president re nervousness was apparently imparted getting three hits out of four times wm meet at 10 o’clock and morning unbounded patience had borne her
Charles “Sully" McIntosh worship will be at 11 o'clock. Spe- affliction and always had a pleasant
announces that the Utica Jubilee quested that Mrs. Walter E. Tobie be to the dlaphone. for after the big at
Singers, nationally known in radio appointed to represent that club horn clicked nicely through the first had a good day at bat, getting hit clal musical numbers will feature smile and a cheery word for every
and concert fields, will be at the I Two guest speakers were on the pro- two rounds of “39'' it sustained a ner- by the pitcher three times, and a [ this service, and the pastor’s theme one, never allowing her sufferings to
Camden church Sunday, Aug. 6, for gram—Mrs. Alden Vose of Westport, vous chill or something and went base on baljs. The lineup: Perry's— Will be “What Christ Is.” A glad spoil the pleasure of others. She said
vesper service. In conjunction with Conn., program chairman of the Na completely loco for the last two Glover C. Knowlton, p, Tait Connon gospel serv.ee comes at 7.30 consisting to one when asked how she could be
which he will give a special organ tional Federation, and John P. rounds Investigation disclosed a 1st, E. Perry, 2d, Har. Connon 3d. of hymn singing under the leader so patient: “Every morning I gather
iecltal
Thomas of Portland, vice president broken spring on the whistling lever “Snook” Perry ss. "Scot" Melvin If. ship of Parker Worrey and a ser new courage, and try to keep cheer
arm which allowed several blats to I,. Lufkin cf, Newton rf; Chisox— mon by the pastor on "Multiplying ful through the day, living Just one
of the Maine Architectural Society.
Specials for balance of this week:
bleat as one.
' E. Chisholm o, E. Grindle p. R. our value.” The mid-week prayer day at a time.” To be with her was
I^rge, healthy chicks, 15 for $1.
Pilsner's Beer, Pickwick Ale ar.d
—-------------------i Fogarty. 1st. M. Wiggin, 2d, L. Paia- j meeting will be held on Wednesday an inspiration, and often those feel
Ered from prize winners. Barred Jacob Rupert's Knickerbocker Beer.
Pilsner's Beer, Pickwick Ale and dino 3d. T. Chisholm ss. C. M. Me- evening on account of the Tuesday ing discouraged and down hearted
and
White
Plymouth
Rocks. For a case of your favorite brew for Jacob Rupert's Knickerbocker Beer, intosh If R. Thompson cf, R. j holiday. At the close of the service would go to see her and come away
I
Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and today, Sunday or the Fourth, tele For a case of your favorite brew for Moulaison rf.
Umpires, Herbert a meeting of the official board will with renewed strength. A great
White Leghorns, at Stover's, Rock phone Rockland 1200, for delivery at today. Sunday or the Fourth, tele- Black and Abbott,
be held.
The Church Vacation reader, she was Interested In the news
land Complete line seeds and ferti your door. Gash and carry at our phone Rockland 1200, for delivery at
School will be conducted on Monday, of the day, ln national as well as
lizers.
76-78
MARRIED
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday local affairs. Since 1919 Mrs. Sarah
warehouse In case lots. Ten sales your door. Cash and carry at our
JONES-WHIPPLE—At
West Hsrtford.
Prescott had cared for her with untir
men to load your cars-^no long waits. warehouse In case lots. Ten sales
Conn., June 28. by Hev. Charles C. next week, from 9 to 11.45 a. m. Chil
Noble. Hosmer C. Jones and Miss dren between the ages of 4 and 15 ing devotion, always helpful with her
Plenty of parking space. Stover men to load your cars—no long waits.
Genevieve Whipple.
tenderness and kindly disposition.
years inclusive are invited.
Feed Mfg. Co. on track at 86 Park Plenty of parking space. Stover
Nearest relatives to Miss Pendleton
DIED
Cabbage, Red Cabbage, Tomato, street, Rockland, just below Ar Feed Mfg. Co. on track at 86 Park
"An ocean voyage," will be the are cousins, Miss Mary Metcalf, Mis.
Celery
mours. Telephone Rockland 1200/— street, Rockland, just below Ar-1 LIBBEY—At Hope. June 29. Herbert
d^^^lVt^ay^rn^
at
F>«t Annie Jones of Bangor, Amory Allen,
AU Kinds of Flowemg Plants,
adv.
mours Telephone Rockland 1200.—
from Oood'a funeral home.
Inter- Baptist Church Sunday morning Mrs. Alice FlsH, Mrs. Agnes Fish and
Perennial Plants
adv.
ment in Camden.
_
,
__ _
Nice Bouquets made up all summer
SEAVEY—At Rockland. June 30. Lauladles trl° w111 sin8. ‘Take my Mrs. Nellie Fish.
BOAT FOR PICNIC
for 25c each
retta
A.,
wife
of
William
F.
Seavey.
heart,” Perkins, and there will be
CARD OF THANKS
CARD OF THANKS
or Fishing Party the Fourth We wish to thank our neighbors and aged 79 years. 11 months. 18 days. Fu a duet, “God's tomorrow," by Ackley.
neral Monday at 10 o'clock from the
Walter A. Low and family wish to
friends
for
their
kindness
and
floral
EDWIN A. DEAN
Will be at PUBLIC LANDING Sat offerings and use of cars during our re- Burpee parlors.
thank
the
Department and Fred
The church school will meet at the C. Black andFire
all other friends who came
HIGHLANDS, ROCKLAND
DODGE—At Rockland. June 30. Arthur
cent bereavement.
urday, Sunday and Monday
Dodge, aged 22 years. 8 months. 1 day. noon hour, and the Christian En- to their assistance during Wednesday's
Charles Waterman. Walter Waterman,
Telephone 671-J
Ask for WALTER MELLQUIST
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock from the deavoids will hold their meeting at greatiyVp^reciated. ,n<* ‘yn’p,uhy *,e
Mrs. Eva McDonald.
78*881
North Haven.
•
residence, 45 Jamei street,

PLANTS FOR SALE

1
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NOW IN EFFECT

The New Cable-Nelson
Rembrandt Model
A five foot grand piano with a wonderful depth and quality ot
tone at a price that will anuue you. All of the features and ad
vantages of a high priced instrument are built into Ihb beautiful
model piano.

Genuine African elephant ivory keys.
Shifter type of artu-n tame as concert grands.
Finest grade white rock maple pin block and bridges.
Best quality American steel strings, polished to prevent rust.
Solid brass hardware throughout.
Genuine mahogany or Amrriean walnut veneers with full coat
of lacquer finish. The most durable finish known. A beautiful
bench to match.

Warranted without reservation; complete satisfaction is guar
anteed.
The Underlying Value Of This Grand Is Its Dependability

Price now, to introduce in
Rockland—

$395

Your old upright taken in trade
ASK FOR FULL INFORMATION

MAINE MUSIC STORE
ROCKLAND, MAINE

CHANGE OF SCHEDULE

MAINE AIR TRANSPORT CO.
Taking Effect July 1, 1933
THREE TRIPS DAILY
1 2 M.

8 A. M.

4 P. M. Standard Time

Telephone 547 for Information
Planes available for charter to other resorts
between schedule runs
77-79

■ i

“SILSBY'S"

SATURDAY SPECIALS
GERANIUMS—A FEW’ LEFT FOR 15 CENTS
CANNAS, 15 CENTS; TWO FOR 25 CENTS
TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS, 35 CENTS

SILSBY’S FLOWER SHOP,

371 Main Street

ROCKLAND, ME.

RADIO SALES AND SERVICE'
AUTHORIZED

PHILCO,

MAJESTIC,

CROSLEY

WE RENT RADIOS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
442 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE
75-tf

WHEN DECIDING TO BUY ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION
SHOP AROUND—SEE THEM ALL
And then let u* shine you the
NEW KELVINATOKS AND LEONARDS
We also specialize in Commercial Refrigeration Equipment
Meat Coolers, Beer Coolrrs, Milk Coolers, Ire Cream Cabinet*,
Soda Fountains

G. A. LAWRENCE, Inc.
492 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
75-90

ROCKLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
SUMMER SCHOOL
OPENS JULY 10
SIX WEEKS* COURSE

OPEN FOR REGISTRATION JULY 5-10

LENA K. SARGENT, Crescent Beach. Me.
74-81

CAMDEN-ROCKLAND WATER CO
OFFERS

Its Six Per Cent
Cumulative Preferred Stock
A Home Company and Local Investment
Legal For Maine Saving* Banka
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
February, May, August and November 1st. Callable
as a whole or in part al $ 105 a share.
This stock, issued under the approval of the
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
at a price of $98,00 per share and accrued interest,
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
land, Maine.
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
loe-s-tf
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WARREN HIGH SCHOOL ALUMNI

Vacations
and

Health

Honor Supt. Rowe and Teacher Newbert With a Party
Program Of Generous Proportions
I By Alena L. Starrcttl

"I thought the surprise was for j lamp to Mrs. Newbert Her response
Mr. Rowe." said Mrs. Abbie Newbert. which was marked with much emotion
By Dr. ERNEST H. LINES-----was relieved by the chorus singing
Eminent AwiHorilv «twl Chief
Dirtctor
Saturday evening, at the Alumni 'Auld Lang Syne. A poem written
Nnr Yerfc Li/« Io
Party held at Glover hall. Superin by Mrs. Edna Nash was lead by Mrs
tendent of Schcols Prank D Rowe Eleanor Barrett.
THE OPEN ROAD
immediately came to his feet with— , To this little old town with its hili* and
dales some twenty-live years ago. I
"And I thought this was a surprise A young man came to teach our school
HE call of the open road lures many a vacationist. Well-marked, smooth
his name you are all sure to know.
highways throughout the nation carry millions of people every summer
for Mrs Newbert!" to the amuse
young rnd straight and trim
to historic spots or other places of interest, or perha|is to the seashore, ment of the 196 guests, a large per He was
and neat.
mountains or elsewhere.
He
was
good,
was true and wise
centage being alumni from out of And believe It he
or not. there was nothing
i Although it would seem that
' town, knowing that tribute was to
small
auffinent advice and warning had important as the condition of the car,
be paid Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert for About him but his size.
already been given on how to avoid if not more so. Intelligence and
her 36 years, conscientious service He taught and fought for his scholars'
automobile accidents, yet the auto quick perception and reart ion are
sake.
in the public schools of Warren, and He won their respect and love.
mobile is responsible for about resential. People with heart disease
And
he fitted right into the plan of
or other serious ailments make better
to Prank D Rowe, superintendent
100,000 accidental deaths every year
things
A disastrous crash is one of the passengers than drivers.
of the Warren. Union and Matinicus As a hand fits Into a glove.
In
the
course of events he climbed the
quickest way* to bring a happy
i schools since 1917. and having served
Don't drive if you are tired. Many
scale
holiday to a tragic conclusion.
Warren
as
high
school
principal
the
To
superintendent's
berth,
accidents occur from drives* droppilg
Drive carefully always. Slow down asleep at the wheel and waking up in
ten years preceding, giving his best | And *** to p,e“* 1,01,1 old ,nd
at all rroaamge, and stop unless you the hospital.
The hardest Job on earth.
1 in both connections.
ran see a long way both right and left.
Both
the
Town
hall
and
Olovcr
If
you
are
driving
across
country,
He did It well and he's doing It now.
Although you may think you have
hall were open for the occasion, the Th<‘ same as he started in.
don’t try to drive too far each day.
the right of way, the other fellow
And he greets us all each day of the
might not agree. So don't take The tendency ia to increase speed and
lower hall decorates". prettily with
ye»r
With
same old cheerful grin.
chances. Stop at all r-ilrosd rroaa- to take greater risks the longer a
peonies, iris, heliotrope, syringas. There the
have been hard knocks In these
ings and drive cautiously In congested person has been driving. Don t wait
years gone by. but every knock Is |
roses
and
yellow
lilies,
the
corridors
areas, particularly where children until the gasoline tank is almost
a boost
with evergreen, uniter the super For his
good deeds, like guinea hena we
may be playing in the street. You empty before stopping for rent and
know
will come home to roost.
.
vision
of
Mrs
Anna
Starrett.
The
'
relaxation.
If
more
than
one
person
may lose a few seconds of time, but
in the car can drive, change places I decorations in Glover hall were the And nobody knows the good he gives,
you may save a life.
except those who receive It;
fame as at graduation, crepe paper
Have your car checked over by a often.
An Itemized list would be so long
competent mechanic before starting
Make cross-country driving a vaca ' in American Beauty red and silver Nobody would believe It.
So let’s give our praises to that man ;
a trip. Brakes, steering gear, head tion, not a contest to see how far
Cray.
who. twenty-six years ago.
lights and tires should be in perfect you can drive each day or how
The first of the evening was de Took up his burden and never shirked—
quickly you ran get from one place
condition.
Here's to our friend. Frank Rowe!
voted to a social hour, the guests
If you drink alcoholic beverages, to the next.
With presentation speech bv Willis
renewing old acquaintance. An orlet someone who doea not drink drive
R Vinal. lovely brass candlesticks
che'.tra
composed
of
Miss
Pauline
the car.
with lighted candles were passed to
Dim t* the fourth of a eeriM of
Starrett piano. Miss Beatrice Hask- Mr and Mrs Rowe by Mrs. Ruby
Don't drive if you enjoy taking
12orfid«iofi l oon/lonsoruf Hrolth.
ell violin, and Bernard Esancy of Kalloch and Kendall Adams, with a
chaDcee. More than your own life
Thefifth, onFood, .V Ja- on.l Water,
pcem written anonymously bv
Union the drums, furnished music.
and safety depends on who is at the
toll answer the quesfnms
wheel. Don't try to pass a line of
At nine o'clock under the guidance friend in Massachusetts.
1.
What diet is best in hot
year* of service; It 1« a long
cars unices the road is dear a long
of Mrs. Nettle Vinal. chairman of , Twcnty-»lx
weather? S. How can you be
span
wav ahead, ample warning ha* been
the
entertainment
committee,
the
That
we
have
been favored to have from
eure of drinking only pure milk
* man.
given, and you can pas* while driving
grand march was formed. Mr and
and water? S. What are com
A
scholar,
a
worker,
a helper, a friend
Mrs. Willis R Vinal in the lead, the
cautiously. Don't try to pass any
always of Just the right
mon reuses of “acute indiges
honor guests following. Mrs. New A gentleman
car if you have to rush to make it.
blend.
tion" ?
bert on the arm of Mr Rowe. Mrs. Who ha« kept to the small field when
The mentality and physical con
to heights he could go—
Rowe
on
the
arm
of
Mr
Newbert.
dition of the driver are equally a*
ICoonUkt. IMS. N KLLCD
we have wondered that this
Mrs. Newbert was presented Ameri Sometimes
has been ao:
can Beauty roses; Mrs. Rowe re- 1 For we know of our limits, we know
SONS OF MAINE CLl’B
leetved a bouquet of pale pink
we're small town
ELMER ALLEN'S CHAT
working for ua can not win
------peonies. Mrs Elmer Rowe of Elis- And one
much renown
Had a Royal Time At Their Annual worth. Mr. Rowe's mother, bouquet Byt this
man la the kind who holds
St. George Fan Reviews
Early Summer Pienic
of sweet clove pinks. Other guests
most worth
Not
riches,
nor plaudits, the bubbles of
received favors of balloons, whistles
Opening of Ball Season, Edltor o(
the earth.
The Courier-Gazette:—
and tiny boutonnieres Conjetti But the
Joy of well doing, the love we
With Interesting Comment
Your news item of June 20 read and streamers added to the general
bestow.
of children, the progress
'The Sons of Maine Club of _
Somcr- scheme. Selections were then ren- The homage
they show
The curtain that was rung down vllip
has an ontina at Cedar dcred bv th- seniors of class '33. Elsewhere he could find the fame that Is
on the Knox and Lincoln Twilight
' ‘
„
accompanied by the orchestra. Then
due.
League ball games last fall was again H;1L Waltham next Saturday after- followed the program:
But he could not find hearts more de
voted and true.
rolled up Monday of last week when noon, and the poster reads as if it
Oontra’to solo’. "Dawn" and “I
to him for the help he has
the St. George nine beat the Rock- were going to be a lively and inter- Love You Truly" the latter by Carrie More grateful
given.
land nine 8 to 5. It was a grand esting occasion"
Jacobs Bond, sung by Miss Hilda While realizing always how hard he has
striven
opening with the band playing and
It was To the number of sixty Aspey, accompanied by Mrs. GertWe rejoice that he stayed here and
flag raising, and the Twilight League' the members with their wives and rude Rotve.
made us his own.
baseball season was started. It was families motored to Cedar Hill.
Baritone solos. “Smile Through And for years we shall reap the good
seed he has sown.
too cold really to play ball and I where from 2 to 6 30 p. m. there was Your Tears" and "Lonesome. That’s
we know he'll be grateful to ua all
guess the crowd thought so too, the something doing every minute.
All," sun’ by Charles Wilson, ac- While his
are.
, 1 ...
way they shivered. We are sorry that
First, there was a meeting in the companied bv Mrs Carrie Smith
Since we are the village that gave him
Chummy Gray's arm is bothering auditorium, a little community singA pcem. "The Teacher." a tribute
his wife.
him and hope it will not continue ing—State of Mainers don't sing well to our Warren teachers, written by And In token of love that we bear him
for aye
h.
that way
on an empty stomach, and they don’t Elsia Holway Burleigh and read by We now
give them something to lighten
• • • •
sing at all on a full one. Then the Mrs Alena L Starrett.
their way!
It was too bad our old friend John folks adjourned to The Maze where
Soprano solos. "Just A-Wearying
___________________
The
chorus sang to the tune "BatA. Fuller could not have been here prizes were awarded to the couples for You." and an alumni song, tune
Hvmn of the Republic.
to witness the game, but we hear he finishing first and second Then an- “Darling Nellie Gray. " words by Mrs For six and twenty long years he has
served our .illaae well.
will be here soon.
I other adjournment to The Bowl. Edna Nash, sung by Mrs Ruby KalIs the occasion when our grati
• • • •
| where lunch was served. The club loch and accompanied by Mrs. And here
tude we'll tell.
Well folks what a fine improvement furnished beans and coffee
Nettie Vinal.
So every one that's here tonight will
make the chorus swell.
has been made in the ball field bv | It is hard to beat the old Knox and Were you ever tn the city far away from
Telling
Superintendent Bowe that we
removing the bushes and trees on the Lincoln combination. A Knox memh°?” anl friepd’,____
thank him.
waterfront, It is a good job well ber prepared the coffee, a Lincoln
pavement never ends’
done.
I member prepared the beans.
A when the sunshine was so glaring with Now let us sound the praise^ and let's
make the welkin ring
• • • •
Hancock County member brought
its never ending heat
St. George defeated Camden Fri- slack salted dry fish With 57 varie- That rou ^‘qu^t^hadMn”w j°o^
T°Un‘
... -afternoon
♦
- “a “nice game“ —
of pjgg cakes, cookies etc
O never mind the quality, tts Joy that
day
in
with
you murt bring
no discredit to the Camden boys brought by Individual members. If Then when vour «oul wa* lonely ax your
a fair
feet trudged up and down.
| As we tell the Rowes how we love them
They played a nice game and are a ;vou weren’t real hungry it owas
ctofn
of
Did
you
ever
meet
an
old
friend
from
lunch. If you ever attend a State of
’that
Homf Town,
bunch of nice fellows.
We've seen our «chool. eo forward, and
Mainers picnic and they don t eat d1cj ever reaiiy matter if his face was
we know their rank le high
With Mr Rowe as leader, to go higher
fair or plain?
John Wiley, our 94 year old and drink, you will have witnessed a
they will try.
mlr.rl.
^Id
the
sight
of
him
mean
surcease
youngster, arrived home Monday miracie.
from
homesickness and
.It might
... well
„ ,have
_ ... been _a <3.
i.vu. uuiiiceivisueH,
auu pain?
pnur
80 let u» cheer their progress, as we
St
the „„n|e
He likes to see the ball games but
owing to falling eyesight does not John's Day celebration, for 90'f Of Doesit matter where you're living about i Press on with Mr. Rowe
the males were members of the Mathis time of year?
1 Mr Rowe resoonded heartilv. tellattend regularly.
ronic fraternity and a majority of Don'tJ°y a'*a5,s
’finking of thia ing of his iov In the friendship exIt An„ wondering" if othem "re thinking Pr!'«’'d and hts pride that his mother
It is no disgrace to a pitcher to be the female of the Eastern Star
Of it too.
present to hear it all.
taken out after five or six innings of was as the poster read a Sons of
Club Outing. We'll be sec- If they will have the old school time
j
d
.
rounded
pitching. They have their bad days Maine
,
Harvest SuDDer
»nd w111 “1^ of thpm ■’"«« rou? [i tt)e even
cl jam
caKe rounoea
out
n(t'? ana
entertainment,
served
as well as good ones in pitching ball. ing you again at the Harvest »uppe
‘irr"‘
Then somehow things look brighter and bv
the Warren teachers
Mrs
We notice the ball fans like to get in October.
----------------------j
you know you're going home.
behind the screen to see the balls
Florena™ Davis chairman, assisted
I
ai nrinnrm
To the rlver by the mlllalde where the bv Miss M Shirley Castner. Mrs.
curve and see the batter get fooled.
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
water churns to foam
• • • •
______ _
O. it's great to be a roamer, but you’ll Inez Mathews. Mrs Florence Gardi
, j ate ,s.
find, that as a rule
Thomaston came down and played
Services will. .be ,held
the Baptist It., mtghty
KOOd to see th(,
Where , ner. Mrs. Lina Smith.
St. George Monday and was beaten Church Sunday at 7.30 standard with
once you went to school
4 to 2. It was a good game to watch, Brainerd Thurston the speaker
Tenor solos. “Schubert's Serenade" |
though the weather was cold and
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Pitcher and j by Ardt and "Where the Roses i OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
damp, and not a very large crowd daughter of New Haven were week- Bloom." sung by Chester Wyllle acwas present.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leland companied bv Mrs. Gertrude Rowe.
• • • •
Remarks by Mr Rowe and rem
Earl Barter can throw some balls Winchenbach.
Mr and Mrs J. P King, sons Ron iniscences by George W Walker of
yet. He used to play the game years ald and Donald of Rochester. N. Y. kthe days when he attended high
ago, and used to play it well.
arrived Monday at their summer school when Clarence Emerson of
Lewiston was principal. His mem
home The Lindens.
One gets a splendid view of the
Mr and Mrs. William Richards of ory of Mrs. Newbert's slogan was
water since the easterly side of the Detroit. Mich., called on their uncle “Life Is what we make It." Mr3.
diamond has been cut away. The William Wallace, and cousin Free- Grace Wyllic. member of the school
grounds are now In a pretty gooo land Vannah recently
committee paid Mrs Newbert a fine
condition, but what a pity the old
“ vannan recen y
Mrs. Leland Winchenbach and Mrs tribute to her splendid ability to co
house couldn't be moved northward George T. Palmer motored Monday operate and her adaption to newer
quite a piece and fixed up some. It to Bristol to call on Mrs. Palmer's methods of teaching Charles Webb,
may be that someone will be gener father A. B. Little who has been ill one of the first pupils of Mrs. New
ous enough In the near future or asi Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin Scofield bert when she taught in the
soon as the depression is over, and were callers Sunday on Mr. and Mrs Vaughan's Neck community, spoke of
perform a miracle on It.
Fred Chute and Thomas Creamer at her friendly manner winning the
Elmer Allen
love and respect of her pupils Rev.
Dutch Neck.
Jennie Simmons Is housekeep Henry Webb of Wiscasoct. former
I And why doesn't somebody remove erMrs.
pastor of the Warren Congregational
for E. O. Borneman.
that storm door from the concession
Congratulations are being extend- Church, spoke of the patience of
stand at the end of the third base ed Mr. and Mrs. John Grant < Gladys Mrs Newbert and of the impression
bleachers It would improve the view Bailey) who were married June 24.
made on the child's mind
for those who patronize that section
Mrs. Elmer Standish and daughter
Poems read bv Mr Rowe were folof the bleachers.—Sports Editor.]
Miss Lillian of Mlddleboro. Mass . lowcd by Pre-centatlon
a floor
have been guests of Mr. and Mrs. Al-------------------------------------------------fred Standish.
Mr and Mrs. Fred Boggs of the
village were callers Sunday at Mrs
Nellie Wallace's.
And other rectal diseases
Mr and Mrs. Wendell Studlcy of
West Warren were Sunday guests of
Treated Without Pain
Mrs. Julia Winchenbach.
Grade children or First and Sec
Mr, and Mrs, Alvin Stone of Rock
or Loss of Time
ond
Year High Pupils who wish to
land were recently visitors at Alvin
W^lace's.
better prepare themselves for the
Many attended graduation exer
class they are entering in the fall,
cises at the village
TEL ri’g
There was good attendance at the may receive experienced instruc
HIS OWN FAULT
ROCKLAND
39 UNION ST.
church Sunday evening and all were
127Stf
Impressed with the able discourse of tion in all subjects except French
Johnny is cutting an awful
Brainerd Thurston of Rockville. and Latin, from—
caper and I fear he will fall down
This young man although only in his
in a few minutes. But it is his
MODERN WOMEN teens, gives promise of being a gifted
MRS. A. F. SLEEPER
own fault. He ate something for
NEED NOT SUFFER monthly pain and delay due and forceful speaker. With an ex
his lunch and threw the skin on
to colds, nanous strain, expo®ure or similar cause®.
SOUTH THOMASTON, ME,
Chi-chea-tere Diamoud Brand Pill® are effective, cellent voice for the ministry and a
the pavement. If you want to
good
understanding
of
the
Bible,
a
reliable and give QUICK RELIEF Sold byMftK
sec it, take a pencil and join all
AT REASONABLE RATES
all druggist® for over 45 year®. Axkfo>--jOUH^ bright future is prophesied for him
the numbered dots together,
Mrs. Albion Wotton and son Luther J
Call 354-14 for Appointments
CHICHESTERS PILLS
starting with dot number one and
were callers la.rt Saturday at Mrs. Tda ,
75S78
ending with dot number thirty.
Morton's
"JHI OIAMONO '

T

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

TUTORING

the last year with Insurance, has
been secured as principal for WArren
Edna Smith, daughter of Mr. agd High the coming fall, former princi
Mrs. Marlon Smith of Versailles, pal Charles Dwinal having resigned
Conn., Is guest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy to attend the law school at Boston
IO II
8
7
9
b
2
3
4
5
1
Smith and relatives at Clarry Hill, University this year. Warren is sorry
to lose Mr. Dwinal, as he has made a
Union.
i4
13
11
Arlene Miller, daughter of Mr. and place of his own in the community
Mrs. E. John Miller of Waldobord'. and In the school, but best wishes go
17
lb
15
has been guest of her aunt Mrs. Al- with him for success. The only
zada Simmons for a few days.
othir change In teacher’ In the War
16
19
Miss Bertha Starrett has re-opened ren schools is at the intermediate,
IB
her home here for the summer va Mrs. Abbie J. Newbert having re.
ll
1 IS
cation having motored Sunday from signed, and her place to be taken by
Malden. Mass . with her brother Ben Mrs. Ethel Griffin, graduate of
&
lb
it
jamin Starrett who accompanied by Farmington Normal, and with ten
1
i Arnold Teague went there for her years' experience In the public
32.
31
30
last Saturday momtng
schools of Florida. The other schools
Mr. and Mrs. Langdon Wylllc and will be filled as follows: Mrs. Flor
34
33
35
i children Ann and Jane returned ence Gardiner, assistant at the High;
i Sunday to their home at West' Mrs. Inez Mathews, teacher at the
38
Medford. Mass, after spending two grammar; Mrs. Florence Davis. Mal
3b 37
weeks with 81dney Wyllle. Mr. and
colm Comer; Miss M. Shirley Casttjo »Jl
4l
i Mrs. William 8tarrett of Manchester,
ner, Hinckley Corner; Mrs. Lina
N. H„ motored down for them.
Smith. Pleasantville; Miss Evelyn
4b
44
Miss Clara Eastman and mother
45
47
43
Sawyer, Anderson; and Mrs. Fannie
Mrs. Nancy Eastman of Lyndon
Tarr, the Middle Road
Centre. Vt., are at their home here
50
51
49
A chimney blaze at the home of
k
for the summer.
Ernest
Q. Starrett Wednesday fore
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Boyd. Misi
54
53
52
Helen Boyd and Gerald Brown re noon caused some excitement for a
turned Tuesday night after a vaca while.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I VERTICAL (Cont.)
Twenty-five enjoyed the Rebekah
HORIZONTAL
tion of one week at the Boyd cottage
42-Performed
10-Enea* (Fr.)
1-Ventilate*
picnic and children's day observance
at
Kingman.
"Jay"
Brown
was
par/
11-Pada
43-Tribe of Indian*
5-Greek goddess of
ticularly pleased to bring home a flue Thursday at Sandy Shores, South
46-Wrong*
'17-Raw metal
discord
Pond.
49- A western State of 14-A vehicle (pi.)
9-Cut down
string of trout.
;21-Turklah
official
U. S. (abbr.)
‘
12- Walk
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Eugley and
Robert Connell cared for the stqre
22-Climbing atem of a
50- Part of a ship
13- Crippled
Miss Susie Hahn were callers Thurs
of
Walter
Boyd
during
the
latter'*
plant
14- Girl'a name
51- Let a liquid escape
absence at Kingman.
day evening on Mr. and Mrs. Percy
52- Meaaure of length 23- Storlea
15- Barter
53- Suffix used to form 25- Ear pendants
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Teague of Ma Jones at Wiley's Corner. St. George.
16- Became better
26- Correct*
18-Eaat India Company
‘inceptive verb*
chias have been guests for a few days The Social Club picknlcked Tues
27- Make a note of
(abbr.)
54-Diacover
of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin C. Teague.
day at Sandy Shores. South Pond.
28- Gin'a name
20- Coincldea
Capt. John Halvorsen who was
Si-Plant
21- Rlver in Damascus
35-To place on an
visiting in Rockland, has returned
(2 Kino* V-12)
VERTICAL
HOPE
Island (Poet)
23- Large plant
to the home of his daughter Mrs.
36- Turklah name
24- Treat wrongly
Summer services at the church will
; Howard A. Welch.
37- Compact
1- Farm animal
26-Edge
commence July 9. Dr Guy Robbins of
• • • •
39- Former Rusalan
29- Femlnlne suffix
2- Sufflx of the
Lowell (Mass.) and Camden will con
30- Bargain*
title
nature of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Butler and duct the services during July, and ln
40- Central mala figure
32-Greek letter
3- Freed
family, Mrs. Emma Wyllle, Mrs Eve August Rev. Pllney Allen will be the
4- Splinter
of a play
33-Crimton
lyn Robinson and Mrs. Jessie Walker speaker.
41- Among
5- Man'a name
34- One who redeem*
Girls and boys of the Hope 4-H
1 motored Tuesday to Augusta where
44- Milk (Lat.)
36-Augment
6- Bptt
Clubs attended Field Day held ln
they
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Reginald
45Before
38- Foe
7- lnformed
Union last Saturday, and they and
47- Doae
39- A former German
8- Dreaa fabric
[ Stackpole.
their Invited guests had a glorious
48- Firmament
coin
9- Bee home
Mr. and Mrs Fred Leach of Rock day.
Elmer True was among the St.
land visited Mrs Laura Starrett and
isolation to Previous Puxile)
John Day celebrants last Saturday
1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clarence
Russell
SunORFF'S CORNER
ln Skowhegan
E C A D P A L E R
' day. They were accompanied by
Miss Gertrude Hardy of Castine
B1 E S P 1 N E
A
B
Mrs. Albert Elwell and infant
Mrs. Cassie Means of Rockland and Normal School Is spending the vaca
A
S
E
T
L
E|s
s
B
daughter returned Monday from Me
Mrs. Lizzie Parker of Belfast who tlon here with her parents.
S E T|T|L
aa 2
morial Hospital.
/
The Saturday night social dances
visited other friends here.
r
E
R
A
a
a
Mrs. Carrie Corbett and Mr. and
by the Bennett family continue to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
G.
D.
Gould
spent
SlT
OlO
P;
ana a
Mrs. Leroy Bailey and daughter
be popular.
PR A VS HQ □ □
last weekend with Mr and Mrs. A
Carolyn of Natick. Mass, have been
Repairs are being made on the E.
QEIZ)@@
EISGOO
guests of Mrs. Amber Childs.
L. True house recently damaged by
B. Stevenson In Camden.
0 3QQDQ
Miss Pearle Leonard of 8t George
Harold, son of Mr and Mrs Percy lightning.
ntananaa
A piece of road work Is under con
Is visiting Miss Lucille Elwell.
•
Moore,
Is visiting his aunt and uncle structlon directed by Halvah Hart
E131G10
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Long anc*
Mr. and Mrs Alfred MacFarland at
TE
The Hatchet Mountain Camp for
child of Thomaston were visitors
TE R M
Rockland. Charlotte, sister of Har Boys Is being put In readiness for
last week at Percy Ludwig's.
E L bIe
Mr and Mrs. Alvin Richards oi
old Is visiting her aunt Mrs. Edna the summer's business.
M[A|S[S
Miss Pauline Robbins of Lincoln
□HSB
Rockland and Mrs Henry Allen and
i Parlln at North Whitefield.
ville Is visiting her grandparents Mr.
(laughters Charlene and Elaine o!
:
Mrs. O. D. Gould was hostess at a and Mrs W. K Robbins and family.
Tenant's Harbor were visitors at Al
Miss Mary Bills and mother Mr*.
tea served on her sun porch to MJrjf
bert Elwell's Sunday.
SEARSMbNT
James Hall returned last Saturday
C A. French. Mrs. Mary Richmond Addie Bills are at their home for the
summer and will be Joined later by
to his home in Elmore after a few
The Ladies Aid me’ at the vestry and Mrs charles Young
other members of the family.
days' visit at Albert Elwell's, Mrs.
_.. remaining for another week.
wrat.
last week for an all-day session.. Mrs. Lulu Williamson of Orii
Mr and Mrs B P Quinn are en
Hall
Thirty-five members and guests of; tacking ten comforiers and doing a j corner spent Tuesday with Miss tertaining Mr. and Mrs. Norcross who
recently returned from Florida,
the Orff’s Corner 4-H Clubs enjoyed laype amount of sewing besides, while
Crawford at North Warren
the field day in Union last Saturday I a PartX of men shingled the barn at i
social Club met Thursday with t Congratulations to Miss Katherine
Miss Helen Clark of Dexter is guest the parsonage and did some work on
annual King True who was one of the grad
of Mrs Raymond Jackson.
the chimney. A picnic dinner was Mrs. Hazel Bowers for ts annua uates from Camden High School this
Miss Mildred Meyer. Leonard and -'crved
meeting and these officers were vear Miss True Is making prepara
Vernon Meyer and friend of Dor-,
Dunton has been selling cul- eiec^e<j: president, Mrs. Georgia tions to enter Oorham ln the fall
Mr and Mrs Philip Jones of Ban
Chester were weekend guests at Mrs l^atfd strawberries since June 15
. f Waldoboro; vice president,
gor have arrived and are preparing
Addie Achom's. Leonard Meyer re- They were unusually early here.
Mank oi wai
mainlng for the summer.
Henry Marriner of Newton. Mass. Mr*.
- ■
. . .7
»r„.. to open Hatchet Mountain Camp foj f
Children's Day was observed at the
a recent v^tor w‘th
Mrs Hattie Rines. Waldoboro, tryas- the summer business
Billie Hardv was weekend guest of
M E. Church with appropriate exer- sistcr-m-law Mrs. Etta (Lawry) urer_ Miss
storer, Warren,
cists. A pageant entitled "The Deci- M!£‘ner,a_„ F
and Mrs This was the last meeting for the his cousin Annie Mae Rankin in
S' and ^VuUrech°^
° f-nt of P^fleid were summer season^be resumed SepL7. Camden.
The four 4-H Clubs of this place
heard in recitations. Group singing
and
Supt. F. D. Rowe accompanied by attended 100G at the field day ln
McFarland
, prtn }
h Blatedell of Rockland Union last Saturday They were ac
and solos by Miss Phyllis Farnham 1 Daniel
Mr and Mrs. J. W Hunt have been
'
p
and Miss Oeraldine Porter complet recent visitors of Mr and Mrs. H. D. left Friday for Chicago where they companied bv parents and friends
Mr. and Mrs Oustave Klccne of
ed the program.
Crie in Thomaston.
will attend the annualmeeting of the
Hartford have arrived here for the
• • • •
Miss Ruth Olney Is visiting In National
Education
Association summer.
School Notes
Mrs. J. F. Wiley who has been with
h, s after
„, |MS?SSSUK»I,1„1,u
TW
»<H
OMWO1
School closed last, Thursday
her granddaughter Mrs. E. R. Nor
*EuX“w,Sr
*,*•£!«'>'•'
■'
wood for five months returned Sun
day to her home ln Lincolnville.
'n,nLdUirinBv,thr
yT, ™'rf'Ward Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Plneo and fam- M„ r-u,. Brackett* name
Ralph Jr.. Evelyn Ralph, Virginia nv of Quebec had supper at their cot- Mrs LaUra Bracketts name was
EAST UNION
Kennedy. Edwin
Tisdale, who rethp pmes. Lake Quantabacook. omitted from the list of committees
| reived clfts for their perfect at- j jast Saturday night. Mrs. Plneo andfor the August fair sponsored by the
The community picnic held Sunday
_
family expect to occupy the cottage congregational Circle. Her name at Wiley's Point was largely attend
In the wild flower contest Thomas | after the middle of July. Mr. Plneo . , ’
.
, j
ed and a very enjoyable day was
Bragg led the boys with 88 specimens! jointog them tn August.'
! should have been amon* thcfie
poised.
and Mildred Kennedy the girls with 1 Mrs W B Bowlev of Liberty visit-' the miscellaneous tabic.
Helen Gordon. Mabel Esancy
) 82 There were prizes for the win- ed her sister Mrs. Flora Dunton last
The Woman's Club will inert, Oeraldine Gould and Pearl Morlnf
I ners.
week.
Thursday evening, July 5, Instead of have employment at Beaver Camp
, Those receiving diplomas were
At the meeting of Rosewood Chap
Mr and Mrs John Anderson and
Mildred Elwell. Ward Ralph Jr., and ter. OES last week the worthy July 4
i Ralph Jackson.
Rev. and Mrs. Henry Webb of Wis sons Rexford and Harold of Crlehamatron gave an interesting report of
_________
Miss Weston entertained
the_ school the recent annual meeting of the casset spent the weekend with Mr. ven were weekend guests here to
attend the High 8chool commence
going on a picnic at Jefferson Lake Grand Chapter held In Portland
Everett Cunninahsm
ment
exercises Friday
evening
lemonade were served, and all report- There were 28 members and seven
W„,J_ _____ ’
Miss Mildred Spear is guest of her Their daughter Elizabeth Anderson
; ed an delightful time. —
Miss Weston visiting members present.
aunt Mrs. Ada Prescott in Rockland. was one of the graduates.
tohoorreSented wMh a Rift by
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Brown are re- .
Stanley Farrington motored Wed ceiving congratulations on the birth \
EAST WASHINGTON
nesday from South Hanover. Mass., of a son June 24. Mrs. Myra < Brown i
SUNSET
Mr and Mrs. E. Burnell Overlock and was overnight guest of Mr. and Woodly Is caring for mother and
have arrived home from Rhode Mrs. Clifford Spear at East Warren. child
Melrose,Mm^ss . are^ree.mvi so" °f! I-'land for thc summer vacation of
Mrs. Nina Fuller, accompanied by
On his return Thursday he was ac her guest Mrs. Smith of Cambridge,
summer home here
Py n8 their; ,^0 and one-half months.
companied
by
Parker
Spear
of
New
Mass., were callers Monday on Mrs.
Mrs Luev
' Mrs. Bertha Overlock was in Auby motor lastTeek’ w^rty arrlved atista last Saturday guest of her York, who had spent a vacation of May Robbins.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wentworth of Hope
opened her summer h^e
y “"“i nloce Mrs Blanche sbefflcld , „ T two weeks here with his parents, and
was dinner guest of Mrs. Jennie PayMrs Lawrence rX? i. „
Jac*’ McDewltt of Pawtucket, R. I.
who
win
visit
In
South
Hanover
son Tuesday.
at the Hobart™ tte?e
employed
a vlslU)r ln thls vicinity last SunMass., and also at Hartford, Conn.,
Mrs. Carolyn Greenlaw has re-1 daL
Mrs. Fred Cunningham and Mrs on returning to New York
FRIENDSHIP
where she hadmbecnPhfor H^veral' Hodl!klns of Jeflerson w”'c 1T?ent 1 Mr. and Mrs. Austin K. Russell of
Wllliams-Brazler Post of Thom
| callers at thc home of Mrs. Clara E)Isworth were
overnight
froTsInforS whereWh^ teTn
Mar,ha J°hnstOn
Wcdnosday of
Ilda RusscU and aston held a picnic at Morton's Beach
Sunday. An Ideal place, time and
5 teaching the past year
06611 of friends ln Waterville last week and , Mts. Carrie Smith.
day was the report. Local members
Dr John Harrison and family o(l a,t',nded the commencement exer-I Mr. and Mrs. Chester E. A. 8tarrett present with their families were Ern
terdltaheareatonnd ' h8V6 8rriV6d here;'‘'Mr’^nd^Mrs. W W. Light wereiand famlly °f Science have re- est A. Burns. Fred Young. B. B
Jameson, Albert Jameson and Lloyd
Mr and Mrs s B Knnwit
j i wf>rkend guests of their son and opened their home here for the sum- Simmons.
1 Ml.ss Annie Whitney have owned da?chter ?n Camden.
mer.
The Augusta Legion, of which
the Hrs and Felsted for the ‘Turn 1 Mr and M” W' M Prcscott werP
Mrs. Louie Drewett motored Mon- Everett Flood Is a member, held a
mer.
Um guests Sunday at the home of Mr.
picnic at Capt Am's Island Sunday.
A baked bean sumier wns Ms i' and Mrs- Charles Vannah ln Razor- , day
Kensington, N. H., accomMrs Murray Brown and Robert
the Lmry j“eT ^ JXdsiVille
panled by her nleCC
BeV°rly Brown of Acton. Mass., arrived Mon
$17.25 were added to the fund for
F E Poland of Malden, Mass., has Cogan. On the return trip home day to open their summer home here.
Mrs. George Orelghton of Lynn, Is
Sunset Church.
I bcen I" ‘own making the nectary I
accompanied by Mrs. 8eMrs. Donald Knowlton and family I P^Py1110™ t® open Medomak Camp llnda Henderson of Kensington. N. H., at thc Mitchell House.
for
the
season
William L. Tompkins Jr., of
are spending the summer at Sunset.
Carl Sukeforth who has been for a visit, and Mrs. John Cogan who Bronxville, N Y., and Eugene Curry
James Knowlton and Edwin Moore
awarded the contract for mall serv had been the guest of Mrs. Henderson of Madison. N. J., are visiting Mr.
are at the Firs.
Waldoboro
to Liberty beand Mrs. W. L. Tompkins.
Mrs. Carl Nye, son Dana and a ice from
. .
, , ,
a week.
Miss Bessie Creighton of Lynn if
friend are at the Nye home for thp | g ns hls work July 1
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
Drewett,
June
guest -of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W
summer. Mrs. Warren Nye and three
28. picked a peck of—not ptekied Armstrong.
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
j children are also at the Nye home.
Miss Virginia Proctor and Mil
TONSILS
Frank Lufkin is employed at Mrs.
peppers—but green peas, Early Morn
No risk to patient; no hospitalization
Helen Delano of Rockland visit
Laurence Pickering's, Deer Isle.
variety.
Miss Mary Gay Sunday.
Ernest Sellers Is spending the sum Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m.
Horace Maxey, graduate of Colby
Saturday*
There will be a dance in
mer with his grandparents Mr. and
DR. ETHEL CRIE
College, class of 1930. native of Rock hall this Saturday, and also an al
, Mrs. D. L. Sellers.
Osteopathic Physician
A baseball game was played here
land, connected with the Gillette Ra night dance the night before th
Fourth. Music by Pierce's orchestn
between Sunset and Sunshine. Score Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston
rer Company for two years and for of Augusta.
}5787«
I 9-8 in favor of Sunset,
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EAST FRIENDSHIP

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

CLOWN COP AND “VIRGIL”

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lewis and
children are at the home of hts par
esis Mr. and Mrs. C. N. Lewis for
the summer.
What our llghtkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Mrs. Augustus Anderson and chil
many lonely outposts along Maine's waterfront.
dren Robert, Kennedy and Catherine
of Port Clyde are visiting Mrs. Ber
tha Stone.
Baker’s Island
company his wife and little daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Davis, sen
Miss Myrtle Faulklngh&m Is spend home. He has never been ln the
Earl and family of Port Clyde were
ing a month's vacation at Jonesport State of Maine but I am sure after
at Emma Davis,' Wednesday of last
■with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. making one visit to our beautiful Pine
week.
Arthur Alley.
Tree State, he will make many more
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Spear of East
Mr. and Mrs. Riley Fe.ulklngham in the future.
Warren
were recently visitors at Mrs.'
are spending their honeymoon with
Tender Hibiscus was at the Station
Olive
Orne
’s.
his parents at this station.
Tuesday, landing oil.
Mrs. Florence Burns has employ
Miss Vcnetta Foss of Jonesport Is
With the closing of June, I suppose
ment at the pants factory In Thom
a summer visitor with her aunt -at there will be quite a few light keepers
aston.
Baker Island.
who will retire from service.. Best of
Wc were sorry to hear that Mr. wishes, brother keepers, wherever
American Legion of Thomaston I
Smith of the Cranberry Island Coast you go. Well as there Is not much of
held a picnic Sunday at Morton's
FIR87 UNSMPLOYSO WO
Guard Station had been transferred. any news here to write, we will close
Beach.
I
COLOMBIAN
MEN'S GAMP—Members a«
Bert Stanley was at his home on with best of wishes to all along the
PEACE • MAKER
Mrs. Elsie Kraft and son Robert
the Camp epensored by Mr*.
at London Confer
Baker Island for three days last coast.
Franklin 0 Roosevelt, whlob
are ln West Manford, Mass., where '
ence — Dr. Alfonso
week.
was opened at Peekaklll, N
• • • •
she will visit her sister Mrs. Harry !
Lopez,
prominent
Y„
peeling
potatoes
tor
the
Saddleback
Ledge
Little Luci'le was the proud girl
Cooper for a few weeks.
citizen ot Colombia,
evening meal; the camp ia
who picked some nice field straw
who neiped settle
Keeper Wells writes: Back again on
toe a tab on Lake Tlorati, in
9. O.’S HOMS ON VAtiAIIUN—fM «b-rt. tea
Sheriff Ludwick of Rockland was
difficulty with Poru,
the Palliates Interstate
berries for a shortcake last week.
gelng
yeeM,
Amber
Jac*
toe.
tarrying
the
the Job after 14 days' leave. Left
ln this place Saturday
represents nia courtPark, neat Bear Mountain.
Quite a few summer people visit Rockland for the Marine Hospital ln
Preaidant an hit dawn beet aruiae.
==i try at world
Ralph
Copeland
spent
Tuesday
ln
this station.
Portland where I had a few minor
conference In
Thomaston.
London where
Mrs. Edwin A. Kelley of Jonesport. repairs made. Talked with Mr.
he le Colom
Riley Bradford was in Augusta last 1
w as a recent weekend guest of Keep Young, mate of the steamer Vinalbia's minister.
Thursday.
er and Mrs. Faulkingham.
haven and Fred Clark, Bos’p mate
Or Lopez wee
Stanley Stone has employment at
educated in the
It seems good to get the mall' al U. S. C. O. Quoddy Head who was
U. S. and Eng
Port Clyde.
most every day. Mr. and Mrs. Riley very badly stove up early last spring
land at well as
Faulkingham go to Islesford often He Is doing well but will be a patient
R. J. Marshall and A. V. Grafton ’
t n hit own
after It.
country.
there for a long while yet. Visited
are working ln South Thomaston for
We have a nice road now, as three the Cape Elizabeth Coast Guard
Fred Black.
Joe Lewis, clown cop, ts one of the hts longcared head up and down at
workmen from Islesford were here Station, and spent two pleasant days
Madeline and Louise Bums and '
the laughing people ln the stands.
making repairs.
with Mr. and Mrs. Verna Reynolds at several nationally known funsters
Madeline Bradford attended the 4-H
Sometimes
his
mules
’
‘
‘
hoggish

Mrs. Frank Faulkingham w^Cape Elizabeth. Visited Portsmouth with the Crept Hagenbeck-Wallace
Club field day at Union last Satur- j
pleased to have so many of her peo-1 and made a short but pleasant visit; Clrcus comlng
Rockland on Tues- ness’ gets Joe a bit riled. “Pretty day.
Pl^e°Z hCr W,Ty JUne 19
°n K€ePer HiU
P°r,iftnd He’T “ay- -W «•
^™on and night soon, I'll begin to think the mule Is
Walter Cooper and friend of West
getting all the applause,” he said.
The Presidents yacht was anchored Keeper Hilt has a fine station, well1
Manford, Mass., were overnight j
at Northeast Harbor Saturday night, kept. The view from the tower Is Performances at Pleasant street “It would be tough if I began to be« guests last Saturday at N. O. Kraft s.
KING GEORGE'S SONS IN
a short distance from here, and we grand. We had an excellent view grounds and his donkey, “Virgil, ts the 'straight for the mule instead of
Isaiah Osler was home 8unday
FULL ORESS UNIFORM—(L. to
the
mule
being
my
support
ln
the
act
were pleased to see them pass this of the tents that house the young the best known performing mule
R.) Prince Geerge, Lieutenant of
from Richmond where he has em
station.
R. N.; Prince of Wales, Col.tn
army of forest pruners. Most of comic in thc world. Joe taught Virgil —wouldn’t it?”
ployment.
There are no less than a hundred
Chief, Highlanders; Duke of
them that we saw were very young years ago to take a bow when he and
Mrs. C. L Pales recently enter
York, Vice Marshal, R. A. F.;
Two Bush
performing
animals
In
the
clown
dis

fellows.
Ouke of Gloucester, Capt., Royal
tained the Larkin Club from Rock
the
donkey
won
approval.
Now,
it
plays
this
season.
There
are
stxtySam Batty got a large catch of
Hussars.
weSSSi.
Mrs. Wells and Mrs. Jerome Creath
land.
hake and dog-fish on his trawl ln the who accompanied me visited Light seems, the mule literally shoulders flve funsters under the show’s bigPart of the building which was for
channel recently. The first mackerel house Superintendent's office Thurs Joe aside eo that he alone may bob top.
merly known as the almshouse Is be
seiner of the season was sighted here day and Friday, found Capt. Sherman
ing moved to the village, where It will
Jtine 23. going East.
EAST SENNEBEC
at his desk, pleasant and smiling as the vigilant watch and were strain-,
be remodeled Into a dwelling house.
Bad news which struck the hearts usual and apparently In good health. ing every nerve as the Amberjack II
Fred Blacklngton of Rockland Is do
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Adams,
°Lthe-Pe?Ple T. TW? ^*Sh.W“
We were much surprised to hear of and escort came ln sight. Much dis
ing the work.
news of the sudden death of our be his sudden death the following Sun appointment was voiced openly by (Hattte Gilman) and Miss Etta OtlMrs. Aletha Thompson of Thom
loved Capt. Sherman. We all agree day We all at this station realise the crowds as they saw the boats i man of South Montvllle were recent
BREWERS
PLEDGE
aston Is a guest at the home of her
U. S. AIO—The great
that he will be greatly missed ln this that we have lost a friend.
shape their course in a nortlieasteily cillers at Annie Ripley's.
brother A. V. Orafton.
reawakened
brewing j
While shopping ln Rockland I met' direction and head for Chebeague Vans are underway for a Grange
district.
industry will cooperate BASEBALL STAR ANO PROUD HELLO STRANGERI — Theae Junior
A. J. Hussey returned Tuc-xlay
D. L. Mann, wife and daughter Mrs. Powers of Matinlcus Rock and fcland Of <x)ursc thcre was d*aP-! picnic.
All members should en- from Port Clyde where he has been
fully with the govern PARENTS—Hal Schumacher, pitcher League girit ot Evanston, Illinois, ariaJune attended the graduation of Mrs. Mrs. Moore of Rockland Breakwater, j pointmfnt but w wouldn't be very>dcavor to be present at the meeting,
ment, under the Fed o( Qianta and first player to graduate tocratle north shore suburb of Chicago,
visiting relatives the past few weeks.
eral Recovery Act, In during a pennant campaign, after he have enlisted In the ”Courteey Corps"
Mann's sister Doris Duswald. which
rporty
citizens
If
we
didn't
make
an
tonight.
Saturday,
to
decide
on
also ex-keeper Dudley of Tenant's
the increase of em- received hie degree at SL Lawrence established to greet and help visitors to
took place at Waldoboro June 23.
effort
to
watch
for
the
arrival
in
our
e
tc.
A Century ot Progress, who makd Ev
Harbor and two daughters In Lubec
ployment and prosper university, Canton, N Y.
SOUTH
WARREN
waters of the distinguished gue'ts j Alton Overlock, brother <Jf Mrs.
anston their needquertera. Upper left—
Keeper Mann had the pleasure of
11 y already brought
—
I met keeper Larrabee of Quoddy
about by the return ot beer, according to the pledge made to Mrs R C Uhlemann; upper right, Mlea
exchanging greetings with J. L. PenDr. and Mrs. Otis Mitchell and
Head and keeper Alley of Lubec and when another course Is shaped, i Poland Gushee, and Miss Bertha
Uncle Sam by Colonel Jacob Ruppert, president ot the Unitea Ann Bradford Lower left, Mrs Chas. W.
Dell and his wife by telephone Juhe
take our defeat with a smile
, Jones of South Liberty were guests granddaughter Eleanor Royce of St
Oudd; lower right, Mlea Ellcla Barber.
Channel.
Stalez Brewers Association.
22 Mr PenDell was at one time
! Saturday everting of Mr. and Mrs. Albans, Vt., who were visiting their
Was surprised at breakfast June 19
Negro Island
assistant keeper at this station.
I Gushee, who also entertained MT. niece Mrs. Bertha Leadbetter. left
by a call from keeper Elliott of the
Other recent guests there were Mrs 1 Emma Torrey, president of Fred A.
F. C. Batty. Sam Batty and D. L.
VINALHAVEN
Keeper
Reed
with family and j and Mrs. Will Brown at dinner Sun- Friday of last week enroute tor
Cuckolds. Was much pleased to see
Jeanie
Ollchrlst and Beulah and Norwood W.R.C. If stormy the exer
Mann made a business trip to Rock
Ed. and talked over old times. Well guests enjoyed watching the Prest-; day and Sunday evening Carl Machias to visit friends in that
Andy Gilchrist.
t
cises will be at Town hall.
land June 19. While ln Rockland we had a very pleasant vacation even ' dcnts S’8*5*11 Amberjack II. and thf Powen of Washington with Mrs
Capt.
and
Mrs.
John
Small
of
Cam

place.
Miss
Ruth
Boman
of
Lisbon
Falls) Rev. P. C. Hughey and family of
they met Mr. Lunt and Mr. Miller If we did have to have a few repairs several accompanying craft as tnej Maurice Powell and son of BridgeMr. and Mrs. Saul Hussey of Paw den were recent guests of Mrs. James Is ln town for the summer vacation.
Jamaica Plain. Ma.ss., are expected
who were going to Matinlcus.
made on the old hull. Mr. Alley. came ln view off Ow'ls Hcnd a'’'1 water. Mass.
tucket, R. I., were overnight guests T. Dickenson.
Mrs. Loyde Wehster, son Loydc of to arrive ln town Sunday afternoon
Mrs. F. C. Batty, son Thornton. first assistant goes tn a few days tor J cruised along to Pulpit Harbor cn i
Mr. and Mrs. Berger Magnuson
road through from ljeslte at Frank Page's last week.
Woburn. Mass., and sister Mrs. Sher- J enroute to Northern Maine, and will
Mrs. F. E. Singer and her little 16 days leave at Beals with his faml- ’ June 23 °" 1116 24lh on,e of 1 c Hall's corner to the Allen Hill was
Miss Lula French of Oardlner has are ln Rockland where Mrs. Magnu-1 man Howard and son* of Somerville. spend the night at the home of Mr.
daughter Nancy were expected home
dstroyers (No. 154) ln the fleet caire j gravejed Monday with Almond been visiting her brother Lester son underwent a surgical operation,
Mass., are spending the week ln town j and Mrs. W. E. Whitney.
the first of this week.
....
into Camden Harbor and on her way Gushee's truck, Charlie Orlffln's and
Thursday at Knox Hospital.
French.
Children's Sunday will be observed i Due to the holiday on Tuesday the
Keeper Mann and his son have
•
blew three
passed
Virgil Smith and Miss Azalia Os- ;
Barclay Miller's hauling, Will Ar
Mrs, Celia Oliver of Thomaston
at Union Church at the 7 o'clock | meeting of the Trytohelp Club will be
been busy moving to Spruce Head the j
Portland Head
light.
rington leveling and David Esancy was a visitor Sunday at the home of good returned Wednesday to their Sunday evening service. A commun-' omitted next week.
past week. Billy Batty and Jane. Mr. and Mrs. S. O. Robinson of
Mrs Reed recently visited her aunt
homes in Woodland and Kingman.
her uncle, Oscar Copeland.
lty sing will be held at 6 p ,m. at thc
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Mann have been busy picking stravf-1 Redstone. N H, are guests of F. O. Mrs Julia Ray of Bangor, also Mrs. and Fred Edgecomb ln the pit.
Dr and Mrs. R. H. Thompson and
Lettuce, crisp and fresh, also tur
Mrs. Max Packard and daughter
band stand.
Church will begin with church school
berries these fine days Little Jane j Hilt and family.
Eugene Barnes and Miss Emily Ginn
daughters
Atheen
and
Martha
of
,
A dance, will be held on the eve at 10 o'clock, classes for all; at 11
regrets having to leave her playmate, I Robert Sterling Jr. has his tent1 gt Prospcct Perry, and Mrs. Cleve- nip greens from Mrs. Blanchard's Oeraldine of Houlton and Mr. and Forest Hills. Mass., are at their horn"
ning of July 3 at Memorial hall. An | o'clock Rev. O. F. Currier’s subject
garden this week, June 26.
Mrs. Howard Smiley of Augusta
whlch will take place very soon.
I pitched, beds made and ready for J land Hooper of Brewer.
orchestra of seven pieces will furnish! will be "National Righteousness;"
Appleton played South Thomas were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. on East Main street.
The night of June 23 we watched occupancy when the fog has rolled
E. M. Reed, son of Keeper and Mrs
Misses Ethelyn Carlson and Enna
ton
Sunday.
Score
10-6
in
favor
childrens story. "The Rebellion of
Frank
Page.
music.
the President as he sailed up the In away.
Reed has arrived for a part of his
Vinal have employment at Haven's
Douglass riilchrist has returned | Antone;" communion service will
of
South
Thomaston.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
L.
B.
Wood
of
Ban

side of Mussel Ridge Channel.
P. W. Wellington and party were vacation. He has been for the past
Inn, North Haven.
from North Haven where he visited follow. The evening service will ba
Roger Morang has hired with Ira gor were last weekend visitors with
A new family ts expected on Two cgllers at the station Friday evening
Miss Marietta Ingerson, who has hts sister Mrs. Oscar Waterman held at West Rockport, the two
years Ina-ructor at
, Hall for haylng
their parents. They also attended
Bush very soon. We send a hearty last week, watching the New York Military Institut*. Bordentown. N. J
been teaching at Pearl River, N Y.
Edith May. wife of Frank Anthony, churches uniting as ts customary on
welcome to this new keeper and his,
out paSt the nght.
<-unriav cuests of the Reeds were i Can you beat it? Charles Salo the alumni meeting-at Warren. On arrived home Thursday.
Smith, died June 29 at her heme. the first Sunday of each month.
returning
to
Bangor
they
were
ac

Mr
and
Mrs.
Aimond
Reed
and
h
«
pullete
laying
at
3>,
months
oM
Mr. and Mrs. Florlan Curtis of
family.
William Caldcrwood who has .been She was thc daughter of Ephraim
A large number of young people
• • • •
1 Fort Point Light and Searsport visit
their daughters Mrs. Oeorge Jude, i Miss Agnes Robbins has returned companied by Miss Catherine Maxey a patient at Knox Hospital for sev and Arvllla Smith. Obituary in next' from this place attended the dance
to
her
home
in
Boston.
Petit Muisn
for
a
week's
visit.
ed F. O. Hilt and family Thursday Genevieve and Clarie Reed and Mrs
eral weeks, returned home Wednes
Thursday evening at Community
Issue.
Mr. and Mrs.Raymond Paul and
Mr. and Mrs. Galen Eustis and
We are all very sorry to hear , of and Friday last week while on their Jude's son Almond, all of Ellsworth.
day. He was accompanied by hts1
Hall. Simonton. Transportation was
two
children
with
Mrs.
Cassie
Paul
children
were
visitors
Sunday
at
their
the sudden death of our superin wedding tour. Mrs. Curtis was Miss
Mrs Reed called on Mrs. Clara Hall
daughter Mrs. Oeorge Swears, who i
ROCKPORT
fu.nlshed by Crockett's bus.
motored
to
Liberty
Sunday.
uncle's
M.
P.
Ome
tendent Capt. Carl E. Sherman and Etta M. Mitchell, daughter of Keep of Hope and Mrs. Cora Hall of Rock
has been his nurse.
A large delegation from this part
extend sympathy to hts family.
er and Mrs. A. B. Mitchell of Fort land this week.
Mrs. E. O. Carver returned from [ Mrs. Florenc.* Stinson of OccanRAZORVILLE
ROUND POND
of the town attended the alumni Rockland Wednesday.
Constance and Dorothy Fletcher Fotnt Light.
vllle Is visiting at the home of Capt 1
Misses Alice Hapworth, Marjory
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Lane of Mel association tn Warren Village last
returned Sunday from Eastport where
Mr. and Mrs. Strout and friend of Perry. Dorothy Shute and Dorothy
Walter Smith, Clinton Smith, Allen and Mrs. Georg' lane.
Several from this place attended
they have been attending school. ,
Portland called on the Hilts Thurs Boynton were visitors ■ one day re rose. Mass., have opened their cot Saturday evening and were much Middleton and Horatio Torfason,
Mrs Herbert Poland »P”nt Thurs the Trinity Union Sunday at the M.
tage on the North Shore for the pleased with the entertainment.
Keeper and Mrs. Fagonde went to day evening. Mrs. Strout Is Keeper cently.
have returned from a camping trip day and Friday at the home of her E Church. Washington Mills. Rev. Mr.
summer.
Some of the farmers have com at Calderwood’s Neck.
Beals June 15 to attend the high Pickett's sister.
daughter Mrs. Maurice Wood in; Burnam of South Montvllle spoke in
Alvano Havener is in Portland for menced haying but not much good
school graduation and returned
NOTICE TO MARINERS
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Orant, Mrs. W.
thc morning and Rev. R. H. Moyle
Mrs. Charles Chlllrs entertained1 Camden.
a week.
hay weather.
Tuesday with their children Alexis C. Dow, son Byron, Mrs. F. C Hilt
Mrs. Madeline Carleton and Miss held the regular church service ln
the Mother and Daughter Club Wed
Miss Ida Munroe of Freeport is a The Hatch family of Arlington, nesday evening. First honors nt j Emma Ladd are visiting their grand the afternoon. Good congregations
and Muriel for the summer vacation and son Willard motored to the
The Superintendent of Lighthouses,
Mass. arrived Tuesday at the Spear bridge went to Mrs Max Conway and ' parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward York listened to the speaker* and enjoyed
All the school children are back with White Mountains Thursday, making Portland, Maine, announces the fol- guest of Mrs. Della Munroe.
Miss Annie Ervine has been In homestead for the summer, Mr. second to Mrs. Langtry 8mlth.
us now so there are 14 ln all here a stop at Redstone to pick up Mr.
the special music furnished by the
at North Haven.
Hatch returned to Arlington Tues
It surely seems nioe when they all and Mrs. S. G. Robinson. A picnic
Mrs. Beulah Blakeley motored Union choir.
Dice Head Light Station Fog bell Bangor for a few days.
Horace Coombs and family of
I
day night. Mrs. Alice Spear came Rockland are guests of his brother, Thursday to Watcrboro with her
Mr. and Mrs. Burnell Overlock are
get out playing games and make a lunch was served under the trees. discontinued June 28. 1933.
daughter MLss Barbara Richardson ’ home for the summer and will soon
Isle
au
Haul
Light
Station-Light
, t**11* Munroe motored to Portland home from Phillips with them and Emil Coombs
lot of noise.
The day was perfect and enjoyed by
Tender Hibiscus landed supplies all. Mr. and Mrs. Grant returned to changed to flashing red and fog bell.
friends are pleased to know she is
Andy Johnson and famlly have J who will spend a month at the i move to their .new cottage.
Vivian Richards has closed her Improving in health.
here Wednesday. Tender Ilex has St. George Friday.
moved into the Pearl Caldcrwood i Laughing Loon Camp tor Girls. Mrs I The family of Norman Loomis of
discontinued June 29, 1933. Light
set the lighted buoy off Narraguagus
Nellie Coates and Mrs. Mary Robart Belmont, Mass., are at their home
Mrs. Thayer Sterling was called to shows flashing red every 3 seconds, school at Damariscotta Milts and Is
house, near Lane's Island Bridge.
here for thc summer.
ln place of the light on the station, so Peak's Island Thursday last week flash 0.3 second, eclipse 2.7 seconds, at her home here for the vacation.
WEST ROCKPORT
Mrs. Hattie Smith and daughters accompanied them on the trip.
Mrs. Ilda Russell and Miss Lillian
Keeper Tracey and family will soon where her sister Mrs. Charles Ster of 65 candlepower red and 210 candleMr. and Mrs. Fred Docring of RosMarjorie and Lillian of Wakefield,: MLss Wlnnifred Andrews arrived
The closing sessions of the daily Mass., are at Bridgesldc.
llndale. Mass., are at the old Brown
Thursday from Boston to spend the and Mrs. Carrie Smith and children
be moving.
ling was very 111, and at present Is ln power white sector.
vacation church school have been held
• • • •
homestead for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Prosser and summer with her sisters, Mrs. Ade were at thc Farrar farm over last
the Maine General Hospital await
Matinlcus Rock
ing a surgical operation. We wlsn
Hervey Brown of Roslindale, has this week arrd there will be a program daughter Beverly Ann. of Lisbon! laide Morrill and Mrs. Everett Fales weekend.
APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs L. P. Jones and Miss
With great sorrow we heard of our her the best of luck and a speedy
Mrs. W. O. Cummings of Rockland
arrived ln town and opened his cot Sunday evening tn demonstration ot Falls are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the work that has been accomplished. Freeman Roberts.
beloved Supt. Carl E. Sherman's sud recovery.
is at thc home of Mr and Mrs. W. F. Edna and Clifton Brann were visitors
tage.
Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and daugh
Sunday ln Union and Appleton.
Mrs. Maurice Carroll and sons
den death. As Asst. Supt. Sampaon
Mrs John Kane and son Jackie of Dillingham for thc summer.
R. T Sterling and family with ter were last weekend guests n
Mr. and Mrs. Albert F. TYfe of
Prof, and Mrs. Fradd and family
Henry and Philip are visiting her Providence are visiting her mother,
Miss Mabel Wall, a teacher in the
stated in his letter, we have lost a guests Mrs. F. O. Hilt and W. R. Hilt
Brooklyn.
N.
Y.,
are
ln
town
called
Thomaston.
are at their place ln North Washing
mother
ln
Bucksport.
High
School
at
Attleboro,
Mass.,
ts
true and noble friend. In those few were motoring Sunday aftc.r.oon
Mrs. Sidney Ingerson.
by the illness of her mother Mrs
Emery Ogilvie of Jefferson Is the
Mrs Thurston Spear entertained
words was a world of truth. To know through Saco, Biddeford, Sanford,
Mrs. Mora Whitney of Cambridge. spending the vacation with her par-' ton for the summer.
William Prentice.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Brewer arc in
the
Tuesday
Club
this
week
him, was to love and hold him tn the Acton and Sanbornville, returning new Watkins dealer and was over
Mass., is thc guest of Mrs. Carrie | ents, Capt. and Mrs. 8. H. Wall.
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Svenson re
New
York where Mr. Brewer has em
the
Ridge
Tuesday.
Valorus Edgecomb who Is to be the Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert S. Ingraham
highest esteem His family has our via Farmington, Rochester and San
cently motored to Portland and
ployment.
Mrs.
Annie
Sprague
and
daughter
new
mall
carrier
on
this
star
route
and
children
of
Newburyport,
Maas
Albert Annts of Waltham, Mass., is
sympathy ln their great loss.
ford to Route 1 and home. A won
Rockland.
Mabel of West Roxbury, Mass, are
beginning July 1, has been accom visiting his sister Mrs, E. O. Carver. ' are visiting hts parents, Mr. and Mrs ,
< The workmen Mr. Lunt and Mr. derful trip" and beautiful scenery.
UNION
panying R. J. Heald on some of the
Miller arrived here Tuesday to make
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Noyes and Enos E. Ingraham for two weeks,
All seats were taken ln the ocean's guests of Elmer and Azuba Sprague.
CLARK ISLAND
The Union school committee has
Mrs. Elizabeth Newbert is buying
trips this week, that he may become daughter Nancy of Providence are at j Keeper Reed of Indian Island!
repairs on the station.
or), roomy stadium Thursday evening,
The Sunday School will give a
elected thc following teachers for the
Thc keeper’s granddaughter who Is June 22 while throngs with eyes field strawberries to can for her pageant for children's day, Sunday, acquainted with the work.
the home of his mother Mrs. Mary Light, having been retired from Gov- j
coming year: William Thomas will
I
ernment
service
left
Thursday
with
1
The Sunday school picnic ts to be Noyes.
only two years old, gave us quite a turned seaward watched for the Am brother, who run? a hotel in New at 7.30 p. m.. under the leadership of
act as principal at the High School,
his
family
to
make
their
future
home
held
July
6
at
the
public
bathing
Miss 8ara Bunker, who has been
scare June 20, had the workmen and berjack II with President Roosevelt York.
Miss Margaret McKnlght of Rock
his assistants to be Miss Mildred
A party was held at the parsonage land. An offering will be taken and beach ln Camden.
| teaching at Ridgewood, N. J., has re , at East Boothbay.
all the folks out looking for her We and party. Very sedately the de
Merrifield
and Mrs. Addie Mttcheil.
Oov.
Brann
and
staff
are
expected
Mrs. M. A. Fogler who fell recent turned for the summer vacation.
finally located her ln the further stroyer Bemadon passed ln through Monday evening to celebrate the go towards shingling the church.
ly receiving a severe shaking up and
E. Mont Perry is ill at the home of J to stop at the village green in Rock Grade teachers, Mrs. Eva Starrett,
chicken yard, which is quite a way the ship channel Into Portlanl Har birthday anniversary of H. D. Mc- Everybody welcome.
primary; Miss Edith Hawes, middle
from the house. She keeps us bu6y bor where It anchored awaiting the Alear of Jamaica Plain, Mass., who
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wall and bruises, Is able to take short auto his niece Mrs. L. R. Smith. Miss port Monday in the early afternoon
grades Mrs. Ann Farris, grammar;
I
Lucinda
Young
is
employed
as
nurse.
i
when
enroute
to
Camden.
Thf
band
rides
and
attended
the
meeting
of
the
has
been
in
towr
assisting
the
Wat

arrival
of
the
President's
two
young

chasing her.
family were guests Sunday of Fred
We are expecting Harold Davis of est sons. With the Bernadon safely sons during the sessions of Daily Lowell and son Richard of Thomas Mission Circle at the home of Mrs. I Arthur Frederick Schofield of will play and there will be a display Mrs. Myrtle Messer, East Union and
I Rockland Is veiling his grandmother. I of flags under direction of Mrs. Mrs. Maxine Heath, Stone
Eiuma Leach, Thursday
Providence, to pay us a visit, and ac- anchored Ute crowd again took up Vacation IJible School,
ton,
I
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CAMDEN

wVatherbee BILL

Probate Notices

BEER IS A REALITY

FOR SALE

*
STATE OK MAINE
Services at St. John Baptist
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Bryant and Rev p
Smith Succeeds In
*
To all persons Interested In either of
• K
Church Sunday: Holy Eucharist at j daughter Jeannette and Leon JohnFOR SALE- Ten weeks’ old pigs. White
Invoking Referendum _ Sold In Rockland Today As Freely As Soda and As thXt“upSbS?*,*Krh“!d,« Rockland.
9 a. m.; Evensong at 7 p. m., Father J £on of Melrose, Mass., are spending
Chesters and Berkshlres, $4 each while
In and for the County of Knox, on the
they last STOVER FEED MFG CO., on
Copiously—The Prices Are Variable
20th day of June In the year of our
Election To Be Called
Kenyon preacher. In the evening a few weeks at Lake Megunticook.
track at 86 Park St.. Rockland, Just be
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
ARE
YOU
GOING
TO
HAVE
low Armour's. Tel. 1200.
73-78
Miss Hazel Harrison will play a viopedro Fernandez and Capt. Wilthirty-three and by adjournment from
The Weathcibee bill, legalizing
day to day from the 20th day of said
BEER OR COFFEE?
FOUR BURNER Perfection oil stove
lin solo, "Meditation" from "Thais, ,
Stanley, who have been spendowners
said
that
they
would
sell
Beer'
Magic
word!
June
the
following
matters
having
been
, with mantle and oven, reasonable price.
transportation of liquor in the State
presented for the action thereupon
If you have Coffee and want
A. R ANDERSON. 23 Beecbwoods St..
by Massenet.
ing several weeks in Camden, are when not intended for sale, stood
I* 15 on everybody s lips today, bottled beer at cost to induce patrons hereinafter Indicated It la hereby Or
Thomaston
77 *7J
the
day
to
be
started
right,
The approach of Independence Day | now al Dark Harbor for the sum- suspended Thursday as Gov Brann and on a good many lips some of the to get in the habit of eating in their dered :
there Is only one Coffee that
HAY FORK., open buggy and hen pen
That notice thereof be given to all per
will be observed at the Federated mer
I for sale Cali at 64 MECHANIC ST. or
ectablishments. None said that he sons Intereated. by causing a copy of
has that old Moeha and Java
decided that more than the 10.000 three point two itself.
Tel. 433-R________________________ 77’J9
Church on Sunday morning with
order to be published three weeks I
flavor and that is—
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Pooler and names necessary for such suspension
Some Places have K on draught, locked to the sale of beer as a means this
successively In The Courier-Gazette. a
SEEDLINGS—Late season sale. Big
music and subject appropriate to the 1 two children of Portland are guests were on the referendum petitions
newspaper published at Rockland In
I strong plants In fine condition, will
some bV the 8lass and some by the of appreciably boosting his profits.
said County that they may appear at a |
grow fast and bloom soon. All half
ctcasicn. The choir will render of her moth-or, Mrs. A. T. Newhall,
The Governor said that he would bottle, and seems to be about as com"The Maine Beer Commission yes- Probate Court to be held at said Rock- J
price—15c doz.. whole tints at 10c doz.
"Our Own America." Wiison. and the I Sea street.
Many vegetables now ready. CHATER'S
call a special election for the people
as soda water.
| terday warned all persons whose ap- land, on (he 18th day of July A D 1983. '
GARDENS. Camden. Turn left beyond
.u
___
.... J I „ ..
.
. .
. . 1 at eight o'clock in the forenoon, and be
theme of the sermon will be, “An
Auxiliary to Canton Molineaux to pass on the measure.
j \cstrday the wharves were filled p.icatlcns for beer were approved by heard thereon if they see cause
AU grocers have fresh goods
Rockport bridge.___________________ 76-78
Ampler Patriotism." The Sacrament will me tMondayevening.
and
sell
it
in
pound
air-tight
, FORD truck with hoist, large water
More than 18.000 signatures ap- with It. and the thirsty awaited long- municipal officers that they cannot I James
H1™^**V.mDu‘f&
! tank, hard wood table, large Ice box
of the Lord's Supper will be admin
packages at 29c; or half
F H Wilburwas arecent “ue-t at piared on the petitions submitted by higly for the morning to come when | sell beer until permits arc actually , copJ, of Win and Probate thereof, toI for sale. C. E. GROTTON. 138 Camden
poundLs at 15c.
istered at the close of the morning
Rev Frederick W Smith, superin- they could see If It lived up to the! in their hands. This warning was| Kether^wlth Petition^»£,a«o‘hat ^the
1 St.
78*30
D..rk
Harbor.
service. The evening service will be
GREEN peas, swlsa chard, beet greens.
tendent of the Maine Christian Civic unparalleled publicity which It has issued to prevent the possible sale of; and recorded in the Probate Court of
■
and
other
vegetables.
H.
E.
BOWDEN,
Mrs. F. W. Miller is moving her
been receiving throughout the coun- ; beer by persons whose applications j “"“uSbrldw. u£»th be “appoint Ad"
held at 7 o'clock, the subject being.
i Highlands Tel, 1183-R_______ 77-79
League.
of Cambridge. M«» be appointed Ad
"The Insight of the Spirit." Church Handicraft shop from Masonic
NEW dc luxe sedan, and second-gland
The Weatherbee bill, originally in- try since Congressional edict said are at Augusta but which, for soma. ministrator. dbnc.t.a., without bond
Bulck In good shape. Come and see.
CHARLES S HALL, late of Rockland,
school will meet at 9.45 a. m.
1 block to her home on Jacobs avenue. tended only as a transportation meas-, that beer containing 3.2 percent of reason, have not been acted upon by
71 TILLSON AVE.
78*83
deceased Will and Petition for Probate
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Capt. and Mrs. Edward Leeman ure. was later amended to permit, alcohol could be sold legally,
thereof, asking that the same may be
the commission."
DODGE TOURING CAR for sale, run
Advertisement!
In
thia
column
not
to
proved
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Church will be. Bible school at 9.45; who have been spending several manufacture and sale of beer. This
less than 11.000 miles. 74 WILLOW ST..
The State Beer Licensing Board Testamentary lasue to Ellen J Hall, of exceed three lines Inserted once for 25 1 Rockland
So far as Rockland is concerned it
77*79
three times for 50 cents. Addi
nierning worship at 11, topic, “Build weeks at The Wilbur, have returned came after the "drys" in the Legis- remains to be seen if beer will satisfy I nominees were confirmed by the Rockland, she being the Executrix cents,
tional
lines
five
cents
each
for
one
time.
STANDING HAY for sale fine quality.
named
in
said
Will,
without
bond.
ing on the sand or on the rock." At 7 to their home in Harpswell.
10 cents for three limes. Six words large quantity, easy access. Price very
lature refus.d to permit introduction the craving of all the thirsty espe- Executive Council last night, mak
CATHERINE A
CULLEN, late of j make a line.
low Phone 1154, MR STUDLEY
77*79
p. m. Mrs. Carl Gray will be the
deceased. Will and Petition !
Mrs Orrington Cross. Washington of a new beer bill
daily those who have been devoting ing legal the 1500 beer dispensing Thomaston,
FOR SALE l.arge healthy chicks. 15
for Probale thereof, asking that the
speaker.
street, will be hostess to the Metho
for *1 for this week only Chicks
At the cl e of the session a bill their attention to the benzine and licenses mailed yesterday, doted July’same may be proved and allowed and1 ,
bred from prize winners. . Barred and
1 for which $1fM1 non wax received in ,hat Letters Testamentary Issue to Mary I ’
A picnic party Including Mr. and dist ladies society July 5.
| l0 provj,je for a
commission and barbed wire products.
I. ior wmen simi.ouu was recenea in Iaabellt cullen of Thomaston, and
White Plymouth Rocks. White WyanMrs. T. E. Rowell and daughter
dottes. Rhode Island Reds and White
Agnes R Armstrong of South Portland,
Comiqu? Theatre attractions for revenue from the beverage was enCommenting upon the general two weeks,
Leghorns. A few thousand surplus
In
I
they
being
the
Executrices
named
Olive, Kathleen Anderson, Marie next week: Monday-Tuesday. Georg: acted. That bill, through a short situation the Portland morning paper
The three members of the board. said Will, without- bond.
chicks at (5 per hundred Wednesday
CANARY
lost
Friday
afternoon,
yel

Clark, Olga Matson, Dorothy Wallace Sidney and George Murray in "The phrase inserted at the end of one said:
ESTATE DANIEL A GROSS, late of low and green with band on one leg. and Saturday afternoons only. Add 50
Stillman E. Woodman of Machias.
cents for parcel post and shipping to
Vinalhaven. deceased Petition for Ad 74 OLD COUNTY ROAD. Tel. 5S3-Y
and Estelle Moore spent an enjoy Cohens & Kelleys In Trouble;" Wed- section, also legalized beer.
all mall orders for less than 100.
' “Prices will vary from 15 cents to Republican, and Louis F. Fleming of ministration asking that Florence E
78-80 8TOVER FEED MFG. CO. on track at
able day Thursday at Marshall shore. nesday-Thursday. Georg? Arliss In
no effort was made to secure a 45 cents a bottle, the latter prevail- Bangor and John B. Couture of Gross, of Vinalhaven. or some other
STEEL-HANDLE pocket knife lost 86 Park St.. Rockland. Just below Ar
person be appointed Admx..
Liberty. Water sports kept the girls "The King's Vacation;" Friday, referendum on the revenue measure mg in hotels and first class restau- ' Lewiston, Democrats, will be renomi- suitable
76-78
Name Neumper & Diamond on handle. mour's. Tel. 1200.
without bond.
Reward
at COURIER-GAZETTE office
SIX new milch cows lor sale: also
busy and all thought it a splendid “Terror Aboard:" Saturday. "I Love under which beer goes on sale Satur- rants for Imported brands.
ESTATE
OWEN
P.
LYONS,
late
of
nated today by Gov. Louis J. Brann
78*80 black horse five years. 1400 lbs. kind and
Vinalhaven. deceased, Petition for Adplace for a picnic.
clever, single or double. GRAND VIEW
That Man;" and the Max Baer vs day.
"Draught beer will be priced at 10 and reconfirmed by the Council ministration, asking that Mary Z.
FARM. Warren. Tel. 5-6 Warren
77*79
Daniels, of Medford, Maw . or aotne
Bernard Libby and family have Schmelling fight picture.
More than 18,COO names were in cents a glass, and 70 cents a pitcher. July 7.
appointed
other suitable person be
A FINE ESTATE of 100 acres and man
taken possession of their new home
Sirs. Charles Moore and Miss Lena the referendum petitions and Mr The size of the glass will vary, of
As the legislative bill which created Admx , without bond.
sion house lor sal*. AU Impravwnenta,
12 rooms and large porch, good out
ESTATE FRANK O. FULLER late of
In Mr. Robertson's recently complet Dunbar will entertain the Philathei Smith, in an accompanying letter, course, but the "long neck" undoubt- the commission and legalized sale and
buildings; borders lake Furnishings if
Union, decea-ed. Petition for Adminis
ed house on Gleason street.
desired
At sacrifice. N. F K . Courierclass July 8, at Mrs. Moore's camp' said no spt clal election was sought ediy will come Into favor again. The transportation of beer would not be tration. asking that Maude Bolster of
Gazette office,
76*78
Norway,
or
some
other
suitable
person
Mrs. Agnes McEnery, Miss Marion at Norton Pond.
If no sp cial election was called by consumer is certain that it contains come law until June 30. the Chief be appoleted Admx.. with bond
EXPERIENCED housekeeper wanted
WHEN you are piunmug io sell your
cooking.*
cleaning,
very
small
family
McEnery and Miss F Adele Coon of
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED
The following boys with John the Governor the question would not more than an ordinary glass while Executive dated the nominations "as
ESTATE EVELYN DONAHUE, late of Recommendations
required.
PHONE WARDS Tel. 8OC-J . Rockland
78-tf
Petition for 980 City.
Waban. Mass., spent last week with Taylor, head of the local Y.M.C A be voted on until the regular bten- the dispenser is certain that it does of June 30" when he posted them Thomaston, deceased
77-79
Administration, asking that John J.
FOR SALE—Large Jersey Black Olant
Mrs. May Cottam. Beechwood street were at Lake Cobbossiecontee. Win- r.lal election in September. 1934
not. Steihs and seidels will be used June 17. Thursday he removed the Donohue of Springvale, or some other
chicks, special this week. 15 for $1 50.
suitable person be appointed Admr.. lbs Prlc^ must be reasonable. WAL Chicks
bred
from
prize winners.
Mrs Harriet James, also of Waban throp, this weak attending the State
The State will select delegates toa jn many places while the old-fash- “as of June 30," that confirmation without bond.
LACE E
SPEAR. Waldoboro. Me.. Mottled Anconos. 15 fdr 8120 Add 50
78*80 cents for parcel post and shipping to
who came with them is remaining Leadership Training Camp: Dwigh' repeal convention and pass on four ioned mug is sure to be dusted off and could be made today, the ConstituESTATE JASON LESLIE, late of R. F. D 1.
deceased. Petition for Ad
ANY kind of work wanted by MINNIE all mall orders for le-- than 100 .STOVER
for an extended visit with Mrs. !E. Lord. Ora Brown. Jr.. Stephe". referendum questions Sept. 11 of this given a place in the new prominence ticn requiring that nominations be Rockland,
FEED MFO CO . on track at 36 Park
ministration asking that Harry Leslie I HENDRICKSON. Long Cove. Box 12
' 77-79 8t .. RrWklund. Just below Armour's
1 Gross and Curtis Brown. Mr. Taylor year but the constitutional provisions accorded beer in Maine.
pos ted not less than seven days be- of Cambridge. Mass., or some other
Cottam.
Tel,
1200.__________
76-78
suitable
person
be
appointed
Admr.
• • • •
I WANT to buy (I am an American) a
was in charge of the musical pro- are suchthat the transportation ref"Generally, restaurateurs agreed fore confirmation,
with bond
FITTED hard wood and Junks, per
farm or land with or without buildings,
ESTATE FLORENCE L. PENDLETON, convenient to Rockland or Camden cord f8; fitted soft wood. $6. T. J. CARMiss Sarah Block is employed by gram.
erendum cannot be included In that that the
o{
was wejcomed
Then, to satisfy himself that there
late of Rorkland. deceased
Petition Send description and price In first let ROLL Tel 263-21.
78-tf
the Thomaston National Bank.
Mrs. Oeorge L. Otis of New York election.
by them chiefly in the hope that beer wculd be no question about the legal- for Administration, asking that Laura ter BOX R. Courier-Gazette office
E.
Fish
of
Rockland,
or
some
other
78-83
The Sewing Club, one of the older city has arrived at Norumbega forThe constitution provides that the
patrons would be led to buy food in Hy of the confirmations, he said he suitable person be appointed Admx..
81 ************«*g|
I WISH to board child or adult, or
tlubs of the town, met with Miss, the summer.
Gcvernor "may. and if so requested in ’ which
wou!d
a greater profi> will renominate the commissioners with bond.
care for Invalid In quiet country home.
ESTATE HARRY M ROBINSON, late MRS LAWRENCE, East Friendship
Helen Carr and Miss Blanche Raysor
Marcus Chandler, president of th? written petition thereto, shall order to the restaurant. Some restaurant1 and have them reconfirmed July 7.
I
of Warren deceased. Petition for Ad
76*78
of Eliot street. Tuesday. A picnic Camden Rotary Club, attended the such measure submitted to the peoministration. asking that Jeanette H
HOUSEWORK wanted In small family
RoblnsAn of Warren, or some other
dinner was on the program. Mem convention of Rotary International, pie at a special election not less than
RENTS-three rooms furnished. 84
suitable person be appointed Admx.. Write P O BOX 332. Thomaston. 77*79
per week; unfurnished, six rooms anti
four nor more than six months alter
without bond
bers who attended were Mrs. Marie in Boston this week.
U. OF M graduate wants chance to bath, and seven room* and bath with
ESTATE LESTER I. DOULAM late of chauffeur party to World's Fair, for ex- garage
V. F. STUDLEY 282 Main St
his proclamation thereof."
B Singer. Mrs. Charles Starrett, Mrs
■■■■»..«» . ..............
I warren, deceased First and Final Ac- penses only C. L. THURSTON. 468 Old Tel 1154
___________
70-tf
That would place the special elec
_
, ., ,
count presented for allowance by Myrtle
G. C. Hopkins. Mrs. George Cross.
NORTH HAVEN
—
ctttcuvtu
.
—
_
—
777
AT
furnished
tenement
of
Feyier. of west somervine. Mass
tion on the transportation act some Toot Of Auto Horn Now Heard From Dark Harbor Io b
EXPERIENCED STITCHERS wanted five rooms to let, with srreened-lnMrs. Edward B. Newcombe, Mrs
Admx.
Apply at MODERN PANTS COMPANY.
porch, good view of harbor MRS
Episcopal
service
at
the
Church
at
time during the months of November
Lawience H. Dunn. Mrs. Lee Walker,
Turtle Head—’Twas a Struggle
ESTATE HATTIE C EMERY, late of ___________________________________ ~8'tf PEARLEY MILLER Tel. 802-J.
78*80
I Rockland, doceosed
Rrst and Final
as chef or order cook want
Mrs. Forrest Farnham. Mrs. ('.race the Thoroughfare next Sunday will or December.
FOUR furnished rooms and bath to
, , ■
,___
i i i t i
! Account presented for allowance by F edPOSITION
Best
cf
references.
H.
T.
PERRY.
be
conducted
by
Rev
Mr.
Bennett
of
let. Apply MRS W 8. KENNISTON.
Russell Greeley. Admr. d.bn.cts.
Payson. Miss Christine Moore, Mrs
Grace St City.______________________ Hf 176 Main St. Tel. 874-W
78-tf
St. Mark's Church Jouthboro, Mass.
Old
Dobbin's nose was out of joint foreseen the havoc he would cause oil | Bock|and
estate flora m. wise, late of
BLRKETTYILLE
WANTED — Fresh Eggs at highest
Oliver F Cushing. Miss Nellie Gardi
xjiu xovuu
deceased. Petition for AdSTORE to let at 6 Park St., formerly
Immediately following a memorial
and two chll- at Islesbor0 yesterday, and the for- his tight little island and was con- I "7n^““ionu'"Vmg th?? Fred
b,v‘nnde^iy T^getVst Munro's Cigar Store. Apply MUNRO'S
Mr and Mrs. Ba
ner, Miss Eizabeth Washburn, Miss
siderably abashed by the volume of of_Rockl.nd.
or some other sult.ble , g**0
r^eive th^? hlXrp££ RESTAURANT. 8 Park St. •
service will be held for the late Mrs. d*en cf Drc=den w i * recent gue«ts
77*79
,
,languished
•
koc
Harriet Dunn and Mrs. Geoige H.
uren Li ure-ucn
reteus guc.is gotten equine
In n.
his siderably’ abashed by■“ the volume ol «
person
be appointed administrator, results and receive these higher prices
we advise that you start feeding your
TO LET—At 69 North Main St first
Robert W. Wheelwright and will be at Mr and Mrs Linwood Mitchell's
profanity
turned
loose
by
his
act.
and
w)t
h
bond.
Gardiner of Warren.
chickens Immediately on "Just Right" floor tenement, five rooms and bath.
Ruth Sulteforth cf Washing- £,able whlle 150 mOtOr CarS whlzze<1 withdrew his motor vehicle from the | witness melzer t. crawford. Es- Growing Feed, and your Dying hens on hot water heat and itarasc. gas and cook
conducted by Rev. H. F. Huse. HoljMr Huth
An item of general Interest to resi
Stueforth of^ M
gX/^nd^ne^
"Just Right' Egg Mash
These feeds stove furnished. Apply at 65 NORTH
communion will be observed after the ton accompan;
contain Yeast and Oxide Iron along MAIN ST. Tel. 261-iJ.
77-79
dents of Knox County is the death of
Attest
memorial service.
N.
J
were
'
of
Legislative
leniency
in
permitting
mile
track
which
was
a
feature
of
with 21 other Ingredients and they I "?uRNISHED"r^om to let. large and
guests from Bloomfield
CHARLES L VEAZIE. Renter
Dr. C. R. Simmons. 53. of Oakland
htilld
egg
machines
out
of
growing
alry
overlooking
bay;
meals
available
at
William Burr arrived Thursday callers Friday at 4Clss Clara Mac-1 that privilege.
j his Dark Harbor summer estate, ar.d j
78-S-84 1 pullets, and force laying hens to lay coUntry Club, next door. MRS LEO
which occurred June 27. The funera'
from Claremont, Calif., and is visit
where blooded horses had once held j
KKVaft *^^1 tXy ‘stover HOWARD 121
«' Tel 2.2-ML
Dowell's.
The gas buggy had never replaced
was held at Oakland Friday and the ing his friends.
FEED MFG CO., on track at 86 Park St.. .-------------"
Notices of Appointment
Little Caroline Hart of Appleton the one-horse chaise at this exclusive EWa> And with his sulky out of
remains brought to Appleton for in
AT 17 WATER ST., city, hoard and
Rockland. Just below Armour's. Tel
Lepoy Glover of New York arrives
commission he found diversion 2n
78-78
room
for
elderly
people.
MRS
MARY
has
been
visiting
her
grandparents
|
.
,
,
t
.
1200
terment. Dr. Simmons was a mem today i Saturday) and will be guest ..
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro- f
GRIFFIN
Te.yg
.
,
. summer resort—that is, never but driving his automobile around the
bate for the County of Knox. In the I
Mr. and Mrs S B. Miller for a week.
ber of the Knox County Medical So of Mr. and Mrs. George L. Burr.
TWO furnished light housekeeping
State of Maine, hereby certify that In 1 R
oval until his whim was gratified.
Callers
during
la
t
week
on
Clara
once,
and
that
was
a
score
of
years
ago
*
*
bath, electric lights, gss MRS.
ciety during his residence in the
the following estates the persons were
t rooms,
Col. Alton T. Roberts who has been
But nobody ever forgot the inci appointed Administrators. Executors ♦
SYLVE8TER. 23 Cedar St Tel 804-J. <
county. He was also well known as a a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Noyes Ma:Dowell were Mrs. Etta Hatch, when Capt. Fields Pendleton, the well
4
I
76-78
Guardians
and
Conservators
and
on
the
i
dent. and the passing of two decades
dates hereinafter named
8
skilful baseball player, in which sport has returned to Detroit, Mich. Mrs. Miss Katherine Thurston and Mrs. known shipmaster and father of Mrs.
SIX ROOM house, all modern, to let
found
very
few
persons
bold
enough
♦ * at 22 Oak St.; furnished apartment,
GENA L. SWIFT, of Thomaston. May j K ♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
Phoebe Crosby, the well known opera
he was very prominent for several Sarah Glidden of Washington, D. C. Blanche Rokes.
„„„„„ like to hire old farm house Orlph» St-- »H modern; furnished
___apartto even suggest that the automobile 16. 1933. Walter C. Swift of Thomaston I WOULD
Miss
Ruth
Mitchell
passed
the
was
appointed
Gdn..
and
qualified
by
I
or
inexpensive
camp
or
cottage
for
July
upstairs
Inquire
years, both as a player and supporter and Miss Alice Gould of Bridgeport,
singer, created consternation by ban be lifted on the island. But last
filing
bond
June
6.
1933.
and
August.
I
an
d
August
Write
"OLD
FARM,
care
PETERSON,
at
Fuller-Cobbof the game. Our local physician Dr Conn, are guests of the Noyes's for week with relatives in Union.
Davis.
landing a superannuated motor fall there were sundry town meetings, THEODORE ROSS late of Camden. The Courler-Oazette.______________ 76*78
74-tf
Marcelle Martz and family of
B. H. Keller was a close acquaintance the summer.
April 4. 1933. Emma Elizabeth ; two ROOM camp to let at Hosmer
FURNISHED house to let In Rockland.
heated oratory, recriminations, and deceased.
vehicle
on
the
island
and
scaring
the
Ross,
of
Camden,
was
appointed
Execup
d
|g
k
H
|25
month
140
Mieven
rooni8
and
B»rage.
Pleasant
locaof Dr. Simmons.
°r Particulars
Wendail Howard who was with a Massachusetts have been guests for equine population into conniption finally the passage of a vote which ir*’,o,\nd “U“1Brd by fll,ng h0"11 Jun<>r the seEon EDWIN f DEAN. Rock- tlon FFor
particulars address
addrrs- P.
P. S N .
land Highlands Tel. 671-J
78*83 Owrltr-Oazette.
gourler-Oazette.
74»80
Adelbert Benner. George Newbert reforestation crew at Fort Williams a week of his mother, Mrs. Nellie fits, r.ct overlooking the aristocratic had Its sequel when Legislature In •• 1933
CORA E GRIFFIN, late of Union, deHALF
CRE8CENT BEACH cottage on water
double bow to let at 83
and Lody Cross returned recently spent Wednesday at his home her?. Martz.
ceased.
June
20.
1933
Alice
E
Williams,
driving horses which were kept for Mai ch declared open season on motor
front, four rooms, open fireplace, mod- Tnun”L? ,,. ,11ilu re C' M- HARRINGof Union, was appointed Executrix, ™
from an interesting trip in Aroos He has been transferred to Patten,
ern Improvements. ns.
To rent h.
by ...
weeka ton Tel 551-W__________________ 78-tf
the diversion of the summer colony. cars in Islesboro.
without bond.
WEST
WALDOBORO
or
season. Price reasonable. Inquire
AT 22 Crescent St., seven room house.
took County. They went by motor where he will be assistant electrician
HERBERT WEBSTER FIFIELD. late 464And the very day that Legislature
Capt. Pendleton, bluff old mariner,
M
_____
_________________________ 78*80 flush toilet, electricity, rent $14 month.
A service will be held at the schoolitm-i..
.w I
Vinalhaven. deceased. June 20. 1933
to Chesuncook Lake, hauling on a
Mrs. Herman Crockett spent Wed
FOR
SALE
or
for
rent,
cottage
on
Upl
pcludlR
g water. TEL 384-W.
78*80
more
used
to
the
ship's
deck
and
nedded its assent Nelson Tilden, the ( Herbert Walker Flfleld and Ambrose A
house Sunday at 3 30 standard, with
trailer a canoe which Mr. Newbert nesday in Rockland.
Village blacksmith betook himself to Peterson, both of Vinalhaven. were ap- P*r Megunticook Lake, three rooms. FIVE ROOM tenement to let. Ground
New
York
banking
circles
had
not
Erainerd Thurston, speaker.
' pointed Exrs.. without bond.
1 screened porch, float, row boat. wood, floor. All modern. 9 Suffolk St. M. M.
had built, equipped with a 7 horse
Mrs. Albert Wooster of Vinalhaven
Belfast and bought the first auto
MARIA K WATERMAN late of South SneolnvlUe* M^' Tel°24,?3N TAL?r7(i 9?IFFIW- 25 OcPan St.____________ 68-tf
❖ ❖ ❖ ❖❖
❖ ❖ ♦❖ ❖ ❖
♦ ♦♦ * * ••• ♦
••• ♦ ♦ ••• * •> ❖ ♦
power motor, and thence by streram recently visited relatives here.
Thomaston,
deceased
June
20.
1933
I Llncolnvllle' Me Tel- 3y3.-----------TENEMENT at 80 Pleasant St. to let
mobile to be owned on the Island
LERMOND POND CAMP to let by day vacant June 5. Bath, sun porch, garage
Harry L. Waterman of South Thomas
and lakes into the Allegash region.
Dr Pettit who has been enjoying
Neighbors followed his example, and, ton wan appointed Adm. e.ta.. without or week Accommodates six. Tel 46 TEL 958-J.
78-tf
MRS
LUTHER A CLARK, Thomaston.
Game, especially deer, was seen in a short vacation here with his family,
boylik* as the saying is they did not bond.
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St..
77-tf
CHARLES H WALKER, late of Rock
______________________________ I seven pleasant rooms: also two garages
abundance. Black flies were en returned Thursday to Bryn Mawr
wait for the 90 days to elapse Before land. deceased. June 20. 1933. Edmund
FURNISHED apartment__to _
two | Inquire 12 WARREN ST
%
rooms and private bath. 192 LIMERGCK
countered in immense swarms. Mr (Pa.) Hospital.
78^tf ' —
ROLLER to let at very low rate.
the Legislature act became a definite P Walker of Portland, wan appointed ST.
Tel. 600 or 2U-M.
Admr.,
without
bond.
------- Called for and delivered. Heavy watet
Mrs. Joseph Belmore and son
Benner says the outlook is for a very
law.
IN THE
IDA M STONE late of Thomaston,
partm
HEATED apartmenta.
all modern, *tout ballast roller Phone 791. CRIE HARD
short crop of hay in Aroostook Coun Joseph left today for Rockland from
X?K- WARE CO.. 408 Main St.
ily at
Back and forth they have whizzed, deceased. June 20. 1933. Edward L
78-tf
78-tf
Stone
of
Thomaston,
was
appointed
LAZ4D
WATER
CO.
Tel.
634
whence
they
motor
Sunday
to
Wor

ty. The farmers have large STocks of
from the exclusive colony on the Admr , without bond
FURNISHED heated apartment to let R '
calves and young cattle, with prices cester returning as far as Thomaston
SIMEON M DUNCAN, late of Rock Inquire 14 MASONIC ST___________ 78-tf
southern end of the island to Turtle
4
land.
deceased.
June
20.
1933.
Edward
very low. The men all report a won Monday. Joseph intends to look in •
AVAILABLE for rent four desirable 4
Head the little hamlet on the north | K Gould of Rockland was appointed
tenements.
Main.
Orove.
Orace.
Court
derful trip, and that Aroostook Coun on the Marathon while in Massachu
ern, 14 miles away. And into the Admr . and qualified by filing bond on 8ts. ERNEST C. DAVIS. Fuller-Cobb 4
R
•*
same date.
Davis.
78-tf
ty is a delightful section of Maine setts.
highways and byways until every
JAMES McCARTER. late of Cushing,
THREE small places for sale, suitable
Aunt Lucy Carver had an 111 turn I
to visit.
deceased.
June
6,
1933,
Oeorge
A
Mc

scary animal on the entire mileage
STATE OF MAINE
for henneries, 3 to 15 acres. $750 to
Carter. of Cushing, was appointed
recently, latest report is that she I* I
• • • •
To all persons Interested In either cf $850. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main Rt.
had become autobroken.
Admr and quiillfl.-d by filing bond the
Tel. 1080
78.tf
estates hereinafter named:
Miss Margaret Felt. R. N„ and Miss quite comfortable but very weak.
It was said that the summer visit June 20. 1933.
At a Probate Court held at Rockland.
LUCY
A.
CARVER,
of
North
Haven.
Anne and \fary Dyer were guests
Alice Felt who have been with their
ors would stay away if their nostrils June 20, 1933. Frank Beverave of North In and for the County of Knox, on the
were to be assailed by the plebeian Haven, was appointed Gdn. ^‘thout one thousand nine hundred and thirtyparents Mr and Mrs. James Felt on of Miss Ru'.h Nichols at the home ol
bond.
her
grandparents
Thursday
and
en

three and by adjournment from day
odor
of gasoline, but the defection
two weeks' vacation, left by bus Fri
RUTH A. JENNINGS, of Thomaston. to dey from the 20th day of said June
has not become visible to the naked June 20. 1933. Elizabeth B Washburn, the following matters having been
day upon their return to Jersey joyed a picnic on the shore at noon.
of Thomaston, was appointed Gdn . and presented for the action thereupon
O. D. Lermond returned from
eye, and some of the summer folks qualified by filing bond on same date
City. N. J.
ALADDIN LAMP PARTS nt all times.
hereinafter indicated It la hereby Or Prompt
service. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
have brought their own cars onto FRED C. MARDEN, late of North dered :
Miss Pauline Gillis is visiting her Rockland Thursday.
78-tf
That notice thereof be given to all
Haven,
deceased.
June
20.
1933,
Earl
C.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
H.
Carver
and
the island—the pioneers In this Marden of North Haven, was appoint persons Interested, by causing a copy
aunt Mrs Lester Thompson at Spruce
__rr
DENTAL NOTICE: My office Is now 153
son Ralph of Plainfield, N J , are
of this order to be published three Llmerock St., one minute's ride from
move being J. Murray Forbes and ed Admr. e.t a.. without bond. •
Head for a week.
,
FLORA E MARDEN late of North weeks successively In The Courler-Oa- postofflee. Work done by appointment
Miss Dorothy Forbes of Boston. At Haven,
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford G. Rowland visiting relatives in Connecticut.
deceased. June 20. 1933. Earl C. aette, a newspaper published at Rock- only. Call or phone 109-M. DR. J. H.
69-S-tf
Mrs. Scott Staples with daughters
least one summer family has an Marden of North Haven, was appointed land In said County that they may ap- DAMON, dentist.
who have been visiting Mr. and Mrs.
pear at a Probate Court to be held at I LADIES Rrtlabie hair goods at RocXd.b.n.c.t.a.. without bond.
nounced its intention of locating at Admr.
sald Rockland, on the 1st day of August land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
Attest
:
Enoch Clark, have returned to their and son of New Jersey are with her Storage for one case
Storage for one case Dark Harbor because the privilege
A. D. 1933. at nine o'clock in the fore-1 solicited. H. C. RHODM, Tel. 519CHARLES L VEAZIE. Register.
parents Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Brown for
home in Long Island, N. Y.
noon, and be heard thereon If they see
78-tf
of 12 ounce bottles has been granted.
of
12
ounce
bottles
the
summer.
rl*ESTATE EDGAR HOPKINS, late of 1 POR SAtE, OR TRADE Ior anything
Mrs. Ruth Little has returned from
on top shelf
Freight steamers have profited and !
Miss Emma Parsons who has been
on top shelf
North Haven, deceased. Petition for
f~et S'
a visit to relatives in Boston and New
License to Issue to Lourenla Calderwood Jr?cJt
158 CAMDEN ST.. Rockseveral times each day a motor boat
teaching school in Connecticut is at
York.
76*78
of North Haven, to convey certain real land. Me. Tel. 758-M.
gois across from Lincolnville Beach
estate situated In North Haven, fully
LAWN MOWERS sharpened. Satisfac
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will hold home for the summer vacation.
Lifetime porcelain inside and out—flew style in cabinet
described
In
said
petition,
and
dis

tion
guaranteed.
Called
for
and
deliv

towing a raft on which rides an auto.
C. F. Brown who was in Knox Hos
tribute proceeds of sale among the heirs ered. Prompt service. Phone 791. CRIE
a cooked food sale on the church
design—K more food space—far greater ice capacity—
Automobile
dealers
have
nearly
of
the
said
Edgar
Hopkins,
living
In
•
HARDWARE
CO..
408
Main
St..
City.
pital last week on account of an auto
lawn July 7 at 2 o'clock.
a 20% more efficient two-cylinder unit—outstanding in
different States.
__________
78-tf
doubled the island's population.
Witness,Judge
MELZER
T. CRAWFORD.
KRVMt
tfa>vu martn
The Pythian Sisters of District 10 accident, returned home last Satur
Esquire.
o, Probate
Court for! 0r^
rY8 KKPvm
^Ybn' kitvqi fl^7ocks
“ whJn
economy, bee uty, convenience and quality. See it today*
The
town's
main
road
is
found
to
have re-elected Mrs. Ambrose Wal day He is gaining rapidly.
Knox County. Rockland. Maine.
original keys are lost. House, office or
be wide enough and smooth enough
U. S. Calderwood who has been out
Attest:
Car. Code books provide keys for all
lace, district deputy grand chief for
CHARLES
L.
VEAZIE.
Register.
for
motoring.
locks without bother. Scissors and
of town for two weeks has returned to
another term.
75-S-81 Knives sharpened. Prompt service. Rea
The naw Household Frigidaire, with freezer in the
sonable prices. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Mrs. Marie Singer and her Sunday North Haven.

What About The
Fourth?

WILKINS

In Everybody’s Column

: LOST AND FOUND J

m**************k
WANTED

TO LET

ISLESBORO HAS CAPITULATED

Summer Cottages

AMPLE BEER STORAGE

REAL ESTATE

«
• MISCELLANEOUS «

The Courier-Gazette

School class had a picnic at tho
meeting in the ballroom at 11 and
Creighton farm this week.
State Field Day, D.A.R., will be luncheon at 12, daylight. Members
held July 8 at the Poland Spring | of Mar>' Dillingham Chapter will act
House at South Poland. Business as hostesses. Reservations should be
made not later than July 5.

Strout Insurance Agency
J. Walter Stront

GROSS NECK

center, was so constructed as to provide you with
ample bottle storage.

'Beer must be cooled right to taste right
See this most beautiful of electric refrigerators today

A. C. M LOON & CO.

Alfred M. Stronl
-------Insurance in all its branches
There will be a preaching service at
Probate Bonds
Notary Public the schoolhouse Sunday at 2 p. in. BICKNELL BLOCK
ROCKLAND, ME.
Vlnol Building. Phone 158_ (standard. Brainerd Thurston the
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON, ME. speaker.
❖ ❖❖❖•S'
•{••J--X-<-,I*-J*'5*<’'t,-S--5--5**J'*J*-S-,5**t*'5**i'+-J'-t--l*-5*'!'*;-*5-<*<'*J-*{* 4* $$*4$**+

408 Main St.. Rockland. Tel. 791.

POULTRYMEN!
Why not turn those cheap broilers
into real money by

rEMRALMtNGj • EGGS AND CHICKS ‘
* <9 **«.*«* «»* 4
MOmi ANBUIANG 8IEB S OVERSIZE
CHICKS grow larger,

Caponizing!
Ior information and details
phone or write

ALFRED C. HAWES
TEL. 1-24

UNION, ME.
77-81

78-tf

SIMON K. HART
5S

MONUMENTS
nt St. Tel. 911-M Rockland

a-s-U

Since 1840 this Ann has falthre'ix
served the lamlliea of Knox County
LADY ATTENDANT
Day Telephone 450-781-1

BURPEE’S
ROCKLAND,

mature quicker, lay better. All pure
bred Hogan Tested. Per 100 prepaid:
Wh.. Buff. Brown Leghorns, Anconas.
$4.50; Brd., Wh.. Buff. Rocks, S. C. Reds.
Wh. Wyand.. Wh.. Buff Orps . $4.75; Wh.
& Black Mlnorcas. R. C. Reds. S. L.
Wyand. $0 00; Hvy. . ss’td. $4 00; Lt.
Ass’td. $3.50.
Add -5c on orders less
than 100. Prompt 11 e delivery guaran
teed. SIEB'3 HATCHERY, 325, Lincoln.
I Hl.
78elt

I

Every-O the r-Day
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Page SeveTI

Mrs. Charles Schofield went to1 Herbert Sanborn who has oom- TALES OF THE CIRCUS
Vinalhaven yesterday to attend the ' pleted his studies at the National
annual banquet of the high school I College of Chiropracty, Chicago, .s Rotarians Enjoy Big Top
Alumni Association. She will re- at his home in Vinalhaven for the
Lore Retailed By Veteran
main for the weekend and holiday, summer. Mr. Sanborn who had
guest of her mother, Mrs. A. U. rheumatic fever a few weeks ago has
Circus Trooper
Patterson.
[ not yet completely recovered.
It was Circus Day a little ahead
In addition to personal notea regard-1 Miss Ann C. B. Pomeroy of New
Miss Mabel Dorgan who Laches j A group from the younger social of time at Rotary yesterday for the
Ing departures and arrivals, this depart- „ ., .
_
, ,
ment especially desires Information of, Bri-ain, Conn., 1S expected today to in West Hartford, Conn., is home ! set enjoyed a picnic at Megunti- speaker was Rex de Roselll of Petu, I
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. visit her brother, John M. Pomeroy,
for the summer.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
cook Lake Wednesday night, before Ind„ a circus man of many years’ ex- J
gladly received,
Talbot avenue. Miss Pomeroy is
------j attending the dance at Breezemere, perience. He carried with him the
TELEPHONE ................ _........... 170 or 7M assistant principal in the junior
Mrs. Flora Johnson of Milbridge UncolnvllIe Beach.
vigorous, virile spirit of the big top
high school.
is the guest of Capt. and Mrs. A. i
____ ~
and painted an interesting word pic
Mr. and Mrs. William Crockett of
B. Norton for a few days. On her | Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Murray and ture of the circus of today and yes
Hamilton. Toronto, are guests cf
Reginald Boardman, pianist, who return tomorrow she will be accom- i son Stanley will be guests of Mr. terday.
Mr. Crockett's father, O. O. B.
was heard in a Rockland concert panied by her son Paul, who has and Mrs. H. P. Blodgett at their
According to Mr. Roselli the circus
Crockett, and his daughters Mrs.
with Phoebe Crosby a few year.t ago, been with Capt. and Mrs. Norton Jefferson Lake cottage for the weekexisted in the sixth century B. C.
Henry Jordan and Mrs. Donald
is to be pianist at the Crawford for several weeks.
I end and holiday.
largely in the form of athletic con
Cummings.
House, Crawford Notch, N. II., for
tests. Later came the bloody circus
the summer.
Mrs. Maynard Dean of Portland
Miss Carrie Sherrills has returned
of the Roman and still later the small
Miss Doris Rice Neilson, a senior
who has been with a group of Port- j from an extended visit with William
at Bates College, is the guest of
athletic carnivals of Eu-1
Rockland Breakwater, July 1. I Mr. and Mrs. Dean C. Osborne of , Mr. and Mrs. Louis P. Singleton of
Kathleen Chase goes today to land and Philadelphia ladies at a C. Fisher and family in Middletown, rtravelling
°Pej Th-e coming week will find the : Brooklyn have opened their cottage j Brooklyn have arrived for the seaMiss Muriel Bradbury.
Camp
Abena,
Belgrade
Lakes, house party in South Thomaston Conn.
The circus was recorded in this gamoset summer season officially •'Bayberry" on the Penobscot Bay son and opened their Camden home,
where she will be lor a few weeks. was a caller UDon Mrs. Charles A I
------Miss Esther Nickerson entertained
Miss Mary Lawry is home for the country prior to the Revolution and j launched.The initial lawn putting and will entertain a large house j Their daughter, Miss Jean SingleHer brother Howard, goes .tomor Emery, Pacific street.
at her home last evening, honoring j
summer from the Sargent School of gained considerable development up' tournament, during which the hotel party over the holiday week. Her , ton, who is visiting friends on Long
row to the Scout Camp, Camp
Albert Richardson who sails on Sat
orche£tra plays,
nlavs. followed by tea brothers. Supreme Court Justice , Island will arrive for the Fourth.
Miss
Ervilla
Stoddard
whose
Physical Education. After the close to the time of the Civil War. That|1 orchestra
Hinds, at Raymond.
/ •
urday for his home in Ealing, Eng- j
school in Easthampton, Mass., closed j of her school. Miss Lawry was at the conflict halted the progress for a 1 ,erved under the trees to participants Lewis L. Fawcett and J. C. Fawcett I
land. Other guests were Mass Oail | ‘
yesterday returns home tomorrow i Sargent Camp at Peterboro, N. H., time but subsequently came rapid de- and onlookers is the first event on are arriving from Brooklyn this, Mi. Frances Pearson has arrived
Sharpe of New York, Kenneth Lord,
from Brooklyn and joined her sis
SUMMER VISITORS
velcpment with the growth of several I
schedule for the annual festivi- week. Mrs. Theodore Frohme is
for the summer, motoring here with , for a month.
J,’., of Washington, D. C.„ Misses
! great enterprises noted in the 90's.1 , jes of jujy Fourth. Informal golf guest for the summer. Other visit- ter. Mbs Lctitla Pearson, and WilWilliam Parker, also of Easthamp
Occasionally one hears the re
Constance Snow. Sophie Cohen and
Dr. George H. Reed is expected to Pifty years ago there were 36 large 1 ,natcheswill be held during the ofs expected include Mr. Osborne's ham Pearson at their Samoset cotton. who will be house guest of Ar.
mark : "I did not see anything In
Elzada North, Hervey Allen, Jr.,
and Mrs. E. E. Stoddard for a few arrive on the cruiser Pensacola j -hows including such famous organ!- morning, with the usual large gath- sisters. Mrs. Oswald Schell of Ferma- tage for the remainder of the sumCourier-Gazette about my
which will be at Belfast tor the | aliens as Sells Bros., Adam Fore- erlng at the neon hour on the broad town, Pa. Mrs. George Whitely and mer. Another sister, Mrs. Ixiuis O.
Walter Barstow and Joseph Emery, j
guests." A little reflection will | days.
Jr. Music, dancing and refresh-, show the impossibility of ob
Fourth, and will join his family at j paW_ Barnum Bailey etc. At' the sunnina
platform adjoining
the Mbs May Finley of York, Pa. The Roundtree is expected soon.
taining the names of all summer
ments were features of a delight- j visitors
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Benjamin
Philbrook
,
Bayside,
Northport,
for
two
months,
j
prcsent
time
but
three
circuses
of
size
SW
i
m
ming
pool.
Many
dinners
are
’ Osbornes will be among the dinner
who come to Rockland
ful evening.
entertained at bridge Tuesday eve
in July and August. The paper
are on the road—Ringling Bros., pianned prior to the opening dance (h<Ats at the Samoset Tuesday night.
Othcr weekend arrivals at th-?
desires to note such arrivals < the
ning. There were three tables and i Mr. and Mrs.
T. Thurston are Hagcnbeck-Wallace and John G. and several parties from nearby reSamoset include Mr. and Mrs P. J.
• • » •
guests themselves look for it),
Mrs. W. Seymour Cameron, Miss
highest honors went to Mrs. Harry spending the weekend and holiday Barnes
j sorts have made reservations. Pa-1 a number of Samoset guests mo- Kane and C. N. Scott of Scarborand to this end asks its readers
H. Erown, Mrs. Maynard Marston. ! With Mrs. Thurstons parents, Mr.
Katherine Vcazie, Mrs. Josephine
A circus brings money to a town trlotic decorations Will be used tored to Bar Harbor Thursday to at- j ough, season guests at the Breakers,
to send in such items, either di
Perry and Mrs. Elton Merrifield of
Mrs. W. H. Wincapaw, Osgood Oil- alTd Mrs. Henry P. White, Farming- | because its expenses are high and in throughout the hotel marking this1 tend the annual show of the Mount j Palm Beach, Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge
rectly to the office, or to the
ton.
society reporter, Mrs. Gladys
Kezar Palls motored to Lakewood
bert and Mr. Brown.
the case of Hagenbeck-Wallace the ! historic day. July and August t Desert Island Kennel Club.
1 Tenney of Washington. Justice and
Morgan, whose telephone num
Wednesday to see the "Stebbins
Mrs. W. R. Riddell of Toronto. Mr.
account
is
$5000
daily..
The
unpromt'-?
to
be
busy
ones
at
the
Samober is 794. Social events as well
Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn P. Harriman
Dr. and Mrs. E. W. Peaslee will
Boys” at the. Lakewood Theatre.
as arrivals and departures are
and Mrs. James Wenman of Green
pleasant features of the old, days set with a comprehensive calendar
and infant daughter are spending two i sPend the weekend and holiday at
The Miller cottage on the C-...0desired.
wich, and Major and Mrs. A. D.
weeks at Holiday Beach, occupying 1 their cottage in Southport, having have passed and the modern circus ; of sports and social events to be set estate will be occupied this sum
The committee in charge of the '
Williams of Richmond.
is clean entertainment, so excellent given, while many house parties
one
of
O.
S.
Duncan's
cottages.
35
their
guests
Mr.
and
Mrs.
H.
mer
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
M.
Ander

Baraca Class public supper at the
Mrs Laura uutofield_ well known
• • • •
that censorship is not even thought will take place at the surrounding
____ ,
! Ernest Keywood.
son and young daughter of Philadel
Methodist vestry Saturday comprises vocaUst and teach€r who spend.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
George K. Klrkham
of.
villas and by members of the social
Miss Eloise Nash is the guest of
phia. They expect to be joined later
Mrs. Ida Simmons, Mrs. Minnie her summers at Pleasant Point, is
of
Orange,
N.
J.,
and their grand
The
luncheon
yesterday
was
held
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Edward
Walker
of
cottage
colonies.
by Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Bearwood of daughter.-Miss Lucy Dunn of Engle
Rogers, Mrs. Laura Buswell, Mrs. seriously ill. She is at Dr. Cowie's her cousin, MLss June Blake in Hal
• • • •
Portland were recent guests of Miss in the main dining room of The
lowell.
Philadelphia and their children,
Margaret Philbrook. Mrs. Kathleen Hospital, 320 South Division street,
wood, are terminating a two weeks’
Thcrndike which will henceforth be
Mrs George R. Westerfleld. a mem------Caroline A. Littlefield.
Joseph and Deborah
Marston. Mrs. Spinney. Mrs. Esther Ann Arbor, Mich.
visit and going to the Mt. Klneo at
the headquarters, due to the re-open- , ber of the summer group at the
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot R. Duncan and
-------Dolliver, Mrs. Grace Lurvey, Miss ,
daughter Constance of Danvers, I Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Merritt ing of the grill to the public. R. E. hotel, expects to be joined shortly by
, Moosehead Lake for the remainder
Minnie Smith, Mrs. Fannie Daw,
The Philadelphia contingent at the
the summer.
Miss Bertha Knight goes today to Mass., have arrived at Mrs. Duncan’s 1 motored to Lakewood Wednesday to Eaton, vice president achieved a year I her niece. Mrs. Harry Blank, the forMrs. Blanche Witham ahd Mrs. Camp Abena. Belgrade Lakes, for former home. Ingraham Hill, for the see the Stebbins Boys at Lakewood long ambition to serve as presiding mer Mbs Judith Dohme, who re- Samoset was augmented this week b..’
• • • •
Shirley Rollins.
her fifth season. She will be assist- I summer.
officer, and that on the very last day. cently arrived from her Paris home j arrival of Mrs. J. W. Hallowell, an
The first cf the weekly card
Theatre.
ant counselor.
------for the new- officers take over next to vbit in New York. Many parties annual visitor at the Breakers, Palm I parties will take place Wednesday
Mrs. J. C. Harmon of Hartford
Mr. and Mrs. Sherman J. Rokes week. Dr. E. A. Farrington of*Had- will be given for Mrs. Blank,
_____
Mrs. Oliv? Malburg and children
Beach, and Mrs. Stanley L. Buck, evening in the ball room of the
Conn., is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Her
Miss Katherine Creighton gave a j
and Oscar are in Sedgwick to- motored to Portland yesterday, then donfield, N. J., and Rockland, Dr.
who has returned for the summer. Samoset. A series of duplicate tour....
bert Barter, Fulton street.
bridge luncheon yesterday at-her
t0 attend the funeral services going on to Auburn to spend the Harold Jameson cf Camden and Carl
Vincent R. Schenck of Jersey City- Mr. and Mrs. J. Scott Fowler have naments are also planned and a
home in Thomaston, honoring her of Mrs. Maria Thompson, a near weekend and holiday with Mr. and Hutchins of New York were"visiting returned to the Samoset Friday for arrived to stay over the holiday week number of Informal talks on conMme. Florence Mascicka, teacher guest, Miss Helen F. Forney 0» i relative.
Mrs. Malburg's mother ; Mrs. Robert A. Campbell.
Rotarians in addition to the guest his annual vbit. He will be joined and expect to return here for the tract and duplicate play will be given
of violin, who with her mother spent ^a^,, Pa. Ouests were Misses Mrs. Eliza. Cousins has Leen in
month of August.
(by Mrs. Alan Bird.
speaker
who b a member of the Peru, later by hb son, Percy Schenck.
Richard A. Rhodes of Portland
the winter in St. Petersburg. Fla , is Margar{t and Ajjce Hellier_ RuUj Sedgwick since April caring fir Mi-.
Ind Club.
clty early in the week
at Waldoboro for the summer. She Lawrence. Eleanor Bird, Mary Bird Thompson, whose death occurred {was in
VACATION SCHOOL
his daughter Molly, to
was a student with Anton WItek
Thursday.
bringing
JONES-WHIPPLE
and Rose O'Neil, Mrs. Joseph Doyle.
i spend several weeks with Miss Caroand other noted violin teachers, I Miss May Gould of Boston, Miss
Daify Vacation Bible School at
Mbs Deris Coltart left Thursday line A. Littlefield.
and in addition to individual pri I Alice McKenna of Taunton, Mia.,
The wedding of Miss Genevieve
Appleton has closed a successful two
------vate pupils has had much experi- j Mj£(. Elizabeth Creighton, Miss for a two weeks' vbit with friends
Whipple and Hosmer C. Jones took
in
Newport.
Mrs
Li
zz
e
Peaslee
b
at
the
place Wednesday at 4 o'clock at the weeks, Interest and attendance far
ence in special classes in ensemble ^othy""Starrett." Mbs"”Mildred
-----1
Peaslee
cottage.
Southport,
and
has
,
home Qf the brlde.s slgter
R Q surpassing the previous two years.
playing.
She has tiaveled and Demmons, Mbs Jane Mliller, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge and with her Edward and Er.imy Lou. Q .
, whi
Wp.,
THE
studied extensively in this country
The enrollment was 53 and average
Albert Elliot. Jr. and Miss Barbara , son Qeorge of Freeport. Long Island, children of her son. Dr. E. W. Peasand abroad.
ford Rev Charles C. Noble, pastor i attendance 44 There were 30 chilElliot of Thomaston.
N yand Mr. and Mrs. Richard lee.
1 of the First Methodist Episcopal , dren who were In attendance every
j
Hodson and son Spaulding of Reed's
-------Mr. and Mrs. Frank Beverage of
Church, performed the ceremony.
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike,Ferry N. H., are expected- tomorVincent Hubbard, noted vocal
day, and seven every day but one.
North Haven were recent guests of
The bride, who was unattended, wore
VI s. Kenneth Mills and daughter j row called by the illness of George' pedagogue, of Boston, has arrived to
IN
Mrs. Beverage's sister, Mrs. George
u _... ...... ,
■
- ,
_ _
. a gown of white chiffon and lace. A picnic was held at Senncbec Pond
A Carter Lake avenue
Marjorie, will be w.th Mrs. Hattie , Gre€n father of Mrs. Kittredge and £P«nd the summer at "The Battery,
A. carter, Lake avenue.
Dav,M at her
polnt
I
The tulle veil was caught with orange I with an attendance of 65, adults and
Belfast. He b accompanied by Mrs.
blossoms. She carried an arm bouquet children.
! over the weekend and holiday.
, I
Hubbard and their two children.
Mrs. E. P. Jones and sons Bobby
of white roses. Lohengrin's Wedding
An interesting program was preMr. and Mrs. George Hatch and
Roy McMahon who has employ-1
P^yed by Wlllo Porter sented at the Baptist Church on the
and Richard, who have been guests
Albert Richardson who has been
daughter Mary of Damarbcotta will
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Fred the guest of hb grandparents, Mr. .
„ ment in Stonington will spend the I Suprenant, cousin of the brtde. The evening of June 19. Including besides
.
,,
,_ .
be guests
guests of
of Mr.
Mr. and
and Mrs.
Mrs. L. F.
Robinson, in Avon, Mass, for two aRd Mrs. Charles R. Richardson, ~
, ,. weekend and holiday with hb family. hous« was decorated with palms, ferns the devotional exercises a character
Chase at Chase Farm over the holiweeks, arriv-e tomorrow morning.
_____
I and baskets of garden flowers. After [ story by Mrs Watson, memory work,
Park street, since completing, a
Mrs. Annie Aylward was hostess I the ceremony a reception was held in i songs by the juniors, intermediates
year's study at Andover Academy,'
A screaming comedy of home life
Frank Babbidge who is with the saib from Boston today on the S. S. j Mrs. Leland Drinkwater enter-1 to the Prosperity Club Wednesday (the garden. Among the out of town and beginners, memory lessons on
Reforestation Unit at Cold River u Franconia for hb home in Ealing. ! tained at bridge Thursday evening evening, with bridge honors falling guests were Mrs. Harriet C. Jones of Books of the Bible jiy Jesse ArringPrices: 25c and 40c
expected to spend the weekend and England.
I Mbs Hazel Marshall. Mrs. Gardner j to Mrs. Belle Lcwb and Mrs. Lina Vinalhaven, mother of the groom, and ton and Arnold Pitman, and temper
holiday with hb parents, Mr. and
French and Mrs. Herbert Curtb Carroll.
' Mrs. Leo S. Brault of Rockland, sbter ance story Mr. McAlear. A novel fea
Ask some one who saw last week’s play
Capt. and Mrs. George Horton reture was the temperance yell; "Law
Mrs. A. L. Babbidge, Lake avenue.
of the groom.
won the honors, There were two
------| cently entertained at their cottage,
Mbs Helen Fifield of Boston, and
The Pride who has taught for sev- enforcement, law enforcement, that's
tables.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Perkins of 1 Camp Reposo, Pleasant Point their
Foster Fifield who is with the Civili- craj years
West Hartford b prin- our cry; Appleton, Appleton, dry. dry.
Northeast Harbor are guests of Mr guests being Mr. and Mrs. George
Miss Winola Richan left yester-J an Conservation Corps at North Cipal of the East Elementary school, dry; who'll help to keep it so—I! I! I!"
and Mrs. George E. Dunton and C. j Moody, Mbs Mildred Moody, Mr. day for Lakeport. N. H.. where sh.’ Chatham. N. H., are at home to spend Mr Jones attended Georgia Tech and
The primary group also did good
Today
Complete
E. Gilley for the weekend and holi- and Mrs. Jesse Carroll and son will be music director
at Camp the holiday recess with their parents, Massachusetts Institute of Technot- work in memory verses, songs, etc.,
Ralph Bellamy
Change of
Kenneth, Mrs. Melvina Crawford. Acadia for two months.
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Fifield.
Ogy. He served Overseas in the 87th with a character story by their teachday.
Fay Wray
Program
Miss Mabel Harding and Charles
Divbion. He b now an instructor in er Lucy Moody. Boy Scout work un- J
"B< low The Sea"
Daily
Mrs. Mary LaCrosse announces the [he
pjant Junlor High School1 tier the leadership of Rev. L. E. WatCarleton Gregory has returned Higgins.
There will be a public card party
Mr_
from a vbit with his grandparents
son
evidenced
good
results.
New
at Grand Army hall Wednesday marriage of her daughter Josephine
and Mrs
MONDAY
Mr. and Mrs. W. Frank Thomas in, Mrs. A. T. Thurston and- Mrs. evening under the auspices of the to Dr Louis Altshuler of Dorchester, Jones left for a motor trip. They will Testaments were awarded to the boys
Warren.
J Charles C. Wotton gave a small out- Auxiliary of Sons of Union Veterans. | Maas.
and
girls
who
had
read
the
four
gos

be at home after Sept 1 at 90 White
------(door luncheon party Thursday at Mrs. Nellie Achorn will act as host
pels.
Kenneth D. Nosworthy, vacation avenue. West Hartford
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Law of New , Mrg ^^^.3 home
•
____________
A World Friendship project, coness. Play will begin at 8.
ing from Hood Rubber CO. of Water-! Francb Bass, son of Mr. and Mrs. 1 ? bting of sending a portfolio to China
York were in thb vicinity Wednes_____
day. They plan to come later and j Mrs. Jesse Jones and three daughMaster Arthur Schofield b spend- town, Mass., b spending two weeks at Bertram Bass (Jennie McLain) of was presented, and a prayer of dedispend a part of the summer at their ters returned to Southbridge, Mass.. ing several weeks with hb grand-1 Holiday Beach, a guest of his uncle, gprjngfie]d Mass., was graduated cation offered by H. Duncai McAlear.
cottage at Lake Megunticook.
Thursday after visiting Mrs. Jones' mother. Mrs. A. U. Patterson, in Oscar S. Duncan.
ficm Yale Divinity School last month The portfolio contains messages of
mother, Mrs. L. N. Littlehalc.
Vinalhaven.
IN
and has accepted a pastorate (Metho- good will from the children of the
Kennedy
Crane
returned
yesterday
New generations of old timers arc
United
States
to
those
of
China,
six
dbt)
in
Wallingford,
Conn.
perpetuating the popularity of
Mr, and Mrs.' Frank Parker of
Mrs. Charles Wilkie (Helen Snow* from one of hb business trips to
beautiful art pictures and various
Pleasant Beach as a delightful North Cambridge. Mass., are at their and two children of Ridgeway. N. J, Nf W YorltA DIKTINGCISIIED VISITOR
others cut and arranged in the vaca
rummer resort. Among the arrivals cottage, Cooper's Beach.
are with Mrs. Wilkie's parents,
tion school.
Dr. O. R. Lawry and family go to
Thursday were Mrs. Anita WoolleyAmong Portland’s dbtingubhed
Capt. and Mrs. R. K. Snow, Ocean
The school was under the direction
their
summer
home
in
Cushing
today
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Huse
N.
Tibbetts
Spear, and her daughter Roberta;
guests during the annual convention I of
and Mrs Wat£on
by
avenue, for the summer.
for
the
remainder
of
the
season.
Mrs. Marie Setley-Krout, a cousin, and infant son Lynn of Houlton are
____
I of the American Legion w.ill be Mrs H D McAtear of Jamaica Plain,
One Day
TUESDAY
One Day
Mr. and Mrs. R. E. Estes and sons
and Fred F. Hufnagel, of Mt. Ver vbiting relatives here for the sum
Mrs. R. C. Wentworth and daugh- 8 A- Blackburn, national president
and local teachers. The chllOnly
Only
Donald and Morton go today to ter Louise are confined to their home of the Auxiliary, honored head of dren thoroughly enjoy the two weeks’
non, N. Y. Monday there will ar mer.
CONTINUOUS
TUESDAY
—
2
P.
M.
TII.l.
10.31)
P.
M.
Swampscott, Mass., to visit rela
rive Mr. and Mrs. Dion E. Woolley,
cagerly forward to
The annual field day of the Maine tives. Mr. Estes will return shortly by grippe, both reported as slowly 400 000 auxiliary members in the I sessjon and
FOUR
COMPLETE SHOW’S
FOUR
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler S. Woolley
States. Mrs. Blackburn, wife I l{ each y(?ar
improving.
| United
umrea oiaies.
.Daughters of the American Revolu after the Fourth, hb family remain
Matinees 2.00 P. M., 4 00 P. M. Evenings, 6.30 P. M., 8.30 P M
and son, Stewart Day Woolley, also
_____
J of Dr. S. Alfred Blackburn, proml-j
____________
tion takes place Saturday, July 8, at ing for two weeks.
of Mount Vernon. The Woolley
Carl Thurston motored to Portland ( nent Kentucky physician and mem-’’
WEST APPI .ETON
Poland Spring House, with mem
family has been coming to Pleas
yesterday to meet Mr. and Mrs. L ber of the Kentucky legblature, b
____
bers of Mary Dillingham Chaf»'-er
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Philbrook,
ant Beach nearly every year since
A.
Thurston,
returning
from
the
Rodividing
her
time
between
national
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tracy Harriman and
as" hostesses. The business meeting Mrs. Harry H. Brown and Mrs. W.
1900 when It bought the Nautilus
tary International Convention in headquarters in Indianapolis and ac- j family of Liberty visited hb parents
will be in the ballroom at 11 a. m.. H. Wincapaw motored to Lewiston
Cottage from the late Charles A,
tive field work among the 52 depart- Mr and Mrs. M. E. Harriman. Sunday,
Boston.
luncheon at noon. Reservations for Thursday.
Haskell, and the members', en
ments and 8000 loyal units that make Margaret Harriman is staying with
the luncheon, at $1.50 per plate,
thusiasm for the place b as keen
John L. Polleyn, deputy collector up the auxiliary. She was extremely her grandparents for a while,
Mrs. A. U. Patterson who has been
should be made not later than July
now as it was 33 years ago. Mrs.
of customs in the Houlton dbtrict. active in many phases of war work
Mr. and Mrs Harland Simmons and
5 with Mrs. Isabel Marble, 6 Josslyn , the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
Spear and guests will remain until
street, Auburn. Representative Mo- ' Charles Schofield, has returned to and Mrs. Polleyn have been guests ' during the World War. Several mem- Mrs, Mattie Cross of Rockland were
thb week of Rev. and Mrs. L. G.) bers of the local unit plan to attend [ weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
the middle of July, while the others
ran will be the speaker, having as his Vinalhaven, accompanied by her
will stay through the entire season.
Perry. They were accompanied by ! the convention in Portland and look j George Fowles.
daughter.
Miss
Eliza
Patterson
of
topic “High Lights and Outstand
Other old time summer residents of
their daughter Mrs. Harold Burnham forward to meeting and hearing Mrs. | Mrs. Marcia Oxton and son Lining Personalities of the 73rd Con Somerville, Mass.
Pleasant lieach now there Include
and daughter Merial of Halifax, N. S. Blackburn.
wood were vbltors Sunday at Hazel
gress.” Several members of Iiidy
Mrs. Sumner A. Gould who has been
McLain's.
Charles A. Emery returns today
Knox Chapter are planning to at
an annual vbitor since 1896, and
Mr. and Mrs John Robinson and
from
a
two
weeks'
trip
on
which
he
tend.
Mrs. Jessie Haskell and son Harold.
daughter spent Sunday night with
vbit;d his sisters, Mrs. Helen Sim
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Drinkwater at
Specials for balance of this week: onton in New York and Mrs. Grace
Moody Mountain.
Shampoos Finger Waves Manlrure? Large, healthy chicks, 15 for $1 Hampton in Yonkisrs, N. Y.j and j
MEDOMAK
ATHLETIC
HALL,
WALDOBORO
Mrs. Oeorge Fowles, Mrs Mattle
Barred
I
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Seott
Kittredge
ir,
J
Bred from prize winners,
JEANNETTE’S
Gross and Mr. and Mrs. Harland Sim
Rocks | Freeport, Long Island. He also at- j
and
White
Plymouth
10 TO 2.30—STANDARD TIME
mons spent Sunday witli Mrs Fowles'
BEAUTY SHOP
Rhode Island Reds, Wyandottes and tended the graduation of his son
THE PRIVATEERS
daughter Mrs. Harry Miller in Belfast
37 WILLOW ST.,
ROCKLAND White Leghorns, at Stover’s, Rock Altfert, from University of Philadel
CASH PRIZES
where they enjoyed a picnic with 17
BALLOONS
,« Price 25 Cents
Telephone 1147-M land Complete line seeds and ferti phia, and was present at the Rotary
r
77’lt
78’lt
present.
lizers.
76-78
International convention in Boston.

OCl ETY.

COMING MONDAY, JULY 3
Watts Hall, Thomaston

PENOBSCOT PLAYERS

“What Anne
Brought Home”

His Greatest Triumph!

UOHEL BARRYMORE
LOOKING FORWARD

NIGHT BEFORE THE FOURTH DANCE

Every-Other-Day
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Fight

views, etc., which they have obtained and observance of Memorial Day.
steamboat lines to sell beer to pas- requirements. All beverages shall SOUTH THOMASTON
from every State and from nearly Laaksonen is only ten years of ago
sengers with meals, except when tied only be served to seated guests,
>
<>
every country ln the world. In this and came into the school in Sept,
Rulea Which Govern the Sale up ln port.
A hotel Is described as being.
Grammar School Success
work
Mrs. Fred Ripley (a former as a fifth grade pupil, but soon
“Every building or other structure
of Three, Point Two, Be« *» al“ '’rovld^
Grammar School, Mrs. A. F. Sleep teacher) acted as judge this year and achieved promotion to higher grades
j buying malt beverages for his 'own kept used, maintained, advertised, or er, teacher:
honors were awarded as follows: In until at thc end of the year his proginning Saturday
' use and that of his family or guests held out to the public to be a place
the seventh grade, Virginia Till and motion card read from seventh to
Because
of
the
great
amount
of
— And The —
------■ from a licensed retail dealer may where food U served and seating acsickness during the winter this school Alice Baum were tied for first honor eighth.
The Maine commission has Just re- transport the same within the State eommodations are of ere
or tian
sient" guests 'ln which eight or more was closed for four days thus the and ln the eighth Gordon Crowley!
REMEMBRANCE
ceived from the printer, a copy of the in any vehicle which he may own.
sient
ln " c <? K
°.r m°"
ceivcu uom
e
u has i
icoms are used for the sleeping ar term did not end until June 22. and Parker Jackson for highest; The moon shines smilingly upon
mies and regulat ons which t
In the cases of appllcants
<.omlnodaUom, of such tranfilent Many worthwhile projects were honor,
The nodding popples ted.
And the wind sighs softly through
prepared for handing the beer buslt0
drunk on
premlses
onp Qr mofe
completed
and
well
deserved
promo'
ln
th
e
e
i
ght
h
grade
fine
Maine
the trees
Hope Happy Farmers. Hope; Daniel
Agricultural
lamenting the soldier dead.
I ness in Maine. These regulation they must go first to their municipal jng.rooms where meals are served to tions were won.
I note hooks were made during the last
Boone Boys. Port Clyde; Jolly
Several bad cases of wooly aphids
make clear definition of what con-. officers, who, if they approve, for- fUCh transient guests;
PudIIs not ha; Ing missed any time (Prm and Sylvia Tyler's was awarded Then let us place our laurel wreaths
Hustlers, Burkettvllle; Golden Rule. stitutes a restaurant, a hotel, sum- war„ the applications for final action ' Such ‘ keeping and dining rooms
Upon the soldier's grave.
have been reported by orchardlsts in
during the last ten week term were: highest rank. In literature the
And not forget the men
Hope; Twin Village, Damariscotta;
hotel,
club.
and
retailer,
and
the county. The hall storm also did
Whose lives they willingly gave.
mer
to State Board. All other classes of
contained in the same building Encio Laaksonen, Kenneth Pierce. fjghth grade made a study of the
considerable damage to the fruit and 'Orffs
"on then lays down rules for the conduct licenses arp handlwl direct by ,he being
buHdings (n conncction therewith, Alice Baum. Harry Smith. Gordon Psalms aIld clghl were memorized.
PARADE
trees In Union and Jefferson.
!
Simonton s Corner; Jefferson of said places. These regulations se state
hav)ng a con.
Qr buildings stnl'c. Crowley. Parker Jackson and Sylvia
Here they come' Here they come!
nolts on
....
| Cheerio; Forget - me - not. South .
With blast cl bugle, and rattle of
drum
Toilers, South 1 forth that no manufacturer can sell victlon of violatlou of prohibition ture or structures, being provided, in | T>'ler Those wh° missed no time1 lllu5trutlons, Ptc„ with the numerous
Henry Kontio of West Rockport has Hope; Tick Tock
|hto product to ^e.^exceptjM aws within five years an barred but the judgment of the board with ade-, during the whole year (34 weeks):'* reporU they have had every Then blue-clad soldiers with faltering
Bristol; Union Junior Farmers;
tread
recently been appointed manager of
wholesale. Wholesalers and retailers jt i_s understood the State Board will quate and sanitary kitchen and din- Kenneth Pierce and Encio Laakson- ] jortnight and various poems studied, Again
to honor their comrades dead.
Seven
Tree,
Union.
the State of Maine Blueberry Grow
both are prohibited from benefiting not grant licenses to any one who has lng rocm equipment and capacity, en. and Harry Smith missed only one nlade very interesting booklets. Alice Here come the Boy Bcouts
Ice
cream,
soda
water,
candy
and
ers Association. Plans are being
in any license Issued to a hotel, res- ev„ been connected with the illegal ard have employed therein, such day during that time. Those proClad ln khaki brown.
oj the seventh also made a
made for marketing the crop. Pay-j4 H autograph books were on sale taurant or club, and no retailer may saie of liquor, no matter how far back n„mber and kind of servants and moted to High School were Sylvia blrd b(x* whlch
Their heads are up.
was noteworthy.
Their courage never down.
son and Morton of South Hope are ‘V Kn<"-Uncoh> Farm Bureau or benefit, directly or Indirectly in more lt gocs
employes as the board may prescribe, Tyler. Alberta Graves, Evelyn Ulmer,
several pupils achieved very high Crack! Sounds the gun salute.
making crates which will be used
“ funds'
! than one retail license
A last and memorable tribute
In its definitions the commission for prrparing, cooking, and serving Doris Pierce. Parker Jackson, (lordon rank during the year. Counting only
Nash of Camden was in charge of
To the brave men who speak.
by the association for shipping the
retailer
is
allowed
to
fill
any
de{
j
nps
a
restaurant
as:
“
Any
room
suitable
food
for
its
guests."
Crowley.
Charles
Watts
Jr.,
Floyd
^
bp
days
prese
nt
the
following
have
No
(to booth with Mrs. Florence Calder- ;
Though their tongues are mute.
berries.
had an average 0( 90s and over tn
wood of Burkettville, Edith Nash and ; orders for beer, from or for any | legally
_ . and in a bona fide manner Summer hotels and restaurants, it Rackltff and Richard Knowlton.
------------------------------------------------- iTtrFor several years geography note aU studlcs for the year: Encio LaakAlta Pendleton of Camden; i branch store or other retau aeaiei llsed
kept open for thp serving. says, "Are hotels and restaurants as
William Antilla is remodeling his Miss
Sylvia Tyler. Alberta Oraves,
guests for compensation hereinbefore defined which are not book projects have been carried on
Edwin Annis and Robert Pendleton to whom no license has been issued of aieals
barn into a double deck henhouse
which
continue
from
the
seventh
to
i
Ar
ime
Knowlton, Beverlie Jackson,
Section
23
of
the
regulations
says.
which
has
suitable
combinations
for
opened
more
than
four
months
in
the
| of 8imonton's Corner as her assist
He will house several hundred pul-,
Baum and Doris Pierce. Outants. Other leaders and club mem- “No malt beverages shall be dis- seating at least 15 people at a year, nor subsequent to Sept. 30 of the eighth grade. Great enthusiasm
lets this fall.
hnrs were tn the booth during the I
on the
premises
of any ...hotel, counter,
vearregulation
when license
issued.
” b ■ is exhibited by the children and ex-, landing work In mathematics has
bers were In the booth during
| rfsuurant
or fIub
on Sundays
Rnd [he or at tables
Ume therein,
subJcct at
* one
,hc theThe
, »y is
that
a club
celient books have been the result
done by
and warren Ulday.
Young apule trees affected with
The
seventh
grade
made
note
and
mer
some
budding
poets have de Specialize en Chimes and French
The
regulations
permit
the
giving
approval
of
the
board,
and
a
kitchen
in
a
dde
man
ner
solely
for
the
The following acted as Judges in
green plant lice should be sprayed all the events of the day: Mrs Bes- of a restaurant license to any electric connected therewith containing con- object of recreational, social, patrl- scrap books on the United 8tates and veioped
Clocks
really fine bits of verse
All Work Guaranteed
with Black Leaf 40, using about one- sie Hardy. Hope; Mrs. Gertrude' or steam railroad which operates veniences for cooking, sufficient to otic or fraternal nature and not for its Possessions and the eighth on all have
written by Sylvia Tyler,
Formerly employed by C. E. Morse
half pint to 50 gallons water. The
meals tn a bona fide manner pecuniary gain.
__
foreign countries This work is cor- Kenneth Pierce, Parker Jackson, EdHupper, Tenant's Harbor, Mrs. Made- club, parlor or dining cars on their provide
Jeweler
,
,
______
,
A
retailer
is
described
as,
“
One
who
same treatment may be given gar
thp originai package malt 1 elated with English and lias proven w-in Tyler and Encio Laaksonen.
Now Located at
! lyn Thompson. Friendship; Jessie lines, but they can sell no beer while; for 15 guests, at one and the saniden peas for lice. The addition of
HUSTON-TUTTLE BOOK STORE
j The following from Encio Laaksoj Lawrence, home demonstration agent trains are at terminal stops. A res time, and shall Include railroad dm- beverages not to be consumed on the very valuable.
tnt Main Street
Rockland
laundry soap will help the material i and R. C Wentworth, county agent taurant license may also be issued to ing cars and vessels meeting such premises.'
Some children have letters, stamps.
were thc outcome of the study
to stick.
At noon the 800 club members,
• • • •
I leaders and visitors met in the
Bean growers should watch closely I grandstand where Miss Spearin. Asfor indication of the Mexican bean I slstant State Club Leader was the
beetle. This Insect was found last
speaker. Miss Spearin had just reyear in the State and may appear
; turned from National 4-H camp at
at any time.
i Washington and described ihe trip
and club work In general.
A recent dairy report shows a
Elbridge Oenthner, a member of
marked increase In number of cows
4-H Club of
and heifers slaughtered under fed
I Damariscotta gave a demonstration
eral inspection during May. being 25
on candling eggs.
per cent greater than the same t
J. R. Meservey of Union was the
month last year.
' photographer, and pictures were
taken of all 100 per cent clubs and
Otto Kari of Union is installing a 1
clubs in uniforms. A group picture
ventilating system in hts henhouse
was also taken of all present.
which he feels will Improve the con
Bertha K. Ludwig, clerk at the
dition of the pen this winter.
Farm
Bureau office, was the score-'
• • • •
keeper of all races and games for
The next important spray for ap
1 the day.
ples will be the apple fruit fly spray I
These leaders were in charge of the
which should be put on about the
| different events;
first of July. It will be advisable to:
Registration—Mrs. Celia Bragdon. |
use calcium arsenate ln place of I
i Miss Louise Nash.
lead arsenate due to the recent;
Parade—Mrs. Bessie Hardy. Norris
ruling of the Federal government 1
[Waltz, Mrs. Florence Hahn.
on lead residue on the apples. If ’ Swimming—M. A. Brann. N. F. j
calcium is used hydrated lime should
[) Barrett. Bernal Jewett.
be added to the spray to prevent |
Races—Norris A. Waltz, Mrs. E.
burning of the foliage.
| N. Hobbs. John Howard.
Horse Shoe Games — Mrs. Lily
4-H Club Notea
Waltz, Mrs. Winifred Pinkham. M
The Knox-Lincoln annual field A. Brann. Albert Elwell, Mrs Bertha
day was held at Union fair grounds t Meservey, Clifton Meservey.
Saturday, with an attendance of 800
Starter on Races: M. A. Brann
including club members, club leaders North Whitefield.
and visitors.
Howard Chase. Richard Britt and
Tick Tock Toilers 4-H Club of John Karl. Boy Scouts from RockSouth Bristol was awarded the green land, acted as lifeguards during the
and white felt 4-H banner for win- i day.
ning the most points in the events. I
TURN FOR THE BETTER
The banner was presented to Mrs |
Lawrence Page, leader of tha club
by M. A. Brann of North Whitefield. Is Seen Through An Analysis OI
Maine Central's May Figures
The twelve “Tick Tock Toiler" girls j
and leader were in club uniforms
-------with a 100 per cer.v attendance.
Net income of $54,546 above fixed
Work and Win 4-H Club of Damar- ■ charges In May. this year, an Incrcas"
lscotta won second place and was j of 127.6% over May 1932. when revepresented with a watermelon while I nues of the road for the month were
the Union Junior Farmers won a big ' 14.4% greater than this year, is disbag of peanuts as third prize. The | closed in the monthly figyres of the
summary:
Maine Central railroad.
Swimming Races: Senior girls,
?-.o
This outstanding result in the op
VNellie Clifford, South Bristol, first; eration of the property was made ir
senior boys Albert Boynton, North the face of a reduction ln both
Whitefield, first; junior girls, Bertha freight and passenger revenue ar
Start Camden, first; Junior bdys, compared with May, last year. The'
Rudolph Hesselgren, Union, first.
remarkable improvement, the figures
Running Races: Senior girls, Adele show, was due to reduction in costs!
%<Hawkins, Tenant's Haroor. first; of operation by which expenses for
senior boys, Dennis Genthner Dam the month were reduced 18.8%, as
ariscotta first; Junior girls, Violet compared with last year. The result- '
Bryant, Newcastle, first; Junior ant ratio of operating expenses tc j
boys Ward Ralph, Orff's Corner, operating revenue was 67.85. as com-1
first.
pared with 73.03 in May, 1932.
Bag Races Senior girls. Hazel FarThe Maine Central's figures indi
powerful gasoline ever offered at
LIVE your motor a holiday over
rin, South Bristol, first; senior boys, cate an appreciable turn for the bet- j
*Z..
Elbridge Genthner Damariscotta, ter, in what has been a constant I
regular gas price.
the 4th, and celebrate with
first; Junior girls, Mae Rice, 8outh trend of lessening revenues. The de
Bristol, first; Junior boys, William crease ln freight revenue for the
Triple “X” TYDOL ... a revolu
Get New Freedom from knocks
Hardy. Hope, first.
month of May, 1933, was 11%, as
tion
in
gasoline!
...
a
revelation
Horse Shoe Games: Girls, Eileen
and pounds .. .Triple “X’’ TYDOL
compared with May, 1932, whereas in
Payson and Rachel Noyes of Hope
April, this year, similar comparison
in your motor!
Golden Rule 4-H Club; boys, John
is the highest anti-knock gasoline
showed a decrease of 24.1%. simi
Annis and Robert Pendleton of Sim
larly, comparison of passenger reve
onton Ayrshire dairy club.
ever sold at regular gas price.
Get New Freedom in motor opera
Three-legged Races: Senior girls, nue shows May with a decline of
30.7%, and April 38%.
tion ...Triple “X” TYDOL “lubri
South Bristol Tick
Tock Tollers,
Get all 3 of these extra-cost fea
—
first; senior boys,Damariscotta
Trips to the Century of Progress
cates as it drives’’ ... It smooths
Work and Win 4-H Club, first; junior
tures . . . at no extra cost. Ride
i;irls, Camden Megunticook Juniors, Exposit.on at Chicago arranged. All
and
cushions
valves,
cylinders
and
with Triple “X” TYDOL ... for
Irst: Junior boys Union Junior expense, all details. Rail, water or |
bus. Maurice F. Lovejoy, Insurance.
Farmers, first.
pistons.
a safe and saving 4th.
One-half Mile Race; All senior Phone 1060-J, Masonic Temple,:
706hen72-S-tf
boys, Dennis Genthner, Damaris Rockland.
Get New Freedom in traffic . . .
cotta. first.
Tide Water Oil Sales Corporation
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND
One-fourth Mile Race: Senior
Triple “X” TYDOL is the most
STEAMBOAT
CO.
27 Main St., South Portland
girls, Arlene Carney, Sheepscott,
8UMMER ARRANGEMENT
first; Junior boys, William Hardy,
JUNE 28 TO SEPTEMBER 13
Hope, first.
Eastern Standard Time
200-Yard Race: Junior girls, Violet
DAILY. SUNDAYS EXCEPTED
Vinalhaven Line
Bryant, Newcastle, first.
Steamer leaves Rockland dally except
There were 43 clubs represented by Sunday
at 6.00 A. M. and ‘2.00 P. M
over 550 members and leaders, with Arriving at Vinalhaven at 7 20 A M. and
3 20 P M
Returning steamer leaves
about 250 visitors.
Vinalhaven at 8.30 A M. and 4.30 P. M.
Arriving
at
Rockland
9.50 A. M. and
The following 21 clubs attended
5.50 P. M
100 per cent: Hatchet Mt. 4-H, Hope;
Stonington and Swan’s Island Line
leaves Swan's Island dally ex
Orff's Oorn-er Girls; Wide Awake Steamer
cept 8unday at 6 00 A M. Stonington
Girls, Union; South Bristol Helpful 6.55. North Haven 7.50; due to arrive at
about 9 00 A. M. Returnng.
Handy Home Hustlers; Willing I Rockland
leaves Rockland ‘2.00 P. M. North Haven
Workers, Hope; Work and Win. 3 00, Stonington 4.00; due to arrive at
Swan’s Island about 5 00 P. M
Damariscotta;
Sunshiney
Seven,
•On arrival of afternoon train from
*
Nobleboro; Project Pushers. Wal Boston.
B H. STINSON
pole; Bootlibuy Gainers, Boothbay; 73-tf
‘
General Agent.

BEER REGULATIONS

With the Extension Agents j
Knox Lincoln Farm Bureau

W. J. TAIT
Expert Watch and
Clock Maker

NEW MOTOR FREEDOM!
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“IT

If

LUBRICATES AS IT DRIVES”.

EXTRA COST

